» WMCBiniM r*tca,
f tr paid in advaicb.

VrOL. L1L

#2.00 ra»
fi.SD.

roort!) Stmerkan.

tear.

ELLSWORTH, MAINE, WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, JULY 4,

flbbtrtiarnunt*.

LOCAL AFFAIRS.

The Burrill National Bank

CORPORATIONS,

,!nJ)

National

Corrf8|K>iKicnt.H,

/n

**¥

'I A I 1,8

effect

June 4,

Shnwnuil Hank of ltoatou; National Com-

in the fall.

KM MVK1I.

MAILS

From
•«»* m, • 4 08, 4*6 and *rt 23 pm.
From BAST—I. 7 » m, 5.41 and 10.50 p m.
MAIL CLONE* AT POSTorriCK

Gomo Kant—♦ and « *5 a m, 4 and 5 45 »> m.
Got no WKAT-li-.0a m, •/, *5.16 and •# p in.

•Daily, Sundays Included, except that no mall
received from <2 ((Strain Sundays, and none
dispatched at 2 Saturdays.
No mails dispatched to or received Irom the
eaat Sundays.
from our insurance

companies

state that all

City Clerk Hale reports

losses from the conflagration at San Francisco will l>«
paid in full.

Harry

companies represented by us paid out in the Haitimore courts*ration over si* million dollars (»fl,000,00u), and
may bare to pay ten million i*10,00o,uuOi in San Francisco,
and will keep on doing business.
Yonr business is peifectly safe in
Moral:
in Hancock

our

O.

Tracy

is

spending his vacation

George I. Orant,

Boston, is spending

of

Dr. E. C. Barrett, of Bluebill,
Ellsworth Monday.

hands.

was

in

G. Jordan and wife, of Bangor,
spent Sunday in Ellsworth.
William L. McDonald, of Pittsburg, is
st home for his annual visit.
Warren

George P. Paine
vard for the

is

summer

at

home

from Har-

vacation.

E. J. Scott, of Brockton, is spending his
vacation at his home in this city.

The GEO. H. GRANT CO.,

Mrs. F. F. Simonton is spending a few
days with her parents in Charleston.
Mrs. Alma R. Whittemore has opened
her house on Bridge hill for the summer.

BUCKSPORT.

E. G. Baker and wife, of Bangor, will be
the guests of Rev. J. P. Simonton over the
Fourth.

To Ovr Customers

Howard Adams is at home from Boston
for a few days. He will remain over the
Fourth.

notice.

insurance:
:

pleased to state that we are in receipt of advices, from the several
Companies represented by as, stating that their financial standing will not be
seriously impaired by their losses in the San Francisco conflagration.
We are

That they wilt lie able to pay all losses in that fire, in full, and still have
ample surplus to meet all other liabilities.
Ellsworth. April 24, mw.C. W. A F. L. MASON.

HAVE heard from every company represented by this agency; and

I

while 1 had no fears as to their ability to take care of San Francisco's losses, they assure me that in no case will the surplus be

exhausted.
I solicit your business for the largest companies doing business.
O.

W.

TAPLEY.

Eyes examined!
OFFICE CONSULTATION, SO CENTS.

Mrs. B. F. Joy and daughter Eleanor
have returned from an extended visit to
Westbrook.
C. B. Simon ton, of Boston, is spending a
vacation of two weeks with his father,
Rev. J. P. Himonton.

jr.,

are

here

Percy

V.

on

P.

Mouday, July

A.

daughter

A.

Up.

16.

on

the

are re-

birth of

a

Thursday.
Percy V'. will

Redman, formerly of Ellsworth, received
first prize in the Bradbury debate.
Charles C. Knowlton, of Ellsworth, rea

ceived the honor of cum laude.
Mr.
Knowlton also made the much-coveted
Phi Beta Kappa.

Amy C., daughter of Andrew J. Larkin,
formerly of Ellsworth, died at her home
in Portland last Wednesday, in the nineteenth year of her age. Miss Larkin was
beautiful girl, and during her occasional
visits in

Ellsworth,

friends. The body
interment Friday.

made

many warm
here for

brought

was

Donaqua lodge, K. of P., elected officers
last Wednesday evening as follows: C. C.,
M. Y. McGown; V. C., J.T.Bilvy; prelate,
John A. Lord; M. of W., H. B. Estey; M.
at A., George 8. Hagerthy; K. of R. and 8.
and M. of F., H. L. Crabtree; M. of E.,
E. C. Osgood; inner guard, C. H. Leland;
outer guard, Roswell Murch. Officers will
be installed Wednesday evening, July 11.
Green peas from home gardens will not
be as common a Fourth of July dinner
hereabouts as in past years, but at least
one Ellsworth man, who is farming on a
somew hat extensive scale, will have them.
This is John Maloney, whose farm on the
Stabawl road is away ahead of the season.
Mr. Maloney will have peas for the Fourth,
all right, and lots of them. He is now
building a hay barn at the farm, 96x50, feet
with a capacity for seventy-five tons of
hay. He expects to cut seventy-five tons
this year.
Mrs.

to Ellsworth

and Mrs.

Mttl<

lows :
ROLL OF ACCOUNTS NO. 4.

Name.
Amount.
John H Silvy,
#45 0(1
Edward T Finn,
450G
Tickets, adults. 50 cents; children under
2 00 twe’ve years, 25 cents. Tickets wrill boon
Dorephus L Fields.
John H Bresnahnn,
2 00
sale to members of the Sunday school afc
Ira B Hagan. Jr,
2 00 the store of E. F. Robinson on Monday,
Frank M Moore,
July 9. and to the general public begin2 00
ning July 10.
Alexander H Gray,
2 00
4588
Saptofschs, B E Mason,
Thursday, July 19, at Ellsworth—Special
Electric light, BH&UR Power Co,
150 00 republican county convention.
BHAl'R Power Co,
Water,
1,000 00
Ellsworth, Aug. 14 and 15—Hancock
Eastern Me Ins hospital, 122 28
Insane,
county conference of Unitarian churches.
Maine insane hospital,
71 91
COUNTY.
10 40
Library.
Eugene P Warren,
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday
4 00
High school,
22
and
23—Bar
Harbor horse Bhow.*
Aug. 21,
Melvin 8 Hmith.
4 95
G H Ragsdale A Co,
12 40
CHURCH NOTES.
Martin E Jellison,
2 26
American Book Bo,
Text-book,
1010
UNITARIAN.
48
H^hoolhonse, Branch Pond Lumber Co
Rev. 8. W. Sutton, pastor,
Stratton & Wescott,
School,
10 60
Morning service at
Sunday, July 8
28 25
Campbell Pub Co,
10.30.
Sermon by the pastor.
Sunday
Ernest D Giles,
15 00
school at 11.45 a.m.
Town of Orland,
20 96
ROMAN CATHOLIC.
Herman E Hill,
10 00
Rev. J. D. O’Brien, pastor,
Edward Haney,
10 00
Charles J Treworgy.
Sunday, July 8 Low mass and aer8 26
m on at 9.30.
Benediction at 7.30 p. m.
Mrs Susan Murcb,
2 00
UNION CONG’L,
Fire dept,
Sen Hale Hose Co,
156 00
ELLBWORTJI FALLS.
Rev. J. D. Prigmore, pastor.
Everett Brown,
17 50
Charles J Treworgy,
1 26
Sunday, July 8
Morning service at
William H Brown,
26 00
10.30; sermon by pastor. Sunday school at
11.45.
Frank R Moore,
Prayer meeting at 7.30 p. m.
1 79
BAPTIST.
95 00
Contingent, John F Royal,
—

—

—

George

W

Patten,

50 00
69 91
2 00
17 50

Frank R Moore,
C E Alexander,
B H A U R Power Co,
Walter P Clark,
L D Patten,
C W A F L Mason,
F C Burrill,
N E Tel A Tel Co,
Benjamin F Gray,
Joslah A Phillips,
William Whitby,
D L Fields,
Geo R Caldwell,
Will Nevells,
E W Allen,
Frank E W’it ham,

Richardson, of North Orland, with her ron William H., was
thrown from their carriage on Bridge hill
to-day (Tuesday), their horse becoming
frightened at an automobile. The automobile is one just purchased by Clarence
Day, and was driven by Mr. Treat, of
The automobile had already
Bangor.

over

a

rock

in

the

ditch

and

throwing out the occupants. Both were
slightly injured. The horse ran, but was
captured at E. H. Greely’s place.
messes

or live years ago seven little
of Rockland organized the B. B. B.

club.

Just what the initials stand for is

a

week.

15 00
4 50
57 00
57 00
150 00
150 00
2 00
2 26
1 60
78 00
2 50
1 50
2 00

Irving Salisbury,
A M Hopkins,

2 00
30
92,438

11

for collection of

taxes, the

same

as

last

year, was presented and signed.
The clerk was instructed to present to
H. B. Phillips a bill for the reimbursement of

the city for

pended by
for

a small amount exdirection of the board of health

removing rubbish from the cellar ol

but the initiated, but some of
outside frie ds suggest that they

secret to all

Rockland w’ho buzzed in last

a

O. P. Torrence, of this city,
Gray,

ten

BURGLARS AT BLUEIIlLli.

married June 26 to Clarence E.

was

on

Main street

could be cleared
thought
out, there would be no further trouble.
The committee on streets was instructed
to see what could be done in this direc-

PLEASURE?

A

Postofflee

J. P. Simon ton will go to West Tremont next Sunday, to address a meeting of

Miss Margaret Latfln is home
lin, N. H., for the summer.

from

Ber-

perfect

the

Noyes

& Nutter

Bangor, Me.

Mfg. Co.,

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE AMERICAN
Porcelain Inlays.
Thejmost up-to-date dental
work.£Crown and Bridge
Work.
Gas,! Ether and
Cocaine for Painless Extraction.

THE—

sure

to meet

a

vacation.

About

seventy-five

from

Jacksonville last Thursday to attend
the picnic of the East Maine Veterans
association. It was a big gathering.
to

range or a fur-

“Clarion”, lit is
ever? requirement.
a

Percy A. Smith, of Fairfield, was In
Ellsworth a few days last week, renewing
old acquaintances. He came down this
way to attend the Smith reunion at Sullivan.

H.

GREELY,
: DENTIST.

Vain Street,

•

Ellsworth.

ELLSWORTH

Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms.
"*o fax, no wiiaii,*
*» Mnd» oI
laundry work done at abort notion.
‘*o°de called for and daUrend.
_

M. B. KSTBY * CO.,

Wt,r »t> BSIDOS,

ELLSWOSTd, MS-

Made by the Wood Bishop Co.,
Bangor. Sold by

J. P. ELDRIDGE,
Main Street,

Eixswouth

SEEDPEAS.
Gradus and Thomas
Laxton Varieties.

The

ELLSWORTjTaREENHOUSE.

Charles E. Beliatty, Leslie Beckwith and
Misses Nellie and Edith Franklin arc
here for their annual outing at the Beliatty
cottage, Contention Cove. Mrs. C. A.
Beliatty is chaperoning the party.
Charles W. Campbell, who gradual J
this year from the civil engineering de
pertinent of the University of Maine, left
Sunday for Spokane, Wash., where the
rest of his family moved a year ago.
The steamer Percy V. carried her full
complement of passengers, seventy-five,
on the picnic of the Unitarian Sunday
school to Newbury Neck Monday. A de-

which have been

several

instances

ported.

No trace of the letters has

re-

been

found.
MOUTH

Ellsworth went

Miss Eva B. Meader, of Surry, and
Harold S. Higgins, of Ellsworth, wenmarried Saturday evening by Rev. J. P.
Simonton, at the Methodist parsonage.

CLARION.
Whether it’s
nace-U it is

summer

Miss Mary L. Shute, who has been teaching in Taunton, Mass., is at home for the
summer.
She has been spending the past
week with relatives at Lamoine.

OK

THE

Mrs. Anna Kemick

w'ife.

Walter Thompson, of Waltham, Mass.,
came Saturday morning for his vacation.
Mrs. Thompson has been with her mother
here for several weeks.

RIVER.

Conary, of Brewer,

visited her mother recently.
Capt. M. W. Moon and wife, who have

Friday evening.

METHODIST EPISCOPAL.
Rev. J. P. 8imonton. pastor.

Sunday, July

10.30.
school

8

—

Morning

at

11.45.

at
Sunday

service

Sermon by the pastor.

Epworth League at^

Even ing service at 7.30.

CONGREGATIONAL.

Pulpit vacant.
Sunday, July 8
Morning service at
10.30. Sunday school at 11.45.
Prayer and conference meeting on Friday evening at 7.30.
—

RiminffM Notices.
J A. Haynes has installed in his marketOM
of the most improved cash registers, made by
the National Cash Register Co., of Dayton, OWith the installation of the new register, *
novel money-saving scheme is introduced.
One day each month, half the receipts from
cash sales will be returned to purchasers.
For each purchase made a printed check is
given showing the amount of the purchase
and the date of the sale. On the first Wednesday of the month following, a particular date
will be announced, checks for a cash purchase
bearing this date will be honored in cash for
one-half of the face value.
■WATCH CO N'T IIS T AT FLOYD

MARKET.

Following is the standing of the contestin the Floyd Market watch contest, mm
announced up to Saturday night:
ants

Oirls.
Law Sinclair,
2312 Winifred Doyle,
Geo Blaisdell,
1687 Lida True,
Edward Downey, 1257 Marg’t Harrigan,
977 Clara Shorey,
John R. Doyle,
Frank H Grows,
733 May Wilson,
296
Maude Blaisdell,
Kenneth Royal,
241
Eliz’th Morrison,
Herbert Foster,
Walter Mason,
174
Send your orders f*»r FLOWERS for
purpose to MOSES, BAR HARBOR,
you will t>e plea»ed.
Op» n all the year ’round.

!

any
aud

tLbsmisrmrnta,

COLD STORAGE.

ELLSWORTH FALLS.

and Letters.

money

—

Adjourned.

Robbed of Stamps, Change

Rev.

Rev. P. A. A. Kill am, pastor.
Sunday, July 8
Morning service at
10.30.
Sermon by the pastor.
Sundw
school at 11.45. Christian Endeavor mewat
service
7.
at
7.30.
ing
Evening
Bible study and prayer service at 7Ji

tion.

Miss Grace Hamilton went to Bangor
Saturday, returning Sunday.
Mrs. Herbert Flood is visiting her paBluebell, June 30 (special)-Burglars
the Knights of Pythias at 3 o’clock in the some time after midnight
last
night rents at the Green Lake hatchery.
afternoon.
Frank Wilbur has moved here from
entered the poetoffice here and stole about
If it is to yon, here’s a chance for you to enjoy yourworth of stamps and small change, and Tilden, and is occupying the James Clough
The pulpit of the Congregational church
next Sunday.
It is prob- all the first-class mail in the in-coming house.
will be
self. Wo mean by saving money on your purchase of a able thatsupplied
Prof. C. J. H. Ropes, of Bangor, and out-going mails.
Mrs. Ralph Hamilton and baby, of BanThe burglary bears the earmarks of ama- gor, are the guests of Mr. Hamilton’s
will preach.
a
in
sell
are
made
and probably someone well ac- parents, Hiram Hamilton and wife.
range. KINEO Ranges that we
George B. Stuart, of Ellsworth, has been teurs,
office.
It is believed
re-elected district committeeman from quainted with the
Mrs. W. H. Brown, who has been at
the
in
comes
the
manner by expert workmen, and
had been remQved dursaving
Hancock county for the third congres- the window catch
East Machias for several weeks with her
the day preceding the burglary, preing
sional district.
husband, who is employed there, is home.
running expenses.
paratory to the entrance at night. No atMiss Helen Rollins, who is assistant to
George Whitcomb and w'ife are home
was made to force the safe.
tempt
the principals at the Misses Shipley's
frt/tn Lynn for a visit with Mr. WhitThe most serious loss is in the letters,
school at Bryn Mawr, Pa., is at home for ,
comb’s parents, Charles E. Whitcomb and
F. B. AIKEN, Agent, Ellsworth.
and checks in
which contained

Bangor.

of

ELLSWORTH.

Saturday, July 7, at Hancock hall
“Quincy Adams Sawyer.” Tickets now am
sale at Campbell’s variety store.
Saturday, July 14, 2.30 p. in., at Wymaa
park—Miss Annie Oakley, assisted by her
husband, Frank E. Butler, will give an
exhibition of fancy rifle shooting.
Monday, July 16, leav ng at 8.30 sharp—
Excursion of
Congr Rational Sunday
school by steamer Percy V. to Atlantic.
—

The regular meeting of the city government was held Monday evening. Mayoi
Hagerthy presided. Aldermen present
McCarthy, Tripp, Moore and Austin.
Rolls of accounts were passed as fol-

from

Mason will go to the cottage this

sister of Mrs.

IS SAVING

Accounts
l*a*se<l
Other IJiihIim'ss.

of

Isaiah

Saturday for
days’ visit are Dorothy Bird, Ruth
Ellsworth
has
another automobile. Blackington, Madeline Burrows, Rose DaAfter July I, the first seven days of each month.
Clarence Day has purchased a Cadillac vis, Emeline Webb, and Lucia Burpee.
runabout, and received the machine They were chaperoned by Mrs. Jennie
COOMItS’ BLOCK, MAIN BTKEET. KLL8WOKTI1, MAINE to-day.
Bird.
Miss Georgia Hutchinson, of Bangor,

DR. BAKER, Eye Refractionist.

Rolls

building
recently damaged
bring an Ibtir
by Are.
McKinley stand for Beans and Brown Bread. At
The committee appointed to look after
and West Tremont next Monday.
any rate, cooking was one of the objects the drain at Weaver's flat, and also at
Allan Means, who has been employed in of the *club-eating, of course, merely in- Church street near the railroad, reported
Aitkin, Minn., for the past year, is at cidental. One of the members of this club that it could see no damage to the Weaver
was Miss Lillian Russell, whose parents
home for a vacation of two months.
property as claimed.
have within a few months moved to EllsIn regard to the Church street drain,
Rev. P A. A. Killam was called to South
worth. This summer the club conceived the committee reported that the natural
Hurry Monday to officiate at the funeral of
the idea of a visit to their wandering water course was
Hollis H. Smith, who died Saturday.
apparently across the
member, and so it happens that things are property of H. B. Phillips, arid that the
drain
R. E. Mason has rented the Phillips cotthis
course had filled up
following
pretty lively just now at the Russell home and did
not vent the water.
It was
Mr.
tage at Shady Nook until July 21.
on Lincoln street.
The six little B’s from
that if this drain
The steamer

No. 27

COMING EVENTS.

Fund.
Waltham,
the Ellsworth high Police,

Some four

Killam and wife

born last

excursion

Glasses Furnished One Dollar and

of

graduated from
school this year, may also enter the university.
In the award of prizes at Bowdoin college, Fulton J. Kedman, son of Erastus F.

running

for the Fourth.

The Congregational Sunday school will
go on au excursion to Atlantic by steamer

ceiving congratulations

lias been built on the tines of integrity ami
UV
DDAOTIPC
*
”>»Mv I Iwt fair
dealing. The fact that I devote my time
exclusively to the scientific examination of the eye and the furnishings of
glasses makes it possible to do more satisfactory work both for my patients
and rnyseif. Ninety per cent, of all headaches come from defective eyes.
With the proper glasses all distressing pains will cease. I lit no glasses without a careful, adequate examination.

CITY MKKTINO

J. Edmund Burke, of Boston, is spendSTREET COMMISSIONER'S ROLL.
ing his vacation with his mother, Mrs. B.
Highways.
91,427 03
F. Gray, in Ellsworth.
Rock crushing.
607 35
94 40
A. H. Norris and Harry W. Haynes and passed the Richardsons on the hill, the Bridges.
187 55
family have gone to their Shady Nook horse apparently not being frightened by State road.
Sidewalks.
157 48
it, and had turned into W. W. Morrison’s
cottage for the summer.
and stopped.
The horse passing in
92,473 81
Senator Hale arrived at 44The Pines” yard
the street, shied to the right, the carriage
The contract with John H. Bresnahan
Monday night. Fred and Eugene Hale,

Rev.

Are You Troubled with Headaches?

sev-

a

his vacation here.

county.

sad

dogs licensed

Ellsworth.

in

Place your business with the leading agency

ELLSWORTH. BAR HARBOR

214

date.

to

The

visit of

a

Harvey Jordan,

who

la

■p EP0RT8

part of this week for

Kalph M. Holmes and Austin L Maddocks will enter the University of Maine

IV*.6

ant.

Nt>w York.
mercial Hank. Albany,

picknick-

Mtsslx>ra V. Parsons arrived home last

latter

AT KLl.lWiiHTH COST OPKfca.

INDIVIDUALS,

OFFER EVERY
FIRMS
WCOMMODATION CONSISTENT WITH SFAE
LEO ITEM ATE BANKING.
and

the

eral weeks.
sCHfclMM.K

WE SOLICIT ACCOUNTS OF

enjoyed by

Friday from a visit to her sister, Mrs. F.
A. Coombs, at Bast Orange, N. J.
Mr. and
Mrs. Coombs and family are expected the

HaJkey

to commence business October M, 1M, the pioneer National Hank
of Ellsworth, Maine.

was

ENTERED AS SECOND•CLASS MATTER /
AT TH* ELLSWORTH P08T0FFICE.
\

era.

4inhisTiMt«KNrM thin vvkkk.

In bankruptcy—Eft
L Gilbert.
Kxec notice—Mt Kate Forest Gray.
Iu bankruptcy—Eat Robert tt Curtis.
Lost—A watch.

ELLSWORTH, MAINE,

OF

Authorized

ni;v»

lightful day

♦
)

1906

Rev. W. J. Hail, who has been visiting
days with Rev. and Mrs.
Prigmore, left Monday morning for Lakeville, Conn. Mr. Hail assisted in the
here for several

When eggs are cheap, drop them in
a barrel of Kekf-Eog just the same as
the egg man uses his cold storage.
While he will tie will have Hat, musty
eggs, yours will be as fresh as whea
first laid.

Keep- Egg
the following sizes

is put up in cans la
:

Small size, will preserve 10 to 15
25c
doz. eggs,
Medium size, will preserve 50
50c
doz. eggs,
Large size, will preserve 100 doz.
$1.0©
eggs,
...

FOR SALE BY

G.

A.

PARCHER.

FIRE
Crackers, Torpedoes,

Sky Rockets,

communion service Sunday morning, and
Roman Candles, Horns. Flags, and
improving.
in the evening gave a talk on life in Japan,
of
and
Mrs.
Mrs. Johnson
Mitchell,
which was very interesting.
Mr. Hail Novelties of all kinds for
Bass Harbor, are the guests of H. H. sails the last of this month for
Japan,
Pratt.
w here he goes as Japanese missionary.
been

quite ill,

are now

Mrs. Horace Marks is very

pneumonia. Her daughter,
Kemick, is with her.

ill

Mrs.

with

Oscar

Frank Dutfee, wife and three children, of Bangor, are visiting Mrs. Duffee’s
mother, Mrs. Linda Leach.
Henry Jordan and wife, of Ellsworth
Falls, are at their oottage, the 8ea Breeze,

WEST

ELLSWORTH.

William Burnham left
home in Lynn, Mass.

on

Friday

for

his

Mrs. Emma Spencer is visiting her sister, Mrs. Eliza Stackpole.
Fred Brown, wife and child moved into
the Alexander Barron house
week.

SALE

at Retail and Wholesale

last
Beach, for the summer.
Mrs. Clarissa Billington, cf Surry, is
Miss Linda Pratt, who has been in
Mrs. Grace Barron for a few Prices that
Lawrence, Mass., for the past year, is at visiting
w'eeks.
home on a visit to her parents, Frank
see them at

at Pleasant

Pratt and wife.
Mrs. Allen C. Holt, who has been visiting her mother, Mrs. Kemick, has gone to
Bar Harbor to visit her sister, Mrs. Agnes
Alley. Her sister, Mrs. Pray, accompanied

hex|

Misses Grace Carter and Julia Barron
visited at Mrs. Ruth Tate’s at Lakewood
last week.

Mrs. Maria Stanley, of Lynn, Mass., arrived Thursday to stay a few weeks at

IdlewoodJ

AT
are

right.

Come

and

ENDEAVOR.

CHRISTIAN

Mutual brnrfit tfiolunm.

the Week
Beginning July S.
By REV. S. II. DOV1-E.
Topi' —Forgiving and being forgiven.—
i.
vi.
h, IS.
(Cat

IWsxfr 11 rrlinn Topic

forgive.
demands

part

Though searched for far and

i

ms

forgiving spirit on
be forgiven. The
our

Did every traveler on life’s highway know
The secret charm, while hurrying to and fro.
Busy and buried in mere selfish aim*;
More thoughtful of their own than others’

we can

»e

army.

uo

wrung

wur

gains—
they but know the best of earthly bliss.
Though searched for far and near, was simply
Did

this:
To make

—Selected

where

iety

have solved one
of the greate t problems of the church
in laying hol< of the young and vigorous life and harnessing it to the work
of the chorch T. F. ShUllngton. J. P.
It is becai se we believe that the
C. K. society has banded together tens
and hundreds of thousands of young
men and you tg women In the country
to engage In this noble and tremendous
confilct with the evils of the present
day—for this reason we bid yon welcome to our midst this evening.—Rev.
William Pari H. A.
The Christ
Eudcavorer will be a
man as stral
as a die. as true as
steel, a man whose word will be as
good as gold. Iter. J. M. Alley.
so

you

it

comes

above.

in clipPerhaps

notice

more

in

our

reading

“the

j

was

a more

several

viewed

it then

in different

lights,
with our own
and
conditions
personal
experiences.
Some take it all in a 'matter-of-fact way
—the sun rises and seta, they think not of
its powrer or of its source; no question of
science or philosophy disturbs them; even
the wonders of creation awaken no special
interest in their minds.
We sometimes hear it said of a person,
sona

and

“he

our

or

opinion of

it varies

she takes life too

seriously,”

sensibilities
shocked
apparent carelessness of those who
look
as
a
to
“huge joke”.
upon life

sometimes one's

by

and

are

the

seem

So the world continues to be made up of
“all kinds”, and as in nature in every

form
are

we

find

no

just alike.

more we

duplicates, so

no

If

realize

we

should not

conform to

our

could

two of

expect every

us

this

one

to

standard.

We are glad you have broken your long
silence, Ann.
Dear Aunt Mafiae and M. B. Bittern:
How are you all? 1 have thought for a long
time 1 must write, but have been so interested
in all of your nice letters and recipes, that
perhaps 1 have neglected my duties. But
Sister B*s letter this week gave me such a
reminder of the work, that I at once seat
myself to the writing.
I have so enjoyed the new sisters in the
column, and all the old ones, too. Now. Mcb,
how 1 wish you would happen along with
your scissors and tape measure and do a little
cutting and fitting for me. Aunt Maria, we
are all so sorry you are not able to send us a
word, but truat you are gaining every day.
I also saw Anon, her face all smiles, and
hoping to be at the reunion.
“What is so rare as a day in June?*’ So
many times I think of it when our fields are
more than beautiful with their waving grass,
and buttercups and daisies every where among
the green. 1 would love to cal! you all by name
so you could know 1 think of each and all,
but time and space forbid. Best wishes.
Aim.
_

|

Cottage Proof kg—Sift together one-fourth
cup cugar. one teaspoon baking powder, onefourth teaspoon salt, heaping cup flour. Beat
one egg. add one-half
cup milk (scant) and
combine mixturea. Beat well and add two
tableapoons melted butter; bake in buttered
pan from twenty to twenty-five minutea.
Baked Peas—One quart dried peas, soak
over night, and in the morning pour off water.
Add more aud parboil. Take one-half
pound
fat salt pork, two tablespoons sugar, salt and
to taste; then bake tiU done. Try

pepper

Oeangk Ptodikg—Cut six oranges, sprinkle
with one-half pint of sugar. Make a custard
of one.pint of milk to a boiling heat; stir in
one tab'.eapoon each of flour and cornstarch,
yolks of two eggs, one-half cup sugar mixed
smooth with milk. Cook iu a double boiler
until thick.
When cool, pour over the
Beat the whites of the eggs to a
oranges.
stiff froth with two
tablespoons of sugar;
spread over the pudding ana brown in a slow
Dear M. B. Friends:
I suppose you all have yoor house cleaning
done and flower beds made. 1 have my cleaning done, but there have been so many high
winds and so much dust has blown into the
house I almost feel 1 must clean house again
soon. I do not have much space for flowers,
but the few I have are looking well. Beside
the flower bed we have a small space where
we planted radishes and lettuce.
We have
had several meases from it.
They taste so
much better fresh from the garden than when
bought in the market.
I see the account of heavy thunder and
lightning storms in Hancock county. There
have been several here, but they were not
destructive. 1 cannot reaiize that the Fourth
of July is almost here. It seems only a few
days ago we were buying Christmas presents.
I rather dread the holiday, for it is generally
very noisy.
I have found out who Sadie is. She, about
fourteen years ago, worked for a family that
lived in the next house to my sister’s.
Perhaps the Mutuals would be interested if
I should tell them of a very pleasant evening
at a social that was given under the auspices
of the Augusta lodge, Friends of Maine, that
I and my husband were invited to recently.
An excellent entertainment was rendered,

in

the

the

legal

better class and
profession and by

lay men, who belie\'e that the divine precept of “those shorn God hath joined, let
not man put asunder'’, should be more
strongly supported by people and by the
the statute

That there
enough
Uwka of Maine, if the true facts can be
law
is rightly applied, is
obtained and the
laryond question. The Its is there, but
shrewd members of the legal profession,
with unscrupulous clients, often are able
to so state facts, or distorted facts, in such
a
planner that even old and experienced
member* of the bench do not get at the
bottom of the cases before them.
Penobscot county, holding civil terms
is law

on

had a formula of ex.

ccptiunal

value, and
jet we determined to
gtve it a thorough
trial before we offered
it as a Kexall preparation.

tomers

up in

a

\Ve sell

sprinkler-top

large bottle

a

put
Dottle.

lor

three

sent

enthusiastic reports of

the remedy and gave
details of the
splendid
effect in each individual case.
Hence the name
*W Hair Tonic.
Could any other name
be so significant of
merit?

fifty

guarantee to give
satisfaction or we retumyou your
You will find that
money.
Rexall "93" Hair Tonic backs up
all the claims we make for it.
cents that

sent

ninety-three

and conveniently

handy

we

bottles of the hair
tonic and asked them
to try it and
report
upon it.
The result: Five reported no answer, two
reported adversely and

delightfully

dressing,

hundred
many

as

the name
of one customer who
suffered from adise.oe
of the hair and scalp.
To each of these cus-

of hair begins at once and
the hair soon regains its youthful
It makes an
color and lustre.

perfumed

therefore

druggists in
cities asking

growth

excellent

We

wrote to one

Rexall
ami needs'nourishment.
«93” Hair Tonic supplies this
It is a germ-destroying
need.
It first of
nutritive hair tonic.
all destroys the germs that are
causing the trouble at the white
and shrunken roots, then it tones
A new
up the hair follicles.

courts.

on the market
realized that we

we

we

"S»3" Hair Tonic, in addition to
the finest dressing on the
market, is a positive cure for

being

Dandruff and

Falling

Hair.

_____________

death of a daughter who lived
Our sympathies are sinat the far West
cerely extended to her in her loss.
AUNT Madok.
news

of the

OLD

things

hopeful outlook than it
generations ago.
But after all, quite likely different per-

and with

The w;.v to find out
for yourself is to make an actual
test that you can sec and underPull a hair from the top
stand.
of your head, examine the root.
If the bulb is plump and rosy it
is all right, but if it is white and
shrunken your hair is diseased
the ends f

j

—

our attention having been
this way of giving help that we

that make'* for cheer; possibly it is the
optimistic spirit working in the world,
for it seems to many, no doubt, that life ia
looked upon and lived on a broader plane

READINGS.

EnUad.
The following tributes to Christian
Endeavor were made by members of
the British national convention:
It Is rather late In the day to say
anything to vindicate the existence and
the work of the C. E. society. It has
vindicated Its own existence by ita
magnificent extension and by the splendid work It U doing In many countries
for the Master.—Rev. William Park,
M A.
hots of people look upon C. Hi societies, Y. M, C. A.’s and other organizations and seem to think that they are
showrooms for the exhibition of finished work. Those societies, however, are
factories for the manufacture of fighters.—Rev. J. M. Alley.

they

attorney*

standing

of

Rejfa
U
Ionic

dry, harsh and brittle or splitting at

her husband.
It is little to say that her face ought to be
as beautiful each day to his eye* as if they
looked upon it for the first time: it should be
far more beautiful, because he haa learned to
see through its windows the soul within, and
in the same way the wife should look upon
It ia this true and tender reher husband.
gard which makes the right atmosphere for of the
supreme court in January. April
the sou) to ripen In.
and October, may be taken as an example
Few things touch us so deeply aa to be unand Prnobacot county
derstood. But to be understood and loved: to of the growing evil,
is no different from other counties in the
have the beat that la in ua made full account
of; to know that oar faults, too, are open to State which have a proportionate number
that sweet and gentle gaze: to long to be of cases. Each term of the supreme
worthy of a love so pure and high that only court in this county sees from thirty to
our highest and ideal self can deserve it
fifty divorces granted in which applicants
what other influence can so strongly draw
have been able to satisfy the courts of the
I
ps toward all our noblest possibilities?
of their cares.
I
This is the work of true marriage—to re- justice
One great evil, and perhaps the greatest
veal two souls to each other in their ideal
beauty, and then to bring that ideal to real- evil of all, in the process of the divorce
ization.
mill, is that in a large percentage of cases
divorce proceedings are not contested.
1 have Just heard that among others of
The court bear# only one aide of the case.
our number who have been called to sorDivorce proceedings are, from their nature
recently received
row:, Mrs. Dieter has

it ia because of
called to

we can

Tributes Prom

write
loyal to the

A REASON

your hair need nourishIs it thinning out, getting

Does
ment f

j

|

sympathy and hope;
pings of poetry like that

«u-

Ex. xxxll, 30-35; Ps. ciii, 1-3; Matt.
XTiil, 21-25; Mark xi, 26; Luke vi, 37;
Tli, 36-50; xvii, 1-4; xxili, 33, 34; Eph.
lv, 25-32; I John i, 8-10.

all

to

by Ann.

of

the greatest wrongs
against us and live without malice and
hatred toward our fellow men. “a consummation devoutly to be wished.”
Christ's reference to being forgiven
suggests the fact that we need forgiveness. This fact also needs no demonstration. We wrong our fellows and
need their forgiveness. But, above all.
we sin against God and need His forgiveness. And the condition of our being forgiven is our willingness to forgive others. We should rejoice that our
God is so willing to forgive us; that
He “is slow to anger and plenteous In
mercy;” that “His mercy endureth forever.” Our debt to God is a great one.
and yet He forgives and forgets. We
can forgive, but it is folly to think of
our forgetting, at least, the fact.
But
God "remembers our transgressions no
more against ns.” God forgives fully
and forever. As His children let us
Imitate this example. Let us not forgive that we may buy our own forgiveness, but because forgiveness is characteristic of our God and His desire
toward us. Deeply grateful for God's
attitude of forgiveness toward ns, let
ua freely and fully forgive all who
have wronged us in thought, word or
in deed.
BLE

they

Did you ever think hour, all through the
web of life, there runs thin thread of good
cheer? It conies to the column in letters

very

point

one

Baldness

< ommrretal)

j

Joerph Story.

but when men
duty to forgive men, as it is their
duty to forgive us if we wrong them.
To forgive in not natural to the hu'To err is human; to forman heart.
give, divine.*’ And the spirit of divinity
that makes it t*isy for man to forgive
Is not very largely possessed by him.
The human desire is too often to exact
punishment for the wrong done. But
let us reme.liber that vengeance belongs to God. “Vengeance is Mine,
saith the L<*rd, I will repay.” No
guilty man escapes. But if we will
leave the exaction of the penalty to
God it will be the easier for us to forgive. Our unwillingness to forgive is
largely Inspired by our desire to exact
payment of tae debt that is owed to u^.
By allowing God to collect the debt for
us, by leaving vengeance to Him. where
It 1
>ngs, our minds will all the sooner
the

other

some

greet—
How much like Heaven this world would be;
Tran*fused with love and faith and charity.
New Joys, new hopes, would everywhere
abound.
Ab.1 every path become enchanted ground.

onp

be 1 ought to
forgive even

glad

more

speak kind word* of cheer

To

grievously,
have wronged us it Is

other, and sometimes

By your

expect them, and they

Banytr

divorce laws too lax?

and ciring investigation into the facts
attending application to the
annulment of the marriage
Are our judges too lenient in
voxxs?
irreiHing divorces? There, and other similar questionr., are being asked by clergy-

Not a mere part of the domestic machine
should she be to him—not a mere comfort and
convenience and pleasure to himself; her
soul, in ita full stature should come home to
Whatever charm of
bis constant thought.
face or manner, whatever womanly grace,
of
whatever quickness
thought or delicate
sympathy would strike a stranger * notice,
ought far better to be seen and prized by him.

A sort of precious fragrance, sweet and rare.
E’en though but trifles, yet ft matters uot.
They make one’s heart a bright and sunny

be forgiven we must
Necessity and not retaliation

B

least

we

I*

cumstance
curt* for

men,

simply

—

la
Are Maine
there need of more stringent legislation
to redoes the number of legal separations,
or does the remedy lie in a more search-

TUB ART or M.ARRTKD LIM*.

this:
No little part of life** recurrent Joy,
Brightening our way a* gems without alloy;
In this aud.thai surprise, unlooked for thing*.
Which cone, we know not bow. on mystic
wing*.
Just when

unforgiving man is in no coudition to
nsk forgiveness from God. He is still
In sin and willingly in sin, and ”if we
regard iniquity in our hearts God will
not hear us.” He cannot hear us. Human forgiveness dives not merit divine
It Is simply one of the
forgiven, s.
conditions upon which it is possible for
God to forgive us, and unless we fulfill
the condition we cannot be forgiven.
Christ's reference to forgiving suggests that there are those who need our
forgiveness, those who are in our debt.
And ell know tills to be true. Men not
only sin agaiust God. but agaiust one
another.
Primarily all sin is against
God, yet most of our sins involve wrong
to our fellow men at the same time.
In hia prayer for forgiveness in the
declares.
David
Psalm
Fifty-first
"Agaiust Thee and Thee only have 1
sinned,” but at the same time in his
grievous sin against God he had committed a groat wrong against an officer
xn

near, waa

lhr
s

have you

again.

THK 8BCRKT GVURM.

can

a

(From

We shall be glad
Maine’s children are
Pine Tree State, wherever they settle.
to

there >>«*»! of Mon* Publicity?
tlie I.HU liHX ?

(OmNsk<f.)

is

la fore

largely

a

Kllaworth. Me.

necessary to forgiveness
there is uo spirit of retaliation. It is
not au arbitrary refusal to forgive us
because we will not forgive others, tint
we

**u

|h

childhood days.
i will send you my recipe for orange pudding. If this letter does not And ita way into
the waste basket I will write again.
L. E. T.
West Lynn. Maas

pport teen li l»i tM* rc«i*ect Lon*
mBtdcaiioii* .hum «*e signed. »»ui th* name o»
writer «tH not be prime*! except l*f perml***d«r*
lo approval or
LOromattlcalto"* w»H t.«
rriui’ttuii hr the ♦■ditor of the column, hot non*
A4ah»*
win tm reject* d without good FWim»n
all coilin'Ui'ICMtloHn to
Thk nmkkicab.
oh -he

also f -.give you. but if ye forgive not
men their trespasses neither will your
In
Father forgive your trespasses.”
this form of presenting the fact th.it

before

Hopeful

communication*, *»*d Its success

debtors

forgiveness

and

The Durunoe* of Vftt* column irf ^ueclnoll.'
stated lu tit lUU* and motto -H l* ror ihc uiutua<
benefit, am! alma t«* oe nelyful s»*i hopeful
Beta it fthe com:non good. It I* f»*r the com
mon use~a public servant, a purveyor of tn
formation and suggestion, a medium for the In
twhitnitp of M«u. In *hls capacity It solicit**

and then at the end
of the p ayer, to cmpa.i- re the great
Importance of tills petition, he contint. s. "For if ye forgive men thentrespasses your heavenly Father will
our

*Helpful

It* Motto:

The lnqiortanee of the petition in the
Lord's Prayer on forgiveness is illustrated by the fact that it is the only petition upon which Christ enlarges after
the prayer is c; tsed. lie teaches us to
pray ’‘forgive v.s our debts as we for-

give

MAlMifc".
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TIIK DIVORCE EVIL.

constating of reading*. ptano solos and tabAt the close of the entertainment releaux.
freshments were served, which consisted of
coffee, cheese and donghnute. which would
have reminded you of those -mother used t®
A lady who claims Castine as her
make”.
birthplace, made them. A social hour followed. which was enjoyed by all. Many of
those present played games, others discussed

S.VRGKXTVILLK

E. G.

Unlike regular proceedings
In court, the non-appearance of the libellee
and his failure to answer to the summons
does not default the care to the libellant,

equity

MOORE, Druggist

cases.

storf

the

fly the non-appearance of the libellee,
tne allegations, of which be or the is furuished with a copy, are not preaumed to j
be true by the court. The libellant most the part of the hustwnd. The story even
interested those in the court room who
prove the truth of the allegations in the j
libel for divorce, and before the court can wt re accustomed to bearing many divorce
oase*.
It wee a story of human interest,
grant a divorce they must be proven as
such that the acts complained of are such and inquiries on the part of an aatute
justice failed to pick any flaws in her
re to entitle the libellant to a divorce un-

Good Htorles of the Kwrly Hettier* Told Recently.
At a meet i»g of the 8. J. D. club in j
Bangor recently at the home of Mra. Walter J. Ur indie, Francis Billing*, Mra. Azor
j atory.
Dodge, Mra. George Turner, all from Sar- UCI Ur BMIt UkC.
gent vilie, entertained the club with remiIn 2?as than eighteen months afterward
The discussion of the divorce question
niacenoea of their school days.
has done much in the way of reform. it appeared that the atory that had been
In order that others besides the members
in most cutes are giving more told on the stand by the libellant must
of the club may learn a little of the early Judges
been largely concocted, and had the
thought to the question and the result is a have
of
it
was
voted
that
Sargentville,
history
It be Dee been brought into court at the
more searching inquiry into cases which
the paper which was read in the last
time
of the hearing, the atory would
come before them, but there is yet vast
meeting t.y Miss Lelia Dresser, be pub- room for
doubtless have appeared vastly different,
improvement, in the opinion of
lished. This account was written by a
for it would have shown patience and forthose interested in the question.
resident of Sargent vilie and ia
called.
It was at a recent term of court in i bearance on his part in an attempt to save
“Home Stories of a Hundred Years Ago."
Maine that one of the honorable justices a separation tor which the woman was
It follows:
at fault.
gave notice at the beginning of the term wholly
1 know very little of the early history of
The evil U a growing one, and at no
that he would not hear any divorce libels
this place: my mother has told me some inciuntil after the other business of the court j distant session of the legislature it ia
dents as related by her grandmother. Mr*.
possible that Maine sol one may be called
as the reason, that he
Beniamin Billing*, who, with her husband, was finished, giving
could not give them his full mind and upon to frame legislation which will give
was one of the first settlers here.
Their log
more information and stall the
cabin stood near where Hiram Harding's attention which he deemed fiMMSiy justices
house now ia. During the war of the He vo- while consider in the other matter* of the practice of rushing divorces through the
$
courts at a rale inconsistent with a full
lution a British ship sailed up the Kggeraog- term. His action met with the
approval,
and fair inquiry into each and every case
gin Reach and discharged a cannon several of many w ho are interested in the
questimes, aiming at the lone log house in the
been
tion. It has
claimed that our ; before the court.
clearing. Many years afterward the cannon
method of hearing divorce proceedings,
balls were ploughed
by Uncle Nathan BillHome

j

up

ings while preparing for hia spring plants
ing. As I remember seeing them at the time,
they were about as large as a medium-sized
bowl. One of them was later in the possession of Daniel Eaton, and I was told by his
son. Groves, that when he was a boy h4trolled
it across the road, where it fell in the wall
near the elm tree, and was lost.
While the British occupied Castine. parties
of their soldiers and officers constantly made
marauding expeditions upon the surrounding
country, and whatever the helpless settlers
had of value, was unhesitatingly
appropriated. One of these parties appeared at
Mr. Billing's home on a bright spring morning and entering without ceremony demanded
of Mrs. Billings that she make a potato stew,
**and be-quick about it, too/’
lo dismay ihe poor womau told them ahe
had nothing in thv house to eat.
They had
but a very small piece of land under cultivalion, the crop* of the previous year had been
off and the long, cold winter had exhausted
all their stores; they lived principally on
clams, her husband being then at the beach
below trying to get some to eat with the
barley bread made of coarse meal, laborious
ly pounded by band that very morning.
Upon this they produced a bag with potatoes and pork, probably stolen from
some
family, and again demanded stew. As Mrs.
washed
and
the
she
potatoes
Billings peeled
asked if they wanted the peelings, and they
said “Nol” So, carefully and deftly, she cut
deep wherever an eye was found, and appearing to throw away the parings went on with
the dinner. But wbeu the red-coats had departed full of importance and potato stew,
Mr. and Mrs. Billings sorted the discarded
parings and enough eyes were found for a
number of hills, and thus they raised potatoes for the next winter.
As the war went on and times became
harder. Mr. Billings took his wife and their
three children in a log canoe and carried
them to Old York for safety, while he returned to work alone two years on the place
he had chosen for his home. In order to be
sure of finding the precious iron kettle, their
only cooking utensil, they hid it bottom up in
the brook, as they called it, where it was
found sale on his return.
At one time several deserters from the English army, then stationed at Caatine, took
refuge in the barn of James Byard on the
“Point". As soon as it was known that they
were missing a number of soldiers were sent
from Fort George to look for them. Entering
Mr. Byard’s barn they probed the bay-mow,
running their long, sharp bayonets far down
among the fragrant mass, and as the bunted
men afterward said, “within an inch of our
eves.” Finding nothing, they returned to
t'ustine and the refugees went unmolested.
Enough has been said to show that the
early settlers of Sargeatville had their share
of trials and privations. If these few imperfectly told incidents shall help to perpetuate
the memories of those brave and true men
and women, 1 shall feel repaid for the telling.

Only Kigbty-two Year# Old.
“I am only eighty-two years old and
don’t expect even when I get to be real
old to feel that way a* long as I can get
Electric Bittern/’ says Mrs. E. U. Brunson,
Surely there’s nothing
o1 Dublin, Ga.
else keeps the old as young and makes the
weak as strong as this grand tonic medicine.
Dyspepsia, torpid liver, inflamed
kidneys or chronic constipation are unTo Cure a Cold in One Day
known after taking Electric Bitten! a
Take LAXATIVE BBOMO Oulnlne Tablets. ! reasonable time.
Guaranteed by E. G.
Druggist s refund money if it fails to core. K. W. Moore, druggist. Price 50c.
<imove's signature is on each box. Me.

rushing

of

cases

juries to do, is not such as
yield the best efforts from the minds of i
our justices.
A sensation which has been made by a
learned Maine lawyer and which seems
plausible is that the statute should be
strengthened in that a stronger effort
nothing

to

should be

made to

get libeliees into court

give the presiding justice an opportunity to question both parties in the case.
It is his idea that proceedings should not

and

end with the service of the libel on the
offending party, but that the sammons
should be made that he appear in court
as

though

he

were

classed

as

a

witness in

the case, and that the proceedings should
not be terminated
into court

possible
him,

as

IU. 4. i

in at times when there is

II

tloiuum.

for the

or

it

was

until
show

he
n

be

that

it

brought
was

im-

get service of official notice

to

iy required

when the residence

on

of

libelant.
In this way, it is claimed, the true facts
of marital unhappiness would be laid bare
before the court and many impositions on I
the court be avoided. Too often it is the
case that the party applying for the divorce is the party at fault.
By the non-

editor Invite# M-rretarw of local union*
jt
W. C. T. 0. In (Uncock county, and
white ril>owner* generally, to contribute to Ud*
column report* of meeting# or Items that will t*
ot lutereft! to worker# In other parts of the
county. Wc would like this 10 be a live column,
but It need# some effort on the part of W.t. T
V. women to make ft no. It!» a column of then
making, not our*, and will be what they mate
it.
Item* and communication* should t>e »hort.
*od are, of course, subject to approval of ii»
editor. J
he
toe

petitioners

while in court. If
to throw adverse light on the
they have little else to do but

fails
case then
grant the application.
this
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«onrHWEa»T haruob.

The Y’a will meet in the Congregational
church vestry Friday evening, July 6. A
patriotic programme ts being prepared.
Everyone is cordially invited. An essay
on “The Duty ot the American
Citizen”,
patriotic reading, vocal solo and insirumental music will be features of the proPkkhs Cob.
gramme.

June

4, 1900.
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Train*
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. m. 10

5u p

a.

Dally.

leave* Sot day* at 9 a iu.
Sunday* only.
on signal or notice to Coaduetor.
Ticket* for all point* Soulli ;id<1
West for »ale at the M. C. K. K.
ticket office, KUitworth.
Tb.
iron. conoma at Bwgor «»<> th,ro“f*
trains uo Ualn Line, to and from Portland, Bta
a

jflttuca!.
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I Stop

Pro\e^it Anytiinc.

the Evidence
ot Ellsworth
appearance of the other party the presid- By
ing justice is unable to get at the true ;
facts of the case, and the complainant bav- \
People.
ing made out a plausible case, a decree is
The
evidence
citizen* right here at
daily
granted which otherwise would have been
refused.
home supply ia proof sufficient to
satisfy
judges art* loreed to rely on the evidence
which is presented for their consideration, the greatest skeptic. No better
proof can
what they can bring out of witnesses by
be had. Here is a case. Head it:
questioning and on their personal obserof

Commenrliii

Potld
T

the libellee is unknown to the

vations

fctiirssDs snB auimtio.w

Mr*.

P. C. Carpenter, of

8t., Ellsworth, Me.,

Prof“fj

EASTERN

Steamship Company.
SUMMER SCHEDULE.

Washington
“1

says:

ton and Si. John.
Passengers are earnestly requested to
tickets before entering the trains, and especially
Kliswortb to Pall# and Palls to K! Is worthr. E. BOOTHBV, 0.1' *T *
OBO. r. KVASS,
Vie. Prwi. »n.l O.D1 M.cmter.

can

Mi

Trip#

a

Ween

to Boston-

speak

People are often
of Doan’s Kidney Pills as a splendid remhasty in censuring judges for leniency
in granting applications, know ing nothing
edy for the kidneys, not only from my
of court procedure and little of what is
presented in the case for his considera- own experience but from that of my son,
too

tion.

who

nearly every case the justice knows
nothing of the circumstances of any case He has
In

before
him.
which comes
Evidence
which might not appear plausible to one
details
of a case
acquainted with full
may be perfectly plausible to one hearing
one
side
of
a
case
and
but
knowing nothing else except what be may bring out by
random questioning.
As an illustration of this point, not long
ago

a

divorce

heard in one of our
courts in which the libellant was a

Maine

case was

who applied for and redecree of divorce on the ground
of cruel and abusive treatment.
There

young
ceived

woman

a

works
come

complaining
rectly
try

had

of

home many time* from work
of

an

aching in hi* back, diI

advised him to

Doan’s Kidney mils which I

on

retiring at

night, and in the morning he would arise
entirely freed from the aching. He has
more

than once said to

appearance on the partj of the liana the presiding justice listened
Kidney Pills
pathetic story of cruel treatment on
knew of to

of troubles to contend with spring from
a torpid liver and blockaded bowels, unless you awaken them to their proper
action with Dr. King’s New Life Pills;
the pleasantest and most effective cure
for Constipation. They prevent Appendicitis and tone up the system. 25c. at E,
Q. Moore's drug store.

factory.

procured at E. G. Moore’s drug store.

bellee
a

shoe

He did so, taking the pills

was no

to

the

the kidney*.

over

some

in

Por

are

me

that Doan’s

the best remedy be ever

cure an

Foster-MU burn Co.,

Price's©

Buffalo,

Bro^Ue,
*wjj

_Jw r®2
*un<“ii

JL’-

..

^F^

aching back.”

sale by all dealers.

J T Morse leaves iUr Baifcor Mr*
excrpt Sunday. u IJt p m fur 8ml &***•
Nortneaat Harbor Southwest Harbor,
IM«wlek. D*er Ule, gnMUTlU* »»d °g
Harbor, connectlog at Rockland with
for Bo*too.
Steamer Moneghan lea res Bar HarborMoodays anil Thursdays for Seal Harbor, NurtB*?"5
Harbor. Southwest Harbor, Stoning*00
Rockland, laartnjr Boca land at 4 » m.
land.
For Prospect Harbor. Mil bridge **“
Jones port Wednesdays and Saturdays.
Steamer lease* BtuehlU dally, except
at 2 p ro, for South Bluehll!. Sloningtonw**
North Haven, connecting at Rockland Wlt*
steamer for Boston.
RBTtJBNKSG
From Boston dally, except Sunday, at *p
From Rockland at ASOa m,dally, except nanday. via way landioxs.
1t}
From Portland Tuesdays end frldW11*.*
»
p m, Kockland Wednesdays and Saturday*
a m. via way landings.
.D(i
a
Fiom Joneaport at 5 30 a m, Moadar*
Thursdays, rU Mllbrldg* and Prospect
the
All cargo, except lire stock, tla
of this Company, la Insured against 6tv a
marine risk.
«. Siuuf AN, Superintendent. Rockland.

cents.

N. Y., sol*

agent* for the United States.
Uemember the name—tXau'b—and take
no other.
i

Cslttw AnsTiv,
Maas.

Boston,

Pre#*t A Gen*l

Mana*®**

AMERICAN ADS
PAY BEST
TRY ONE

to

thk <>i.d homk.
In

Folk

M

California

Like

to

lip Hr of It.

i Paper

read at

*

»'«<• “I M«lne
"oomt 1

meeting Is

KIUI1TII PA I'ltH.
«t the old home la draw in*
summer
My
I trwet yon will bear with

ln

tbia last,

th, several

when 1

wm a

boy,

we

talked
We got

KLLSWORTH MARKETS

the old wagon out of the
banished, where
it had been undisturbed for several

months,

leadens, C«l» by P- <1
toacioae.

Ellswotlh,

•bout it for ten day* before hand.

you have borne with me in
one.
paper* proceeding thia
aa

I

I tramped about considerably
them in their
might see frienda, visiting
that

On several occasions I went
own bomea.
from
my birthplace. To are a
away

miles

the day before, and greased it for the
auspicious occasion, and one of us boys
had to turn out very
early in the morning
of the day to go a.«d
get our neighbor's
old mare, a mile distant, that father had
for
a
week
arranged
ahead of time.
After a delightful ride of some three
mites we can e to a ferry which w
creased,
then

another pleasant
ride of about two miles

borhood

day,

and

we

a

store,

so

In

that other

we

procured oats for “horse-

bating,1* and crackers and cheese for ourenter living
selves, for we do not know' where we will
U. Bangor, where I
bring up at noon time.
(nin from Hancock
and Boston
Then we drove along through what I
connected with a Bangor
steamer, and had the very great pleasure knew in boyhood a* the “Falls villas.©.”
that winding, beautiful It w as a
0( sailing down
very busy settlement then. The
off at Bei- sound of
broadax and adr in use was
river aforementioned, stopping
neat day returning up the heard from
the
and
ls,I.
morning till night. There was
same means of travel.
the
by
much
music from mallet and calking iron
rlmr again,
on

the

Penobscot river, I took

had I waned since 1
A great many years
and of coarse I
ijs.t tjeen on thia river,
In business enterprises
Mw many charges
for better, some for
along its banka, some
once
worer, maybe. I saw many wharves,
into ruin,
of gnat use. now rapidly going
of service altogether.
some i|U>te gone out
comes over
A feeling of sadness always

in use, and

Those

ii

TRICK

KITTKRY TO CARIBOU.
j from the pocket was about two inches in
and perhaps three-fourtLa of an
The Mattawamkeag mill at Island Falls, i length,
Ladder
; inch in diameter. It was of a dark green
llutter Kemulua Dull.
recently burned, is being rebuilt larger color
and very clear. It is one of the beat
J%fff are still upward bound, and touch than before. The new mill will be j stones ever
taken from the mine. Tha
26 cents this week.
They will be higher 1^x200 feet, and equipped with latest ma- greater part of the gems taken out of the
before they are lower.
There are few i chinery.
pocket were of a dark green shade, alother changes in prices. Butter remains
The building containing the general
though there were several lighter green
dull.
store of Buxton & Cotter, the postoffice
ones and five or six pink and white crystal
Old potatoes, which are 26 to 30 cents a
and telephone exchange at Abuot was
formations.
peck, are being hard pressed by new' po- burned Friday. The loss is estimated at
tatoes at 40 cents. Green peas are in the fi0,000,
partly insured.
BAR HARBOR HORSE SHOW.
market at 60 cents a peck.
There was a bold daylight, highway robThe quotations below* give the range of
in
Portland Friday, when the mesbery
Dates, Aug. 21, 22 and 23
Prftft
retail prices in Ellsworth.
senger of the Maine Steamship Co., bound
List Has Been Issued.
Produce.
Country
from the bank to the wharf with f1,600 to
w ^
The prize list for the seventh annual
off longshoremen, was robbed.
Creamery per*.23a28 pay
Bar Harbor Horse Show is being issued
Patents have been granted to Maine in! from the office of the show by Secretary
ventors as follows: Milo A. Elliott, Wa! W. H. N. Voss. The show will be held at
Best factory (new) per *.
i«ai
William
E. Knowlterville,
Beet dairy (new).
vehicle-hub;
...it
Robin Hood park, Aug. 21, 22 and 23.
Dutch (Imported).....
..«• ton, Portland, track-clearer; George G. &
Mr. V088 has made an early start this
Neufchatel.
.o»
G. P. Miller, Augusta, sash-fastener.
^
K/ggm.
year, and has the office of the association
John
Frt sh laid, per doz.
Dumphries, of St. John, N. B., open earlier by some weeks than it ever
25
aged thirty years, was electrocuted at has been before. In fact, Mt. Voss devoted
Chickens.
18 *2-1 Bangor Friday morning while painting a considerable amount of his time
during
Fowl.
18 4 JO a
light pole of the Bangor railway and the winter to the preparations for the
Hay.
electric company. He was discovered susBest loose, per ion.
show, and the result is now apparent in
12# 4
Baled... ..
....it pended on the wires, thirty-five feet above that entries may be received at this early
Straw.
the ground and life was extinct when date.
8«11 linemen took his body ro the ground.
That the show this summer will be the
Baled.
13
The office of Charles M. White, who has greatest success yet known is generally

j
I

KKR"

anvils rang before fired forges.

marks of decadence along tne banka
the river—not so much shipping, or
shipbuilding as l thought I ought to see.
I do not know that this is, in fact, the
1 am
case, for 1 realize, somewhat, that

.m l, drlvin
forward, touched his hat.
country in different directions;
rot down f' an the box nnd opened Ills
a little schoolhose.
My aunt
he gentleman was passing
ab door.
Mary attended this school when a girl.
on when l:e took out his watch, turned
She is now Mv ing.
nd got hp
the cab. The coachman
There are two roads leading down Wauseeing to-day with different eyes than kcag neck or what I knewjas “Point Har- m >ented the box. drawing a long sigh.
mind
does
not
and
my
If of in iuite relief, nnd drove as
those of my youth,
| bor”. We can go by either of them. We
He had no
get the same kind of impreaaione. Moan- ! take the left hand one, however. All we ordered to tbe station.
wide,
i
rivers
as
nor
sooner started, however, before he betains are not so high
1 have to do
is, keep right on going, and in
old
so
the
tar,to
gan to press something under Ills foot,
It is not more than half
| due time will have arrived at the point of
The man within
ns though pumping.
welt at home aa it used to he, and the our
for the two roads are
departure
here;
mile
nearer
felt a sn-tden faintness. He had only
shore has been pulled half a
one around
the neck, an ox-bowreally
off
when
time to notice spray coming from a
to the bouse. It was a long way
road, perhaps, will do for want of a better
tills* lieslde him when he lost consciousI pulled on the handcart. Aa 1 remember,
description of it.
on
the
ness.
there wa* great lumbering industry
a* we riae Along
*:n very deeply in\\ non ho mme to himself he was lyPenobscot. la It aa much now? I know terested in the
scenery, for I wish to note
He
on a couch In a strange room.
that the forests of Maine have been cut
if «ny there are. But there are ing
changes,
felt 111 ami dizzy. Calling «p all his
away. O, the pines of Maine, how they none which I can »
The landscape of
he arose and went to the
have gone, and are going! It makes me
the country and the roadway look to me strength,
door, which he found locked. The only
feel sad at tints* thinking of it.
to he the same as they were yesterday,
window In the room was far above
Bat 1 greatly enjoyed sitting on deck of
counting thirty-five year* as one day—
bln*, bet h<> pulled a table under It and,
the steamer, taking in the pleasing, beau- j and it seems like it to me ~*and I
suppose
tifui river scenery.
mounting, looked out at a wall. Fie
it will 1»* the same to-morrow, or a hunknew that he had been trapped.
In Bangor, in midday, on August 12,
dred years hence.
In the colling he noticed an oval
found the weather very warm and fatiguAs we ride atom.; farther 1 get an exing to me, and the same on ray way back cellent view of the beautiful bay on the place and was wondering what it was
when It opened and a tray was lowerfrom Belfast. Aa I walked about the city
south and west, and of the islands, many
ed through the aperture on which was
my big feet seamed to weigh a ton each, in
number, bathing their granite feet m
a supper. Including a bottle of wine.
and ray limbs were very buy. 1 had to
its waters; and 1 also see a fine new
The opening closed Immediately, and
urge them considerably to get them to do school house
nearing completion on the
the prisoner was too absorbed In his
duty at all.
side of a wooded hill uot far away.
PresOn my way home on the train, along
| p'^fortune to remove the tray from the
we come to it; and after chatting
ently
5
f! r. hut presently coining to a differtoward night, the h a ted atmosphere had
u while with one of the workmen about it,
ent state of mind lie place 1 It on a
Moled so it was very comfortable, an J I
we turn back a little way, taking another,
table ami drank a glass of the wine.
enjoyed the ride and changing views as I and an almost obscured road
through The
looked out of a car window upon the dense
spa rose and Ret. just how many
woods, up a long hill, to the little
rough country bet ween Bangor and Ells- old school house which this new one is to times he did not know, while he remained a prisoner, getting his meals
worth. I noticed that there were many
re (dace.
regularly. At last he lost something
rocks beside the railroad track in many ;
Here it was that mother, when a j'oung
He
of his chagrin and ate as usual.
places, and aa 1 could think of no good I
attended school; and this building
girl,
knew that the necessity for his detenreason why they should lie removed, I
over a hundred year* old, and the lay of
tion would In time end and he would
have no doubts but they will remain
the land about it, is what is occupying my
he released, but would not the destiny
where they
rest now, undiaturbed, for
attention now, and, in my very feeble
of two nations be changed by his im«*ea. ! thought that if sheep undertook
way, 1 am trying to tell ray niece all 1
prisonment?
to feed among th-m, their notes, would
know' about those old times and the
•
•••*•*
have to be sharpened, and I saw that
learned at my mother's knee.
people,
The newspapers of the world were
spears of grass bad to grow very slender
will
from
of
I
my diary
Aug. 23, full of the letters to the emperors of
quote
in order to have sufficient apace in the
little handful of soil they occupied. The 1906: “I am silting on the stoop of the Busala and Japan from the president
house where mother went to school of the United States calling on them
school
ride was a
charming one across fen,
at Waukeag neck or point.
Lottie, a in the name of humanity to wad a
through glen and dingle and by lakeside.
It was a treat to me of bits of New Eng- niece, is w ith me. She is looking in at a struggle that had virtually been fought
window, and seems to be lost in thought. to a finish.
A telegram lu cipher was
land which I enjoyed immensely.
The building is about 25 x 25 feet, having sent to the German embassy In Kussla,
in
Banof
the
the
noon
day
Although
and
two
windows
on
each
of
roof,
a hip
directing a withdrawal of a certain
gor was too hot to suit me, it is now, in
and west. Because proposition
that had becu recently
the evening, as we uear a place which 1 three sides, east, south
blackboard
the
a
that
Bent, and a messenger was dispatched
big
knew in my boyhood as Killkenuy, too of
p occupies
no
on
there
are
windows
the
to find out why that messenger had
cool and chill for ray sensitive. Cali- space within,
north; but a brick chimney stands not reported. A reply came from St.
wet
Derm
fog
Cold,
fornian-adjusted
the hip on this side. The buildPetersburg that no such profwsltion
came
sweeping in from seaward and through
a shingled roof,
but had been received and that the messenstruck a chill to the very marrow of my ing has not only
sides
as
well; and on the ger had not been heard of. Then there
bones, so that when I arrived at the shingled
has done a little fancy
was consternation on the part of the
“Corner” I felt that l would aoon be as sides the shingler
imutiff as a frozen frost ft*h if 1 did not get work on some of the courses, letting every foreign office at Berlin. No more
other shingle drop a couple of inches or so portant message hud ever left the foron
of
had
none
for
1
somebody's overcoat,
below others in the course.
eign office. Indeed, It was so Imporwwii wua me.
Alter leaving me acnooinouse we drive tant that It would not have beeu acI
to
“Corner"
from
the
Oiias,
Riding
on down a steep hill; then along a stretch
cepted uuless written and signed by
thought 1 would get ray death dart, and
and through a lane-like road, the emperor. In the huuds of another
believe 1 would have if I had not gotten of low land
It would paralyse all the governdown from the buggy and thrown my with spruce, ftr, cedar, aider and birch; power
climb a hill to the old burying- ment schemes. But there was nothing
long arms about me in a sufficiently then
where lies the dust of my grand- to fear on this score. It was still in
vigorous manner to start blood racing ground,
the messenger’s hands. Delay only was
on my mother’s side, and the dust
parents
breadth.
and
throughout my length
of my great uncle, Jotham. We|wander the object of those who had detained
furit
hint
took
the
Ozias, seeing this,
him.
the graves for half an hour,
nished. He
the house and about among
saw

into the

of

and here is

went

brought

into

thick overcoat which he

didu’t have to coax me to put on. This
was a
good deed done to brother man in
distress. 1 have been very thankful ever
•iuce. Who knows but what Ozias saved
*ne from
pneumonia ?
One of my nieces owned a horse and
buggy, and so I invited her to take me on
* ride down on
“Waukeag Neck." I
wished much to go there once more and
visit the birthplace of my mother and
grandmother. My niece had never been
there, and I thought I could tell her

perhaps, copying epitaphs. This is
thoughtful and solemn occasion to both

a

of

reading here from marble
slabs, pages of our ancestral history. But
the solemnity is broken by birds sweetly
and gaily singing from the trees near by,
their little hearts and throats atuned as
though they had just emerged from spray
baths by dashing w aterfalls, at morn made
gloriously atiaine with the beauties of a
us, for

we are

one evening iue messenger nearu a
click In the lock of his door and trying it found himself free. In half an

hour he appeared at the foreign office
and told his story- The i>ollce seized
the building in which he had been
held, but never traced the person who
had rented it.
One morning the Yankee appeared at
the office of the Japanese minister In
Berlin and was admitted to hts cabinew day.
Next we visit the cellar of the house net. Again the minister looked about
was
where mother w'as born and lived. An him as if for ears. His expression
old gambrel-roof house stood there for devoid of pleasure, of fear, of triumph,
old
about
the
things interesting
place.
after she had left the ^>ld indeed, of any emotion.
Many o^ my friends and relatives live many yearswhen a
“Has all gone well, your excellency?**
boy, by accident I had
home, and,
in that section, and 1 remember the happy
“My country has been saved.”
stumbled upon the spring under the hill.
hours sprat with them so long ago.
“May I know your secret?”
It was curbed by a hollow willow’ stump,
and
a
fixed
we
upon
day,
Accordingly
“You have earned a knowledge of it.
and I knew it the first minute 1 saw it,
early on the morning of that day we
"When I sent for you I had been Infrom mother's description.
started. This I remember is the same old
secret service men in
It is now noon and we have good appe- formed by our
vv*y of going anywhere. When he went
that your president was
tites for our lunch. We agree that we Waahlngton
for peace. From my spies
will return to the old schoolhouse and to speak
A Tragic Finish.
here I knew that the emperor of Gerw hite the horse is eating his
A watchman's neglect permitted a leak dine there
to
in the great North Sea dyke, which a oats. K notice that there are several many was about to offer assistance
child’s finger could have stopped, to be- thrifty, seedling apple trees growing on the cxar. If his offer could be delayed
he
come a ruinous break, devastating an enhad spoken
side of this, to me, interesting, till after the president
tire province of Holland. In like manner the south
would not dare to face the opinion of
Kenneth Mclver. of Vanceboro. Me., per- rural, educational institution, which must
to
mitted a little cold to go unnoticed until a have come from seeds of apples, eaten by the world by furnlshiug support
tragic finish was only averted by Dr. romping, happy children in attendance; prolong the struggle.”
|
writes:
He
King’s New Discovery.
“Good, your excellency. I suppose
“Three doctors gave me up to die of lung i as they, too, have grown and are growing
the president wiH get the credit of the
and
from
little
character
in
a
knowledge
inflammation, caused by neglected cold;
but l think 1 have had
hut Dr. King’s New
my seeds of truth dropped by teacher, com- peace to come,
Discovery saved
life." Guaranteed best
something to do with it.”
cougn and cold
nature’s
ever
and
from
open,
cure, at E. G. Moore s drug store. 50c panion,
ROSALIND BLISS.
lavish hand.
and fl.00. Trial bottle free.

the

—
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Vegetables.

Potatoes, pk

the contract for

2-« 10

New potatoes.
Celery, bunch

Onions, lb
Beets. 10
25 Now cabbage,*
10 Carrots, lb

pk

*0

lettuce,
Radishes, hunch
Turnips, *
Bunch beets,
Rhubarb, lb

C4&06

3
(&«04

sorting

and

believed,

rafting logs

for the Penobscot Lumber Co. at Argyle,
entered

v.as

02

by burglars Sunday

for it
will

06

.15 fJO
.12 |.25
.06 8.10
lb
.0f> AOS

Corned,

Tongues,

Tripe,

Veal:
Steak,
Roasts,
Lamb

20
.10g.lt

&

16 a. 22

j

(,'lmnn, qt

j

Sword tlsb, tb

| Sea trout, ft

Lard,

S thorough

*

135

20 a

manner.

many more entries, for the
may now make their plans
for Bar Hirbor before their arrangements
it also

horse

are

means

owners

made for

some

other

place.

of classes as arranged by Gen.
Morrell and Mr. Voss is an admirable one,
Cash
comprising
thirty-six classes.
The list

prizes are offered in the classes for public
carriages and in the breeders’ class, and
cups elsewhere, in many cases cups being
offered for second prizes. The entries will
j1 close August 6.
i

It hak been determined this year to give
ribbons in each class—blue to first,
red to second, yellow' to third and w'hite
four

|

to fourth.

!

Torturing eczema spreads its burning area
day. Doan’s Ointment quickly stops its
I spreading, instantly relieves the itching,
cures it permanently.
At any drug store.
I
4 dvt.
every

—

generally sick people, and
nine times out of ten it’s the
stomach that's wrong.
If the
system is filled with impurities,
if the digestion is poor, if the
bowels are irregular, it is easy
for disease to get a foothold.
Reinforce and build up your
health by taking

2ft

30
20
30

bag- 1 80
Mixed foeu, bar,

'toon*

7(0
6 5

•; I

i

t

7t0
7<0
7 o

DR. TRUE’S ELIXIR

ftft
35

Restores lost appetite,
the standard remedy for over three generations.
regulates the bowels,.assist* digestion, enriches the blood and cures all
those diseases arising lrom a disordered stomach or liver, such ascoustipation, malaria, biliousness, Indigestion, loss of appetite, headaches, catarrh
of the stomach and intestines, piles, etc. The Mother’s Safeguard in all
the common disorders of childhood.
A few dour a given occasionally will guard against
worms, and if present will expel them without fail.
An oust a, Maine.
Dr. J, F. TRI7K A C(..:
.entfeiuen l»y tliesnse of yonr F.llxlr I was relieved of a tajie worm l>etween seventy-seven ana eighty-five feet in length. For eighteen years I had
been doetoring for Liver. Kidney and Heart trouble and Indigp«tlon, all of
viit'-h disappeared when (Juki worm wan slaughtered hv True's Fllxir. There
is net r. nviiHne before tb» pnbli« to-day that ran do Uie work of yonr F.llxlr.
The expenditure of $240 for Hits medicine did for me What many dollars
and yarn spent, in search of relief through other sources failed to do.
A. F. BKAGG, No. 77 Slain 8t., Foxcroft, Me.
Yours very truly,
Sold bv all dealers, 35c, 50c, $1.00.
r.«t»i»n.i.ed i»r.t.
DR. J. F. TRUE A CO., Auburn, Me.

LAW UEOAKDINO WK1UIITS ANl» MKA8UKKA

A bushel of Liverpool
salt sk’all weigh 8M
a bush 1 of Turk’s Island salt shall
weigh 70 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes
! In good order an 1 lit for shipping, Is HO pounds,
I of apples, 41 pou nds
The standard weight of a bushel of t>eans In
good order and fl( for snipping, la 82 pound*;
of wheal, beets, ruts-bar* turnips and pens, 6
pounds; ot corn, 56 pounds; of onions, 52
of carrots, Fiutl'sh turnips, r^e a^d
pounds;meal,
Indian
M> pounds; of parsnips, 4ft pounds;
of barley amt buckwheat, 4b pounds; of oats,
j 3: pounds, or even measure as ov agreemeut

pounds, and

<

1

in

arrangements
in the most

Cross People

1858 4
meal,baa 1 ?0« l3ft Middlings, bar 135 8160
Crackedcoru, 30" lift Cotiou seed meal,

Crop Conditions

ail

are

Corn

j

and

beforehand and

10g'.2

Flour, Grain and Feed.
Flour—per bbl—
Oats, bn
00 •« <»•'

avoided

much,

il

Wood—per cord
Coal—per ton5 0086 50
Dry hard,
P.roken,
3 00®ft 00
Stove.
Dry no ft,
Roundings |>er load
Kgg,
100«12ft
Nut,
5.00
Blacksmith's
Huttings, bard

.)

the last few days

long

means

grand hurlybefore the fair

820

IS
Fuel.

Corn(ltm» baa: 1 3’

start

usual

SliB£TttBEmmte.

H
It

Salt

Fresh Fish.
00 Salmon,
0*
Mackerel, each
12 g 18 Lobsters, lb
2ft shrimps, qt

Haddock,
Halibut,

early

that the

1«

flam, per
Shoulder,

30|83
Spring lamb,
La
Tongues, each
12ft2ft
Lamb,

! Cod,

of

be

made

—

Steak,
Roasts.

and the

means

burly

morn-

The safe was blown open and robbed
05 ing.
Parsnips, *
02 Spinach, pk
20 of about $900 in money. Several watches
10
Tomatoes,*
10*13 and a quant ity of jewelry
belonging to Mr.
03 Asp iraaus, bunch
20
CU'-.umberM, each 05407 String beans, qt 10« ,2 White and his clerk, Mr. Boucher, were
8weet potatoes, ft
o5
Beana—per >(1
carried away.
Summer squash, lb
<4
Yellow-eye
12*16
Green pea*, pk
60
Pea.
10
Maine draws an even f 100,000 on the
New carrots, bunch 10
Buuch onions,
10
public buildings bill introduced in the
Fruit.
House. Bar Harbor and Calais each gets
StrawlKjrrlea.bx 13*18 Pineapples, each
15
|60,000 for a building on the sites already
23*50 Lemons doz
Oranges, Uoz
20*25 purchased. Portland gets
9200,000 to be
60 «75 Canteloupe,
lo«. 5
Watermelon,
used on the site the government now
Groceries.
owns.
Auburn gets f75,OOG for a postoffice
Coflce—per *
Rice, per lb
and site and f5,000 is provided for en.16 Q .25
Rio.
Vinegar, gal
20*21
15
Cracked
Mocha,
0:
wheat,
larging the postoffice and custom house
36 Oatmeal, per lb
•Java,
.04
at Waldoboro.
Tea—per *—
.2-.
Buckwheat, pkg
-Japan,
-43*.66 Graham,
.01
One of the most valuable pockets of
Oolong,
.30# 66 Rye meal,
.04
tourmalines found in years at Mt. Mica.
Granulated meal,* 02H
Sugar—per *—
05
Granul.tel,
*03)4 OH—per gal—
Paris, was opened last week. It lay
Coffee—A it b,
.06
Linseed,
.650.74
Yellow, C
12 in the lowest bed rock of the mine, and
.05)4
Kerosene,
08
4 It
Powdered,
was about the size of a large hogshead
Molasses—per gal—
It was filled with wet sand and rock, and
.35
Havana,
Porto Rico.
JW
from this sand was taken nearly a bucket.60
Syrup,
ful of tourmalines, ranging in value from
Meat* and Provision*.
$5 to $500 each. The largest one taken
Bdgf. ft..
Pork, B>.

|

out his

Climbing

—

interesting days to me. I
greatly enjoyed being among workmen in
the shipyards, to see
cutting with keenedged tools, and hear the pleasing clicking
sound thereof; to witness the
bolting together of timbers, the ribs of the ships, and
see them fastened to keels and
keelsons,
to decay. I the
backbone of vessels, was more than
mt when I see thing* going
I exfuneral
of
feeling.
sort
la
it
think
schooling in school house to me.
the Immediate
We passed through this now rather
pert-need thia feeling in I
quiet
to
home.
old
thought
of
my
vicinity
| but pretty village, and on by its cemetery,
aa I saw thia wear of Time's doing,
myaell.
whore steeps the dust of many of those
been a change In
thsl there had either
| men who were very active in all the affairs
or that
hue for the business once done,
of that village, promoting its weal in
business was no |
of
kind
that |articular
those busy times. I think of them as we enough?”
|
or
those
moving
spirits
longer carried on,
"Plenty, your excellency.”
pass, and of the helps some of its citUens
bad
moved
or
enterprises
ol the enterprise
At 4-Jo p. in. a man left the foreign
unconsciously gave to me. 1 remember
take
their
none
to
were
there
on and
offlee carrying n gripsack.
A coach“Falls Village” and the people kindly.
as
old
tbr
into
their
shews,"
man eyed him sharply ns he bad boon
places -“step
As we rode on we came to a point where
I
1
rate
At
it.
thought
any
saying has
there are four or five road* reaching out eying every one who had come on,
were

Still

|

I C'lrlflnKl.l
The Russian fleet h.ul beet, destroyed
by Ai!mini I Togo in the sen of Japan.
The .Taimne.se minister at Berlin sat
in liis cabinet, evidently waiting for
Home one.
Presently the door openi-d nnd a man of the Yankee type entered.
The minister closed the door
himself, looked about him as If remembering that wails have ears, then
said:
"Have you yotir trap completed?”
"I have, your excellency.”
"Very well. It Is possible that you
may put It to good use. I have secret
Information that a mem!>er of the German diplomatic staff will leave the foreign office tonight bearing an taportant proposition to the czar. He will
be dressed In plain costume, such ns
a humble citizen might wear.
He will
take a common cab and drive to the
station.
It Is of supreme Importance
that he he delayed, so that he cannot
rnmmmileate either with his own or
the Russian government. I have sent
for you to undertake this task because
you have done tietter work for me than
even my own countrymen, who are
adepts in such matters. T)o you think
you can effect what I desire?”
T can try, your excellency.”
"Very well. The messenger goes on
the fi o'clock train. He must leave the
foreign office about 4:30. It Is now 10,”
looking at his watch. “Have you time

and interesting
through a neigh-

well

ft DIPLOMATIC YANKEE
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stop *o meet friends that we
Pa**+d»na, California. Here,

a

had met in
at

knew

*

r'lt man

Hancock County.

A summary of crop conditions in Hancock county as published in the last

bulletin of the State board of agriculture,
is as follows:
Condition of grass, 97 per cent.
Acreage of
grain, 92 percent. Trees have wintered well.
No injury from mice is reported.
Varieties
of apples most generally planted, Baldwin
and King. Blossom of fruits, 98 per cent.
A
few instances of the raising of Japanese millet
are reported with very satisfactory results.
The raising of colts is not increasing to any
extent in most sections.
A considerable increase is reported from one locality. The
number of sheep will probably not be increased.

Clarions 32 Years Old
satisfactory
Why

Because the

V

Jim—Gruet is terribly absent-minded.
Jack—I should say so! I’ve known him
to telephone to his office and ask if he

always been used in
CLARION construction and it
to-day

always

will be used

make

cooking

so

long

as

ranges.

The foundation of our success
is

in.

thorough

manufacture.

If there

“I understand,’’said the tourist on top of
the coach, “that this settlement raises
more horse thieves than any community in
the West.” “We ought to raise a few of
them,” replied Amber Pete, as he touched
his gun. “We certainly plant enough of

use—

?

same care we use

has

we

_____________

was

still in

are

hundreds of them.

agent

THE IMPERIAL CLARION.
established

near

is

no

CLARION

you, write to

W0OD & BISHOP CO..

us.

Bangor. Me.

them, pard.”

A Guaranteed Cure for Plies.
Itching, Blind, Bleeding Protruding Piles,
Druggists are authorized to refund money If.
PAZO OINTMtCNI 'alls to cure In 6 U todays
90c.

SWjtrtisnnmts.

The Wabash Railroad Co.
THE

DIRECT

LINE

FROM

NEW ENGLAND TO THE WEST.
Tourist Sleepers Boston to Chicago.

VERY

LOW

RATES

IN EFFECT

Cri-am Balm la placed Into the B0*W1», ipreul*
Relief is imover the membrane and is absorbed.
mediate and a cure follows. It is not drying—does
not produce sneezing. Large Size, 60 cents at Drug-

gists or by mail; Trial Siae, 10 cents.
ELY BROTHERS, 66 Warren Street. New York

TO THE PACIFIC COAST AND OTHER WESTERN POINTS,
For

Boston,

particulars, write
England

the New

to 17G

Washington Street,

office of the Wabash.

‘S i jertiBtmnUB.

To Cure
Take

Laxative Bromo

a

Cold in One

Day

Quinine Tablets, js /V/J/

Seven Million boxes sold in post 12 months.

This

signature,

Cures Grip
h Two Days.

on

every
box. 25a

I Ads ms, who give a brief, but comprebenOHITl AKV.
work. Then there were the In•Ire, touching and well-deserved resume
quiries into the beef combine by the
of the life end character of the deoeaaed.
WILLIAM B. CAMPBELL.
bureau of corporation*, resulting in
The pall- bearer* were comrade* of the
ol
June
28,
last
death
!
the
Thoraday.
In
the famous “immunity bath” farce,
Grand Army—Col. John F. Whitcomb,
of
of
deed*
and then the swifter and more re- William B. Campbell, re*ister
Melvin 8. Smith, Janie* A. McGown, Irvmarkable exposures of the Neill-Rey- i Hancock county. Ellsworth loal one of ita ing Oagood, Augustus K. Devereux and
Side by aide with these moat esteemed citlscna and the county Edmund Bonaey.
upon the clerk of courts until the va- nolds report.
moat
Immediately following the member* of
were the investigations of the bureau
J.
F.
filled.
Clerk-of-Courts
one of it# beat known men and a
is
cancy
the family in the proceaaion to Woodbloe
and
the
interstate
of
taken
the
Knowlton has
corporations
required
efficient public official.
cemetery were carriage* containing the
commerce commission into combine
oath, and is in charge of the office.
The distinct honor had been his— following county officer* and member* of
It is probable that the nominee of tions of the coal and oil carrying
equalled but few tim»s in the State of the Hancock county bar: Hon. O. P.
the special county convention will be roads, and these like the others will
F.
Maine-to hold one county office for Cunningham, judge of probate, T.
appointed by Governor Cobb imme- be followed by a series of proseeu thirty-three aucceaeive years, and never Mahoney, register of probate, O. W. Tapdiately after the convention to fill out tions that have already been outlined once to hare had hie renominallon for the Icy, county treasurer, John F. Knowlton,
the unexpired term of Mr. Campbell. and that promise to be very effective office contested in the republican conven- clerk of court*, B. H. Mayo, sheriff, J. P.
in their execution.
Kldridgo, Nahum Hinckley, O. W. Fo«a,
tion, which, term after term, named him
county commissioners, Charles M. Wood,
The State Convention.
It may be stated that the good re
to succeed himself. This honor was eon1*. B. Deosy, John E.
The republican State convention suits coining from these investiga- ferred for the last time at the recent county attorney;
E. B. Mears, of Bar Harbor; A.
Bunker,
was
the
and
the
relast
convent
ion,
day
held at Portland
Wednesday
tions and prosecutions are more indi- | county
W. King, H. M. Hall, I*. F. Gilea, W. E.
before his last
nominated Gov. Cobb upon a platform rect than direct.
The mere know- last Mr. Campbell was out
ex-Register of Probate C. P.
Whiting,
on which all loyal
republicans can ledge that the law was on its track I illness.
Dorr, of Ellsworth.
William B. Campbell was horn on Feb.
stand with pride and satisfaction.
force
the
was enough to
dissolution
Other well-known men present were
1,1844, near Salisbury Cove, In the town
in of the
Enthusiasm wag
unbounded,
H, K. Hamlin. Judge
The coat road*
paper trust.
When scarcely more thana boy, Attorney-General
of Eden.
spite of the fact that the convention have already begun an internal over- ; he came to Ellsworth to learn the black- John A. Peters, W. O. Emrry, of Sulliran
j
VS'. 11. DavU, A. H. Lynaui, C. B. Pineo,
merely did what was expected of it.
William Fennelly, of Bar Harbor, E. M.
The only excitement was that afforded
lUmnr, of Eden, Seth T. Campbell, cf
by tbe resubmiasionists who were acIsland Falls.
corded a patient and respectful hear
During the hour of the service business
ing, but were turned down by an
throughout the city was, at the request of
overwhelming majority against them.
Mayor Hagcrthy, entirely suspended.
Senator Frye’s appearance was the
and
hia
ad
of
an
occasion
ovation,
Mr*. Stingy—What do you want to leave
dregs was rec ived with the greatest
us
Bridget? I'm sure we have treated

themselves
nomination, the indications
the special convention will
unusual interest.
Under the statute the duties of the
office of register of deeds devolve

thus far
for this
are that
prove of

4 he (Ellsworth American.
A

LOCAL AND POLITICAL JOURNAL
nmuins
EVERY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
AT

ELLSWORTH, MAINE,
BT THR

SANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.
F.

KoLlina, Editor and Manager.
W. H. TITUS, Associate Editor.

W.

wahsmption Price—00a year; tl.00 for six
months; 50 cents tor three months; If paid
•trlctlv in advance, $1 50, 75 and 38 cents
respectively All arrearages are reckoned
tu rate of $2 per year.
a<’vertuing Kates— Are reasonable, and will
« made known on application.
Easiness cooimonlcatlons should be addressed
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asth Maine.

have

for,

satisfaction. The campaign is now
on; the issues are defined, and are
clear, and it is with supreme confi»a
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COUNTY OF

HANCOCK,

HANCOCK

HAI.L.

IN

ELLSWORTH,

Thursday, July 19, 190<i.
10 O'CLOCK

A.

Adjourns.

M.,

ear.

lor the purpose of nominating a candidate
tor register of deeds.
At the convention of I8K4 and 1886 the foltowing resolution was adopted:
Retolvtd, That hereafter the delegate-* in
that
be believed was
all cases shall be voters in the ten*n which
needed, an that there was svri. us
Uiey represent.
The basis of representation will be as fol- doubt if
esa Would aland.
IIlows: Each citv, town and plantation will beaut: tied to one delegate: for each forty vote*
b.is removed
the
poatmasierships
east for the republican candidate for gen ernor
lor 1904. an additional delegate: and for a tom the realm of federal patronage,
fraction of twenty-five votes in excess of ai d thus done more than
any other
lorty votes, an additional delegate.
The following list shows the number of P eeident ever dared to do to antag,.
delegates to w hich each city, town and plat
mzthe individual
members who
tation is entitled in the convention:
Am b erst,
.ooked on these offices as the last
2 Orl&nd,
4
Aurora.
1 Otis,
l |
remnant of the fast
curSnehill.
6
4
Penobscot,
Brook, u.
3 Sedgwick.
6 I
rency with which to pay
Rrooksrille.
4 Sorrento,
}
Bucks port,
8 Southwest Harbor,
debts.
1
dfcstiue.
4 J
Stouington,
He has forced
the rate bill,
1 Sullivan.
4
Cranberry Isles.
!
2 Sui ry.
3
Dedham,'
and wmle there may be some features
Deer Isle.
6 Swan's Island,
2 i
East brook,
2
of tee measure that could be improved
Rden.
18 Trenton.
1
and doubt ess will he
in
Klls worth,
16
Franklin,
4 Waltham.
I
in advance of no
time, it is
6
HouJdsboro,
Winter Harbor,
3
Hancock.
4 Long Island pi.
1 , legislation at all, and that was what
fade au Haut,
1 No. s,
Lamoine.
before
3 No. 21.
| was looked for a
Maria vilie,
Nol i
met.
Tbe tree alcohol bill
Mount Desert,
5
The county committee wili be in session at baa gone
promising to
Hancock hall on Thursday. Julv 19. at 9 the farmers
of the whole country
•’clock a. m.. to receive the credentials of
and to
delegates.
the public greatly against
Per order of the republican committee,
one form of
fuel
extortion.
The
R. L. <i KINDLE.
Chairman.
statehood bill
has
been a com-

JCrw-ard will
\1TATCH
«n»n'* *t>id watch,
M

\o*{

at HiurMii
AMtftia.M office.

Cong

Re-nominated at the Repaid i
on

find

the

were

eocue

their

own

account now

the

knows how rotten
of their conditions.

public

to

venture

very
going
the penitentiary when
that there i® a watchful
eye and a teady hand to shut the door
on uem if the} trespass over the line.
are

manager*
iar inside
they know

fortnight

Congress

help

help

REPUBLICAN NOMINEES.
I
STATE ELECTION, 8EFT. 10, 190«.
STATE TICKET.
For Governor,
WILLIAM T. COBB, of Rockland.

COl'NTV GOSSIP.

i

Harbor is watching its

Southwest

new

COUNTY TICKET.
For Senators,
SUMNER P, MILLS, of Stonington.
LL-ERE B. DEASY, of Eden.
For Clerk of Courts,
JOHN F. KNOWLTON, of Ellsworth.
For Judge of Probate,
EDWARD E. CHASE, of BluehiU.

Sheriff,
WINFIELD S. TREWORGY, of Surry.
For County Attorney,
CHARLES H. WOOD, of Eden.
For County Commissioner,
FRED R. PAGE, of Bucksport.
For Register of Deeds,
WILLIAM B. CAMPBELL, of Ellsworth.
For County Treasurer,
lOBERT B. HOLMES, of Ellsworth.
For

FOR

REPRESENTATIVES.
From Eden,

G. Raymond Joy, of Eden.
From Mt. Desert, Tremont, Southwest
Harbor, Swan's Island and Cranberry
Isles,
HwtouoK R. Hadlock, of Cranberry Isles.
From Winter Harbor, Sorrento, Franklin,
Sal Ur an. Oouldsboro, Eastbrook, Waltham and townships and plantations
Has. 7, 8, 9, 10, 21 and .13,
Joseph H. Doyle, of Franklin.
From Bucksport, Dedham, Mariaeille.
Otis, Verona, Amherst and Penobscot:
Hadley P. Bvrbill, of Dedham.

Special County Convention.
The death of William B. Campbell,
register of deeds, necessitates the
holding of a special republican county

and

other smaller
matters, any one of which would have
been enough to make an administration notable.
While one is looking over the retrcspeet, it is as well o tike note of
the remarkable series of naiioual
scandals and exposures, all of which,
the exposures at least, were more or
less due to the fearless initiative of
the President.
It was the most deence

numerous

architect of

the Uarumer Sherman cot'

lage at Bar Harbor, and well known there.
The

campaign

town of Eden
auto*issue.

is

W.

for

representative
fought out

being

in ti
on

e

ue

H. Sherman, the deuu>*

candidate, is not as rigid an aimautomobile man as some others, and this
eratic
is

being urged against

him.

fie

is

oat

letter in which he detines his position on the question. Briefly, he believe#
entrance to the town should be allowed to
with

a

automobiles, or else they should be replorable series of public scandals that stricted on the whole of Mt. Desert
a nation has ever
but
it
was
suffered,
Island. Ue does not favor throwing Bar

infinitely

better that the evils should
than that they should eat at
the national life in secret.
There were first of ail the postal
scandals. They were more than half

come

Harbor wide

open to the auto-terror.

out

those “in the know”
before official attention was ever
called to them. But when they were
once
brought to the attention of
the President, the word was passed
that they were to be ferreted out
without fear or favor, and this was
done, resulting in more than a score
of prosecutions and half as many jail
sentences, while the end of the legal
proceedings is not yet. But the department itself is cleansed and chastened as a department seldom has been

suspected by

before.
The crop report exposures followed
with remarkable swiftness, resulting
in an entire reorganization of that
branch of the department of agriculture.
The awakening of the public

eonvention to nominate a candidate
to Ail the vacancy
caused by his
death.
conscience was helped by the insurThis convention has been called for ance exposures in New York, which,
Thursday, July 19. From the unusu- while not directly under federal sually large number of candidates who pervision, were along the line of the

He

wur;

After wfar.
h'Ka pair, Jon
eannnt f a|j
t0

tecofaJa

their

tbU

aud you will revel in a
delightful
that you have never before
cured. They *ive the. comfort
in so many shoes.

las* have
The
nominated Andrew P. 11avey for representative.
The socialists of the third congressional
district have nominated it. G. Henderson,

just mended that hole in your
He-How the dickens
trousers pocket.
did you ever know it was there?
“Maw, when did yon first get acghe—I’ve

quainted
I

with

paw?”

“Several years after

married him, dear.”

“Yes, you can spend the day 'at grandpa’s, but be a good boy or your papa w'ill
whip you.” “Yes’m.” “I don't see how
you get so much enjoyment out of talking
to grandpa.” “I get him to tell me about
the hidin’s he used to give papa!”
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J. H. BRIMMER & CO.
ELLSWORTH. ME.
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HEREBY forbid Mil
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trusting ray
Hiancbe
Z
my account. •* f %hall pay no njt;f Pf
tract inf after this date.
H. K.
Winter Harbor. Me June to. «*,:

I

he**.*8

M»tUK.
proprietors of Mount I
Bridge
orporation are herebv notified that u>t
annnai meeting of **i<| corpora)ion win i*
he'd at it* toll Sonar i»Trento: on the *eco«d
Monday of July ne*t at lo’ck ck p m forth*
following purpose*. vi*.:
First. To ehooee afllcera to
oration
for the ensuing year.
Second. To chamtV or am ?n1 article erroof
the by taws of ’‘aid cor
to the
manner of notifying tb e tnce.ing* of raid
ror roratlon.
Third. To transact such
may legally come beforr
K. M II* wok.
erk.
Wtit Eden. June 1A. lh;r.
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^pilK
fk*rr«atO. Mati
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*
.a,of
la tbl*. lay dl«* -,\«J t>y
JL
mnltsal conaeoi
The busioc** win h« continued by Cleo. ft. IU*t>ert*"i», Sr., ah alii par
-1 tbl
and collect ail bit
r-orrento. Me., June 2fi. Itte.
>

NOTICE.
T HEREBY release lo my mine.
tie E. Gray. hi* tin * during *.!
der of bis minority.
1 abai! p*v
<T.r
bill* nor claim any of bu earou.
after thta
a <*a*r.
•North Orfan-J. Joae IS. 1E».

Trth.%

setrntr..
Ma?tha f

<»rladle.

*r)

none

of her bill* after

Bluehlll. Me

r

I *a*ll pay

**

date
Fa**a B. Geisrbta.

thta

Jana 10,

JE»-.

KPhTIIL NOTICE.
oot trespass la CnoKioco* Park. I
demand protection to ilfgsnd property
f
m the
eotiOtjr of Hsd"«h k«*f the fctais nf
et*ii «*.
America.
«!»♦ Ui-tie- Mtstee
v« * a v »
Fax(i A runs.

nO

AU rebuilt

tor*

J. C.

Habmax,

Stun-

\r

Washington
perience in

without

a

chance

tor

ex-

Held, we* suddenly ordered out and plunged into a storm of
shot and Shell at Bpottsyl vania, Va., which
wiped out shoot 103 f ;h, 0,033 men In
the regiment. It «.1« thereon May IP,
1861. that Mr. Campbell received th- hall
through tfa
right knee which coat him
hi* leg, which was amputated in the Armory Square hoi pi :cl at V tshirgton Mr.
Campbell received bis discharge from the
on

JFcunti.

the

June 11, in Mire Hlghf’* toll*
Horry atoie on Main St., a *um of
money. Owner may harr umc by »ppl>icg to
Mum A. F. Hiowt. EHawortb.

MONEY—On

Hhofmtonal

Caro*.

DR. L. L. LARRABEE.
DENTIST.

Feb. 36,1866.

Orer Jffrwf Xiitianutl

/tank,

Returning from the war, Mr. Campbell
took a special! ourae of study a: the Buckspor seminary and then for a lew yean
was engaged
in business in Salisbury
Cove with his brother, James Campbell.

('rowit and

Curing this time he was clerk ol the town
of Eden for several terms.
In 1872 Mr. Campbell w as elected register
of deeds tor the county, and entered the

Any Antithetic uaed for Extracting,
Including Sovnnoforme, the

office

Jan.

on

1, 1873.

thirty-three

For

years he had
to the entire satisfaction

h

an

w

ELLSWORTH,

of

all

very

commander,

tie

was a

member of

PHYSIC 1 AX

was

offerings

of

inose who gathrespects to the memfriend.
literally banked with

exceeding beauty

and

There is more Catarrh in this section of the
country than all other diseases pul together,
and until the last few years was supposed to
be incurable- For a great many years doctors
it a local disease anti prescribed
ocal remedies, and by constantly failing to
cure with local treatment, pronounced it inincurable. Science has proven catarrh to be
a constitutional disease and therefore requires constitutional treatment. Hall’s Catarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J. Cheney &
Co., Toledo. Ohio, is the only constitutional
cure on the market.
It is taken internally in
doses from 10 drops to a teaspoonfuiIt acts
directly on the blood and mucous surfaces of
the system. They offer one hundred dollars
for any case it fails to cure,
fiend for circulars and testimonials.
Address: F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo.
Ohio.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall’s Family Fills for constipation.

fpronounced

SURGEON.

««" »<«1 R..IJ.0«
No.

Ml

(J. M. Hal. houa.),
hrKKKT. BI.LhWOKTII MR

MAIN

r?Lirii<«t.

p.

C.

Ellsworth.

Me.

...

f

INGERSOLl,

anti Confectioner.

Highest grasle Milk Bread,
lakes, Pie*. Pastry.

ICE

CREAM.

LUNCH COUNTER.
Hakeil
Beaus ami Brown Breatl
every Saturday night ansi

Sunday morning.
Hrm» y°w
Picnic* and

o<™

beam and let

mu

bake them.

Parties furnished at short notice.

A.

M
INGERSOLL,
(under Dingo club rooms)
Main St.,
Ellsworth.

WATNFLETE school for girls
03 State

Straw,

PORTLAND,
ftladpaut

{*«»

'phy’t

»

MAINE.

“fa>ui55

IUg.il Xotton
Notice of Rival MtNriini *»f t r.ditor*.
for
In the District t ourt ol the United
the Hancock District of Msiue.
In the matter of
/a Ra*trwf*e|f.
Roassr it. Cpans*.

Bankrupt.

|

-d Becks*
Toth* creditor*of Rotert It- ur’.
port. In the county of Hancock aud district
aforesaid, a bankrupt:
ia hereby given tbst on the l«tb
*'
in*
d
June. a.
I
day of
•a«d Robert R. Curtis* was duly sdjodicakfi
oankropt; and that the first n>»*<■:;»•.* of Ms
& »m»
creditor* will be held at my oflk*.
street, in Ellsworth. Maine, on the ilth day of
July. a. d. ISM, at 10 o’clock, in *he fo»«*
noon, at which time the said creditor* ®»y
attend, prove their claims, appctni * truvtce.
examine the bankrupt aud transact *a«a
other business aa may properly come *>efof«
said meet log.
Willi** E Wm nan,
Referee in Bankruptcy.
Ellsworth. Me.. June 17. JW*

NfOTlCK

fVTBR subscribers, George /sbri»kte
JL WUUam Milne, both of the ty. county
aud state of New York, aud Arthur Romejn
Gray, of Hewau e, state of Tennessee, heresy
give notice tnal that they have be«c oojj »P*
pointed executors of the last will »:u* lrr,V
merit of Kate Rorest Gray, late of thecity.
county and state of New York, deceased,**
bonds oeiug irquire*! by the terra* of said **“•
»»•
And that they have appoitted Arno
King, of Ellsworth, Hancock county.
tbeir ag«Pt in the said btata of Maine, as re*
qnired by Bection *3, Chapter M. Revised btat

Bankrupt's petition
In the matter of
Hakviv L. Oilhkbt.
Bankrupt,

AtmrrUanntntB.

A. M.

NOTICE.
mr wile. Alary M
?▼
»fi<d
my Twn gi»:*, Italia M
IS years, and fiia«i>* Morpny.
<•
baring left mr b«4 and bt> rd
>fm credit
reason*. 1 forbid any one giving
or aid on my account r ui :h;s .a-.
W Y If CIVET.
W*»t Trerooot. Me- Jane 3t, BOA

\irHERKA8

utes of Maine. All persons hsving tieinxot-S
ae*
against the estate of said decease.! *rs
•irwd to present the same for settlememu
and all indebted thereto are requeued to
make payment immediauiy.
UatOKU s Z*S«1»*,,U
WlLLlAW MltVk
June 13, n. d. 1906.
Aantt « R. Ge*t._

BURUILL,

ATTOHNEY-AT-LAW,

ered to pay their lut*l
ory of their deceua.-d

Thu casket

anb

no

other social or fraternal organization.
Mr. Campbell's family liie was very
happy. He leaves a widow and four stepchildren, to whom be seemed always as a
father. They are H. F. Emery, of Bar Harbor; Maurice Emery, of Ellsworth; Mrs.
John B. Emery, of Winchester, Mass., and
Mrs. Charles A. Hanacom, of Baltimore.
Funeral services were held at the family
residence on Franklin street at 10. a. m.
last Saturday. The spacious house was

tiaral

it, wrlte’or In-

F. SIMON TON, M. D.

J\

was

as

Specialty.

latent.

If you don’t know about
quire at my office.

thns enabled to land to those doing
business at the office was invaluable. His

it

a

ire me before you hare your
made
1 can give you sotne new
Idea* that will be worth considering.

hating

death is a distinct pul lie lo*».
Mr. Campbell was a member of William
H. H. Rice post, U. A. R„ and had served

Bridge Work

bridge

held the office,

ith it.

MAINE.

Come and

than

His long service made
expert in the line, and the service

business
him

more

appropriateness, not only from individuals
but also from various organizations with
: which the deceased was identified.
of Madison, for Congress.
A set piece from the attorneys of EllsThe democrats of the third congres- ! worth was among them; one from the
sional district have nominated Edward J.
j Dirigo club; one from the employees of
Lawrence, of Fairfield, for Congress.
the register of deeds office, and one from
the
The democrats of
Bluehill-Surry- the woman’s relief corps.
class
have
nominated
The service was conducted by Rev. J. M.
Lamoine-Hancock
Harvey H. McIntyre, of Bluehiii, for

representative.

^

He

mr mxi smaii to contain

Political Notes.
democrats of the Sullivan

HI»*onh.

war brok
enlisted on July 22, 1*62 i> a private i
A NBA—-Two aratbe» nut* ; borer* brand
in Co. C. of tlie lMh Maiur, afterward
new, dlw. from the ”*rnufaotarer.
Rod*
tttiurts complete. Will be w d
made the Firat Maine Heavy
Artillery. cheap. and
Inquire at Amsbicaw office.
This regiment. held more than a year at

Ira ie when the t ivil

soii«r,

m *°rttf »»et
other makes
Their per.
feet fit will
frre youfmm
thn pi'ttr annoyaiuvx of f,.„t
trouble*

<

for 5aur.
leg at
out.

ap,
P»,»raiice 0f
your fret.

thereby for Id any
trusting her on tr»y accoon
of

Stale CoatesiLon iut week.

army

school house grow.

and would have brought it to four but
it looks now like fair sailing for Hat
for the unreasonable opposition to tbe Harbor's new posloffice building.
measure in Congress.
The pure food
Bar Harbor’s horse show promises this
bill is a law, and meat inspection has
year to be bigger and belter than ever.
been added where it was sorely needed,
The dales have been fixed as Aug. 21, L2
and where the public did not oven and 23.
suspect that the need existed.
(.apt. “HankM Had, the famous skipper
Altogether it b&s been a most of rav ing yachts, who made L>eer hue's
notable Congress and one that will
yachtmen sailors famous, died at his home
necessarily go dowu in history as a hi hdtp, N. V., Saturday uight.
monument to the for eful personality
of tbe executive, su-ide from the per
Stanford White, the victim of New
son*! triumph of the peace confer- York’s latest sensational murder, was the
_

For Representative to Congress.
(Third District)
EDWIN C. BURLEIGH, of Augusta.

un

changed

board

•«

|.

COBB,

smith's trade.

The HUi » against the tobacco trust
have already r**»«Ued in so me good «o
the industry at laige, and it may be
taken for grnn'ed that no corporation

vastly

promise, but has brought satisfaction
and dignity to two commonwealths,

their «nn#
at,

the

my wife.
\IMIERKAS
f f
ha*
w;te-‘-s!

^mpflent
elderly
IYOC'KKKBPIR
1
A
housekeeper.
Inquire
B.
B. F D
woman

GOV. WILLIAM T

improved

through,

1".

—

through

**

June

lx* paid for jrrntlechain and VNrorii,
Addre** II
care

KLinUB.

disappearing
political hauing

!

’Vhw,8«i«»
*U l,e
anuued lt

.JL

lost.

legislation

|

—

Ninety-eight f**r Out.
There Is a fascination about big profits to a
business nun. But the conservative and cawliens trader prefer* to hare the lesser per
ceni. of tote rest and the Unger per cent, of
safety in his investment*. There Is no business mnn who would not consider It s sound
proposition to iurest In sn enterprise in
which absolute loss «ros impossible and
which offered ninety-eight chances in a hundred to a rich profit. The statistics of cures
effected by l»r. Fierce’s Ooiden Medical Discovery show that ninety-eight per cent, of
cases of
"weak lungs
can be absolutely
cured. Almost if not oil forms of physical
weakness rosy Ire traced to starvation.
Starvation sap* the strength. The Mt Is Just as
much starved when the stomach cannot extract nutrition from the foorl It receives as
when there is no food. "Weak lung*." bronchial affections, obstinate coughs, call for
nourishment.
“Ooiden Medical Discovery**
supplies that nourishment in its most condensed and assimilable formft makra
■weak lungs" strong by strengthening the
stomach and organs of digestion which digest and distribute the food, and by increasing the supply of pore blood.

There haa been a conflict of
strong personalities, and noth sides
h <ve won their points to a certain dehile the public on the whole
gree,
haa been the gainer. The President
h> s managed to force through certain
y

l)le

ns

angels of men, doe* it? lawyer
Why. o; you certainty have the advantage of us there, doctor.

hundreds of biiia.
Congress and the President are tak
ii g leave of each other in a much
better frame of mind tnan could have
b en expected from their meeting last

WILL BE HELP AT

on
T®or
T »n*pe
,
and

say,

make

The first session oi the fltty-mn.h
at 10 o'clock Saturday
It dragged through its Isst
oik111day with the President aud Senate are!
House waiting upon the enrollment of

REPUBLICAN

A

COUNTI

doctor, why are you
lawyers down? Doctor
(dirty)—Well, your profession doesn't
Lawyer-1

always running

Coegress ended

WEDNESDAY, JULY 4, 1906

one

SUPERIORTY.

dsde,
it long enough.

hope.
* ongrffw

of the family. Bridget
Inan' you bov’ ma’am, an’ oi’ve stood

as

you

dence that the republican party accepts the challenge of its political
foes.
The platform may be found in full
elsewhere in this paoer—a masterpiece of political wisdom, courage

PHASES,

MOON'S

WrerrttMmcnti.

game

presented

Tor IMwiH'r
1

[) In

Bankruptcy-

nU.
To the Hon. Clarence Hale. Judge o? the 1
trict Court of the United State* for the
trict of Maine.
fK.
L CULBBKT. of Eden. 1# »•
Malkcounty of Hancock and State of
in said district. respectfully represent. u»a
on the 7th
l‘asl> 1!.
day of October, ia*i the
ac
waa duly adjudged
bankrupt under
of Congress relating to bankruptcy;
he bu duly surrendered all hi*
and rigits of property, and has fully coropiw
with all the require menu of aaid acta andlot
the orders of court touching his bankruptcyWherefore he pray* that he may f*
creed by the court to have a full <*wck*
from all debts provable against hii
under eaid bankruptcy acta, except such de«n
as are excepted by law from such dischargeDated this 13th day of June, a. d. 19<*Hakvky L. Oil***i>

HARVEY

Pr°Pwfil

Bankrupt.

Order of Notice Thereon.
Distbict or Mains, sa.
TtVl‘
On this 3t»th day of June, a. d. 1»*.
inf the foregoirg petition, it is—
w-wsd
Ordered by the court, that a bearing he n
upon the same on the 30th day °f.
Tit*.
d
1A06, before asid court at Portland, in *ald
trict. at ten o’clock in the forenoon: a>Q“ 1 tu
noace thereof be published in the
American, a newspaner printed in
^
trict, and that all known creditors,
persons in interest, may appear at
lirne and place, and show cause, if anv
have, why the prayerof said petitioner *"ou

'^<4

DAnb<fl*’uiun'ber

ordered by tbe
the clerk sbali send oy mail to (Ml■
creditors copies of said petition and thta
der. addressed to them at their place* oI re
dence as stated.
H-iWitness the Honorable Clarence «»**
Judge of the *aid Court, and the
0t
at Portland, in said district, on tl

»“rk*’

?.v

Ju,,*; »'-d'
fowl)

-.
Hnwrr, clerkJam ■!, B.
A trae copy of petition end order tAtffeo
Attosl:—Jamk* B.

FROM WASHINGTON.

«ITATK C OSVKNTIOX.

aubirtiacmenB.

KxtrM Work Crowded Upon Senator
Hale Near Adjournment.

Maine Heartily KnRepublican*
■l.ir.e Oov. < »hb.
H:»tc convention wa*
Xbe republican
ol last week,
K,|,t in Portland Wednesday
was the moat largely at■p* convention
and was an enthu(ended ol many years,
ol Oov. Cobb’s ad.iastie endorsement

the shoulder* of Senator Hale, of
Maine,
have fallen
unusually heavy tasks for the
rioting days of a session of Congress. He

ministration.

and Senator

at

was brought
Tne resa banlesion question
but the
overthe convention,
majority by which the resoiu-

Wahhijcoton, July

2

(special)-Upon

Allison have, for years, been

pillars of the Senate when it came to
^(.ire
winding up the big appropriation bills,
whelming
it were downed, simply outlining the programme of business and
lio,„ favoring
the position ol the re- seeing that everything of importance was
rnrvis to emphasise
attended to before the shutters w'ere
on this question.
party
put
publican
for the summer.
denator Frye presided at the convention. up
But
this
summer Senator Allison has
Hancock county sent a lull delegation.
I mm Hancock, been ill. lie has attended at the capitol
The State committeeman
bat
little
was re-clected.
The
during the last month, and probCol. H. K Hamlin,
ol the committee ably will be able to do no more work in
[lav ock county member
Congress this session. Accordingly that
waa l*r. R. L. Urimile, ol
on resolutions
lit. Desert, who on the floor ol the convention Ister made one ol the strongest
resuhtnission.
speeches sgsinst
The nomination ol Oov. Cobb wa# made
acclamation, and amid great enthusi-

by

the

throws the work of the chairman of
appropriations upon Senator Hale, who is
the
the
tor

ranking republican member,

next to

chairman. It also throws upon SenaHale the work of the chairman of the

republican steering committee, which is
to the Senate, in a large
way, what the
Speaker Is to the House.
follow*:
Mr. Hale presided at the meeting of the
We believe in the protective Ur iff,
which is fundamentally based upon a republican steering committee last week,
in
labor
coat having prior to the
recognition of the difference
meeting gone over the
t*rr »nd abroad. The protective Urlff situation carefully with the various senaand susAmerican labor,
asm.

The platform adopted by the convention

guards
protect*
tains the wale of American wages, and
thereby enable# American laborers to
build and maintain homes; and while it
tend# to keep the American market for
American industries, nevertheless our
tj»js> in foreign markets has expanded to
never
Ik*tore
known.
Wa
an extent
feaffirir our belief in that reciprocity
which governs the interchange with foreign countries of articles which are not

of American labor, and we
oppo* any such reciprocity with Canada
flood our market# with (Canadian
m ^
lor cr and farm product* and thus serithis
obiUv enhomuM the industries of
Stair*. \V. commend the pohev of the
in
aid
nalimii
affairs,
republican party
wefitly endorse the magnificent,
and
administration
at! f-srl
patriotic
of I’n-oilcnt Koositveltf and we nsk the
people of this State to sustain it by their
totes.
t^*

product

ji

•-

H.”ui

s»'inuur»

itpMicnmtw In Coagfcw >nd fully

anu

ap-

preciate their high «Umimg and in*
fluence in national legislation and extend

this expression of »ur hearty approval. We deplore the condition of our
merchant marine. We believe that the
enactment of the bill pending in (VmflMl
would be a pronounced step towards its
our senator* on
revival. We
Utt passage of this bill in the Senate, and
urge «ur representative* to continue their
earnest efforts in Ita behalf.
We heartily endorse the administration
of fctatc affairs. All the expenditure* and
disbursement* of the State have been met
from current revenues, without the necessity of temporary loans, and the cash baltn> in the treasury maintained, notwithstanding a substantial reduction has been
made in the rate of the State tax.
We orlieve in
prohibition and demand
the faithful and impartial enforcetn ni of
the prohibitory law l)wau.w the basin*'**
inter sis of the State and the material
and moral welfare of the people are thereby promoted. We hold that submission
to la» ts the highest duty of the citizen,
and that good citizenship seeks the enforcement of all law at all times nullification never.
MV believe in equal ixation of the burden* of taxation, having regard not only
to ability to bear the burdens, but also to
the tone flu received from the State so
that all interests shall In the end contribute fairly to make up the necessary
ftvtnae.
Me demand
economy in expenditures
bat believe that the State may properly
aatuine a greater share of those
expenditure- which benefit the State as a whole,
including those for school*, good roads
and the care of certain class of our uufortunates.
MV are in favor of the initiative and
referendum a» applied to statutes, and
recommend a const it ut iotuU amendment
to so provide.
M t- rvmm mend to the consideration of
thf ncxi
legislature the adoption of
*Utut»-H under which all nominations for
weitivs office* by the
political parties
entitled to representation on official I allot
•oali be made by direct vote of the
people
at primary elections held under all the
•frftttrdi °f the regular election itself.
Me commend the wise and consistent
course of Gov. Wn.T. Cobb in the conduct of Sutc affairs, and
confidently subBoit his record to t he voters of this State
rir en<1onien»ent. And we hereby
pledge to him our earnest and hearty
to tiv

m

congratulate

uLi

•opport.

OIII.DKKN'S

i>.\v

C'ONCKRT.

Intcr^tlii*

Kirrtbw at tht- Methodlat (hurrh.
Children’s Day «r«i observed at the
Methodist church Sunday.
In the
rooming the pastor. Rev. J. P. Himonion,
•ddressed his sermon to tho children.
The floral decorations in the church were
"tty pretty.
In the evening there was a concert
by
the Sunday
school, assisted by the church
choir. The
following programme wss
carried out in s very
manner:

pleasing
Ort*n Voluntary.Mrs Harvard Greely
by Choir

Mr. Allison ia chairman of the
steering committee as well as of the committee of
appro-

This year the three big appropriation
bills of the last part of the session are all
in Senator Hale's charge. One of these is
the naval

appropriation bill,

which

he

day* ago nnd which ho
has been hurrying through conference
that it might be out of the way and leave
him tree for other work of a pressing
character.
nairrn.'iii .\ui.ton ^nrr»iiy takes
ch»rsfp
tho sundry civil appropriation bill
the most iroubissome of all the appropriation bills but Mr. Male will have to take
it up becaa*-’ of Mr. Allison’s illness. He
devoted most of his time last week to

of

—

considering
it passed by
It is

it

in committee and

great deal

a

getting

the Senate.
more

work

than

the

average man w *uld think to keep tab on
the Congressional programme and deter-

what shall he done before adjournThere are government interests involving millions upon millions of dollars,
even hundreds of millions of dollar*.
At
mine

ment

beat there
ernhara**

always

are

omissions

branches of the

some

which

govern-

he

can

after

The

be in

Governor

his

state.

day

cyclone

a

came

along, picked

him up and landed him on the prairie
three or four miles from home. After he

stopped rolling he got up, to find, much to
his surprise, that no bones were broken,
and, with the exception of a few bruises.
the worse for his adventure, he
started to walk back home.
On his way he met his preache**, and
of course told him of his experience and
none

miraculous escape. The preacher,
to see his opportunity, said: “Now,
what 1 have
this simply proves

quick
Hans,
been

motion

99

After

sidewise nod of his head:
A tal you vone ting, dan; He bing

turn**!, with

a

Delia Barron “Val,
“Joe.”
Dialogue—The Floral Croaa... Five little girls going some.”
“♦citation—Let us Rejoice.Elinor Lord
*rrtt
Melodies.Eva Leona Mayo
AM US KM KNT NOTKS.
a*ogue—Why W'e Like Children’s Day

QUINCY
A

prominent

concluded
tence.

a

“If

ADAMS

SAWYER.

American

recent review
a

dramatic critic
with this

sen-

wholesome, honest, cleanly

fading.

play that alternates pathos and laughter
with gatltng gun rapidity is what theatre*|ftiution...Gladys
goers want, they will go to see ‘Quincy
Adams Sawyer’, and it is quite evident
*«ltattoB-Th« Judgr'a Ottering
they are going.”
Donald K Mayo
u
“Quincy Adams Sawyer” gives an honest
story of wholesome people told
®*Q8ing by Congregation
brightly and with great human interest.
Benediction
The pathos is of the decent sort and is
The fun, while fast and
never obtrusive.
is always cleanly.
furious,
Obviously”, said the lecturer, “whul
The play is given the most complete and
is * more elastic currency, for th«
possible to the
elaborate production
reason—” “flat me,»
interrupted the
been
bb* man in the front row; “what ] modern stage. The company has
with special reference to the fitselected
is a
more
adhesive currency.’
w ork they are
ness of the players for the
ere*t there was loud
applause. 11
aPpea red there were others.
to perform, and the ensemble shows that
completeness which is welcomed by thea-

Set..

*°u ttlU

ttOHKS,

Flo wars sometime!
1LOHWT,
HAK UAKBOB
Open all the year ’round.
want

Vernal C. Frazier, who is at work

thus

really did succeed in covering
short visit to Hancock county;
and as 1 review his busy moments while
there I am reminded of an instance in the
life of the Norwegian who came over and
settled in the southwestern section of our
One

tre-goers.
The play will be
Saturday evening.

at

Hancock

hall next

W <_>Xr{/i’XX.

N

OPP.

POST

ATORS.
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;

Brewer,

home

Their
Others
Senator
Frye
'Usefulness and Influence.
and

OPEICE.

Like .lack’s Beanstalk.
The

the held he

during

A(iED SK

AK KWOOD.

Howard Moore, who has been at work
for Mr. Fitts at Green Lake, is at home.

giving him i railroad
an opportunity to cover more ground.
day.
The one thing that surprises me moat is
longer;

XX\T

E. G. MOORE’S DRUG STORE.

I tern (joint; Some.
Minneapolis, Minn., June 28, 06.
To the Editor of The American:
I have read with much interest the several letter* from P. U. Wooster, Pasadena,
('a!., and regret that his visit to Maine last

cyclone wid me.” The preacher replied:
“Certainly He was.” To which Hans re-

M

STA.U_D

CORNER

listening to his talk for a while,
Hans said: “You tank God He bing in dat

n

sold at.3 for 25c
a first-class domestic cigar,
presenting superior
workmanship.7 for 25c
Cuba>Roma: rich, choice Cuban-grown leaf, quality
seldom seen at 8 for SB cents.5c

July.

not

:
splendid clear Havana, of perfect workmanship.3 for 25c
Flor de Madrid ■ very choice quality of clear
Havana in fine sizes. 17 shapes, as a sample
of which take the Perfecto Grande, a 3 for
60-cent cigar at.2 for 25c
£1 Carvajal t superb imported Havana line, finest
tobacco and workmanship to be had at any
price. Nine sizes. Note especially the Panetela chica.
lOc

Adadi

foritsponDiTut.

summer was

is

Lb Idalia

6c

highest tyj <- of popular Havanafilled, Sumatra-wrapped cigar, the best ever

does not intend to go north until she is
able to accompany him, but that will

probably

Castle
a fine clear Havana cigar of
usual 10 cents quality.

Cord Carver:

the

home.'

Class of Boys
.Blanche Kingsbury
“♦citation—The Gardener.Milton Barron
Station-One Day for the C’hildreu
Lina Johnson
Hazel Moore
Hong..
Lucy Stevens
Hammond
"* Ron.
Oartaud. .Claaa of Olils

Stirling

adjournment. Mis. Burleigh is now at
Atlantic City, recovering from her long
illness here this winter.

Bouquet size)

This 3 for 25-cent quality at 5 cents is a good
example of the result reached by this combination of 2,000 drug store cigar
stands into a single, ccimpact,
powerful buying concern. It cuts out profits and expenses that have heretofore nearly doubled
the cost of cigars. National Cigar Stands now
give the same qualities often at half what they used to cost, always for less.

Augusta on the invitation of Gov. Burleigh, but at the last moment his plans
were interfered with.
Representative Burleigh expects to reas soon as

or

FIVE CENTS STRAIGHT

Speaker Cannon will visit Maine in
August, when he expe"ts to make several
speeches in the leading cities. Some years
ago Speaker Cannon was about to visit

turn to Maine

Perfecto

Its price, {in

Mr. Hale, however, is dosing up
the job with the composure and forethought for which he is noted. He is also
leading the Senate up to the moment of
the fall of the presiding officer's gavel
with a minimum of party friction.
ment.

“♦citation—Welcome.Walter Barron
“♦citation—Children’s Day. Thelma Fullerton
Hong...Class of Girls
Sunbeams' Story,

the smoker money

of several

*>dk -bowing the Seed.Prances Fullerton

•♦ciutiou—The

save

Here’s a full, plump Perfecto, made by hand of selected seed-and-Havana leaf. It is
just such a cigar as is sold in the
average cigar store at 3 for 25 cents; a fragrant, mild, smooth combination that pleases more smokers than any other class of
I his is its name and label—both will be famous:
cigars known to the trade.

priations.

disposed

Example

of the way the National Cigar Stands

tor* who had to be consulted.

to you all these years; that
Prayer.Mary Hopkins preaching
scripture Heading.•••■Miss Slmonton tGod is with you always, and cares for you
.Mr Siraooton just the same in the cyclone as in the

Small Girls
£i%Jo*Q«.Four
I"*1111*.Cora Stevens

Here’s An

—

tht
Washington, D. C. June 11 (special)
Hun- j —Senator Frye s physicial ana mental
vigor at the ripe age of seventy-five is the

on

are

found

three

A

largest tomato plants in the world
California.

in

plants

One

grower

ich have reached

w

a

has

length

of thirty feet.

There

was

Habit With Him.
a business man in

western town who

never

for

anybody. Every

or

less

fear

and

one

had

a

a little
good word

held him in

more

disliked him
effort to cultivate

many

the seeds strongly. He made no
planted they had climed to the top j friendships, and at one time or another
come
of a twenty-foot trellis.
When they almost every inhabitant of the village had
Frank Wilbur has moved his family to
Ellsworth Falla, where he has employ- him. He is the “grand old man” of Con- reached this remarkable height they grew had a quarrel with him. One day the old
than
other
He
is
no
older
backward until they attained a length of lion tried to board a train which did not
gress.
many
ment.
men in congressional life are at
sixty. thirty feet.
stop. He was thrown a great distance
and Miss May
Miss Mary L. Frost
The only other prodigy among the Senate
They have no special care or cultivation and fell in a heap on the track in the rear
French were at Franklin Saturday and
who
the
Maine
have
had
from
and
no
the of the departing train. The group of villders,
junior
approached
protection
Sunday.
senator in excellent preservation, was the weather, yet m spite of every disadvant- lagers on the depot platform thought that
Leonard Garland, who has been at the late Senator Orville H.
they kept on growing and fruiting in their hereditary enemy had been killed
Platt, of Connecti- age
the most astonishing fashion.
soldiers’ home for some time, is here on a
before their eyes, and were ready to drop
cut, who did last summer, more than
The trunks are one and a half inches in
furlough.
eighty years old.
diameter, the foliage thick and luxuriant, j all their bitter prejudices at the grave.
of
Enormous
tomatoes
have
Miss Mary Garland has just closed a
man
in
has
been
|
One ran up to where the fallen monarch
No
the Senate probably
quantities
successful term of school at Moose Hill. more sought after for social functions been picked from these three plants, and lay and, seeing signs of returning life,
the fruit is of unusual size, possessing tine
Hhe is making a short visit with relatives than Senator Frye.
He is an attractive flavor.
a lxiously asked:
“Are you badly hurt,
in Orono before returning home for the speaker and has an entertaining personalcaptain ?”
summer.
has
never
burned
candle
the
at
With the first short breath the fallen
ity. But he
U Alt! w: I.IM.
man was able to draw he gasped:
both ends; he has been living the simple
“No
GREAT POND.
»»*•*■«
he
v|uw,irth
and
has
saved
so
that
life,
himself,
you d-old fool! That’s the way I alat

was

over

marvel of all

Clifford Archer and wife will go to Bangor

Monday.

Gleason Archer, of Boston, arrived Saturday to spend his vacation in the old
home.

Maynard

returned Thursday from
where he has been visit-

Linton

Lowell, Mass.,
ing friends.

Mrs. Mary Williams went to Franklin
Wednesday for a few weeks’ stay with her
brother, N. R. Collar.
Several of the young people attended
the grange at Amherst Saturday night
their third and fourth degrees.
The Garland cottage is reopened for the
Mrs. Garland and
summer.
daughter
Gladys returned from Boston Saturday.
for

accompanied by her friend, Mrs.
Leach and daughter Dorothy.
Guy Patterson went to Auburn Friday.
His marriage to Miss Edith Humphrey, of
that city, is announced to take place at
the home of her sister, Mrs. Marquis, on
July 2. Their many friends here extend
congratulations.
Quite a large party from Massachusetts
is expected at Alligator this week-Dr.
She

was

Hudson, Mr. and Mrs. M. H.
Barnel!, of Springfield, Miss Jennie S.
Paige, of Westfield, Mrs. Warren K. Holt
and son Arthur, of Newton Centre. Later
they will be joined by Mr. Holt and a
friend from New York.
E*
July 2.
and

Mrs.

“There is no doubt about it,” said Mr.
Cumrox, “he is a cultivated musician.”
“And what is your idea of a cultivated
musicianT” “One who plays things you
don’t care to hear and talks about them in
a way you can’t understand.”

could have abundant energy to draw upon
for the service of hi9 Maine constituents.

His

abstemious habits

sparingly

There is

no

better

were

in contact with

who

he eats

In three months from the time

are

well

known;

and goes to bed early.
examplar of the whole-

some, upright life which Maine people
hold up as their model, than Senator Frye.

Fyre is still quite a youngcompared with some of his colleagues
Senator Morgan, of Alain the Senate.
bama, who is in his eighty-third year,
who, like Mr. Frye, is an exemplar of the
simple life, and Senator Pettus, also cf

Sid June 80. sch Wm Radio, Camden, staves,
Whitcomb. Haynes & Co
Ar July 1, sch Henrietta A Whitney, New
York, coal, F 8 Lord
Ar July 2. schs F H Odlorne, 8alem; Lulu
W Eppes, Boston
Hancock Cpnntv Parra.
Golldsroro
Ar July 1, sch Wilson and
Willard, Lindsey
—

In years Mr.

HORN.

ster

Alabama, born in 1821, and

almost ten

years older than Mr. Frye.
Than there is “Uncle Shelby”

Illinois,
of
! of

born in

1829,

born in 1830.
of

MARRIED.

and Senator

Iowa, born in 1829, and

Colorado,
Every one

Cullom, of
Allison,
Senator Teller,

CLARK—At Ellsworth, July 2, to Mr and Mrs
Joseph R Clark, a daughter.
KILLAM—At Ellsworth, June 28, to Rev and
Mrs P A A Killam, a daughter.
OTT—At Stonington, June 16, to Mr and Mrs
Leslie L Ott, a daughter. [Dorothy Rose.]
WATTS—At Mariaville, June 80, to Mr and
Mrs John Watts, a daughter.

these oldsters

are

modest

livers, and before their minds there passes
in review the history of half the life of
ihe Republic.
They easily recall events
back in the '50s, when
the^ great forces
were active that brought about the Civil

ways

generation
touching elbows with these' older ones,
and gradually taking up the burdens they
are laying down.
Young men are’eoraing
to the front in Congress, but they are not
displacing the old men, whose experience
and ability are always respected. The old
men who come into public when they are
old have to struggle the same as young
But the old
men for recognition there.
new

of Senators

are now

MOSES, FLOKI T, KAK HARKOk
E*tabll«lie<l for many years.
Open all the yea*- ’rout

men, who have grown old in the service
of their constituencies, as has Mr. Frye,
are

by

far the most useful and

It is better to be great in
than little in a big place.

a

influential.
little place

«|.

3bi)(rtisrmatts.

JORDAN,
FURNITURE

—

AND

UNDERTAKING.
1 have leased the ground
Hoor of the Eno building
on State street, and have
moved from my temporary
location on Main street.

DIED.
BOWDEN—At Brooksville, June 28, Olive C,
wife of John E Bowden, aged 89 years, 8
months, 11 days.
CAMPBELL—At Ellsworth, June 28. William
B Campbell, aged 62 years, 4 months, 27 days.
DAVIS—At Deer Isle, June 30, John DaviB,
aged 88 years.
FERGUSON—At Charlestown, Mass, June 7,
Mrs Lottie 8 Ferguson, of Deer Isle, aged 42
years.
GRAY—At Deer Isle, June 28, Benjamin C
Gray, aged 77 years.
LARKIN—At Portland, Jane 27, Amy Cecelia,
daughter of Mr and Mrs Andrew J Larkin,
formerly of Ellsworth, aged 19 years.
SMITH—At South Surry, June 30, Hollis H
Smith, aged 32 years, 6 months.
STINSON—At Sunshine (Deer Isle), June 21,
Stephen D Stinson, aged 66 years, 7 months,
27 days.

train.”

Alphonne Karr.

war.

The

a

To know that one knows what he knows,
and to know that one does not know what
he does not know, that is
wisdom.—

HATFIELD
SPURLING
At
Brunswick,
June 27, by Rev B F Turner. Miss Edna Mae
Hatfield, of Brunswick, to Charles 8 Spurtof
Isles.
ing,
Cranberry
MEADER— HIGGINS—At Ellsworth, June 30.
Rev J P Simonton, Miss Eva B Meader,
by
of Surry, to Harold 8 Higgins, of Ellsworth.
TRASK-HARDING— At Swan s Island, June
27, by Levi B Joyce, esq. Miss Vera E Trask,
of Swan's Island, to Charles H Hardipg,
of Gott’s Island.
—

get off

L. W.

JORDAN,

Ellsworth,

FOR

Maine.

SALE

At HANCOCK HOUSE
hand

STABLE,

new

ami second,

Carriage*. Harnesses. Agent for II. a.
* F*n<‘ C*rn»Ke»Everything a* repre•anted or no sale. Terms reasonable.
>f. H, GOULD,

mf tk
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erhj
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necticut in

her paper* in the County comaof reach no many. The AMERI»ot *he only paper printed <r,
and has never claimed to
-c
that

prop
ailed a COUNTY paper: all the
The circulaneedy local paper*
The American, barring the Bar
is larger
*
list,
summer
Record
of all the other papers printed
ock county.
ranee

can

for

publication:

Harry Wooster

the

for

Now it came to pas* in the days of the reign
•f toa, that a messenger came from St. Mary's
Mt.
fa hieh is beyond the Sea over against
g>ii (rent) to Jephthah. saying, come over and

ter is

went to

last

summer

employed.

Wooster is

sore

a

where

of

attack

severe

THE FIRST NATIONAL

Mrs. Mary Perry, of Oaribow, joins her
daughter, Miss Cassilena, who is a college
student at Waterville, and together they
will come to the old home here Tuesday
for a season of change and rest.
At this writing report comes of the sad
and sudden death of our townsman, Edward K. Bragdon.at East Sullivan, whither

|

ELLSWOftTH, MAINE.

I

event

as

from

a

unexpected,
shock

of

For additional

reported illness
respected towns-

is the

our

! woman, Mrs. Elvira Clark, at her home

Mr. and Mm. Fred Sawyer, of Boston,
arrived at The Homestead June 21.
Mm. J. C. Rose is occupy in* her new
and attract ive cottage, The Oaks.

B.
B KOOK LIN.

Elector.
1
Alter many greetings we listened to the exthat was acwhen
and
of
many,
pounding
complished, behold there was music, not
tirabritls but pianola. Then came the feast of !
which all partook, it being *,try good to the

in

{Minted

Farnsworth

A. E.

were

in

Ells-

worth last week.

Miss Gladys and Harry Bridges spent
taste.
Saturday in Koekland.
Now as the night was far spent we took
:»i v thanks for
M. L. Dodge attended the republican
leave one of another with
State convention at Portland last week.
•ur entertainment and Journeyed back to our
ship by the way we came through the great
H. J. Nutter, Grace Nutter and Maydarkness that overspread the iand. There we
nard Btaisdell were in Ellsworth Monday.
embarked for home, going by the v ay of ManMrs. Harold Urindle came from Mel*et, where we left all who would go there.
•From thence to our own shore where Ehen
and Almena. after much fright, left us for their
•wu ship while we went on our homeward
The Lyee.
way rejoicing.

Miss Riggs, Mias Edna Riggs and Mis*
Newaon arrived at Seven Oaks last week.
Prof, and Mm. Henry T. Fowler, Brown
university, opened their cottage, lane
End, June 19.

his house.

H. S. Kane and wife spent several days
Portland last week.
and wife

rose. Mass..

Thursday night,

on

the Pema-

Washington Wilson and the three
Miasei Wilaon are occupying Ge-urg
Cochran’s new cottage, Shoreby.
Mrs.

Mr. and Mrs. Victor St rebel and

Samuel Adams, of Belfast,

wan

in

j orial
j

church, Baltimore, is the guest of
Otorge H. Cochran.

Mr. and Mrs.

Miss Inex Borden
June 27, after
few week* at The Homes* ad.

Mrs. F. H. Gee and

1

returned to

meeting.

Fall River

Kenda Mason, of BluehiU, Misses Uract
Virginia Thayer, of South Orrington,
have already taken up their summer work
at The Homestead.

Lurvey.
Nineteen Kebekahs attended the conRevolted. That in the passing on of our
A good
vention at Blucbill Thursday.
brother, our order has sustained a loss irretime is reported.
parabie—a member who always stood for
J. F. Staples and Dr. F. S. Herrick went
temperance and the right, whose cheerful face
and willing hands were always ready to help to S.dgw ick Thursday to be present at the
an the work, yet we feel that oar loss is hi*
ordination of iiev. C. C. Koch.
eternal gain, and we humbly bow to the will !
J. J. Bridjps, W. 8. Ford and Isaac
•f Him who doeth all things well.
Mayo attended the democratic county
Retnlved. That we extend to the bereaved
father, mother and sister our love and sym- convention at Ellsworth last week.

Among the arrivals at Parker Point on
the steamer Catherine last week were Mr.
and Mrs. A. L. Thomas and their two sons,
from New York city; Mr. and Mra. E. L.
Packard and family, of Roslindale; Mini
Lilian Harmon, of Chicago; Mrs. James
Silver, of Cleveland.
J.
July 2.

Walter Claphene and family, of Wash'
ifigton, D. C., came Friday night. They
have the Milton cottage at Weal End

publication.
«*■

SORRENTO.

season.
in

ATLANTIC.

Mrs. K. E. Bartlett has returned from
Ellsworth.

All are sorry to hear that Capt. William
Burns is so poorly.

Millard Bartlett came home from Bar
Harbor Saturday night and returned Sun-

There is talk of having a dinner at Seathe Fourth of July.

side hall

week to attend the

There was a band concert at Seaside hall
Friday evening for the benefit of the band.
Thv took about |23.

to Camden

funeral of his

play

Sargeutville

wsa

re-

last

week.

Capt. John E. Kane is sailing the motor
boat Alexandra for the Erring family this

pretty

—

home

wedding

took

place

at

Mrs. Napoleon
Trask Wednesday, June 27, when their
daughter Vera Evline was united in
marriage to Charlie Harding, of Gott's
the home of

Mr.

and

(aland.

day
prettily

The
was

ideal one, and the house
decorated with ferns and

was an

a

steamer.

Mr.

for the dance to be held here the

season.

Among the recent arrivals 'in town
among the cottage people are Chief Justice Fuller, of Washington; Thomas Erving, of New York; Mrs. James Prentice,
of New York, at the Spruce cottage; Dr.
Proctor, of Boston, at the Wilbur cottage.
Several more are expected this week.

resort cannot be told at this time.
Curtis’ personal loss of diamonds,
Willie Havey arrived home Thursday clothing, etc., was about fl,500, and sevfrom a business trip to New York and i eral of the employees lost all they had.
Mr. Curtis will stay in town a few weeks,
Washington, D. C.
Mrs. Violet Tracy and son Warren, of I and have some work done on the Cook
Boston, are spending a few weeks at the I cottage, getting it ready for another season.
The ice has been purchased by the
home of Warren’s grandfather, George
cottage people and business men of the

Tracy.

town,

who formed

a

company

for

that

firm

people

There will be an ice-cream aocial at A.
U. W. hall Tnaaday evening.

The achooner Louisa Francis arrived
last week with freight for the grange

Sunday, July l. Rev. S. M. Thompson
preached a patriotic sermon. HU subject
was “Our National Heritage.'*
The church
was decorated with
marguerites, fern#,
roses and dags.
RaI.
July 2.

Harry XXilber, wife and daughter, of
Waltham, Maas., arrived Saturday for a

MiaaCorm Mark* has gone to Seal Harbor, where she is employed at the Jordan
Puud house.

with Mrs. Dolher's
Nora Wight.

visit

Hartley Tufts,

down

j

Hardy

ile

At

July

2.

P.
NORTH

WEST EDEN.

Work

Helen T. Mansfield, ofOrono,spent
days recently in town visiting

on

vision of

j

*r

rod. The Revoluti nary wa* *t
hand, be was the man who went to France
Am erican can*.
ind got help for tin
A'tt--rua from
When he name bark t
France he found himself th mart honorw
man in America next to Washington- w
lied in ITMOat the age >f eighty-four.

lightning

PENOB8COT.

highway under
George Leech baa
the

the superbeen done

.<ropl«i<»
Woman loves a clear. n>»>
Burdock Blood Bitters purl fit* th* biooi
he*Jtk
-u*'*
sleara the *kin. restores ruddy.
tdn
•»

—

azmmianr.nr:

j

Mrs. Blanche Kittredgv and buitand
arrived at her old home Sunday from their
wedding trip to New York.

Quite

number

_

E.

RALPH,

Architect and Builder.

MOTORS

MIANUS

of members of Highland
grange attended Hancock Pomona Saturday, and report a good time.
Herbert W. Leach and wife, of Brockton, came Sunday to spend a few days with
relatives here and in Bluehill and Castine.
a

Guaranteed

Are

to Please.
We u*e

the

Schebter Carburetor.
Try

our

Magneto.

Self-Starling
I>»

C.

MttrrU*

»»«y

MOTORS.

FOR

SUPPLIES

THORNDIKE,

D.

Sales

Agent for Malm*.
Portland >-

Portland Pier,

Banking.

la what your money will i-am
tovested lu shares of th*

(

Ellsvort)i Loan and Bnildin? tei*
A
Is

now

open.

NEW

WHY

SERIES

7,1
Shares, iJ each:
menu, »l par share.

_

|

hint upia

n basine**
At last ho d v id d t •** t .if
II*
lii'tiM-".
w
le
t him wft 8
i
u
bo
had
Reed, the girl
he first entered Philadelphia. He workrt
Fiard, and toon began t irr-.-w wealthy.
IIS’* diacwrerefl electricity and invented the
■

j

SUPPORT

busineM.

tn
t

partner

here.

friends.

a

Franklin

him.

here.

purpose. As moat of the electric lights
regular meeting of M. L. Stevens wars
Mrs. Nettie Higgins, who has been in
used in the hotel it is not expected
lodge, No. 110, K. of P., Tuesday evening, now that the electric light plant will be Ellsworth the past few weeks, came home
June 20, the following offljen were i run this season.
last Tuesday.
The first automobile passed
through
elected for the ensuing term: C. C., AdelJ uly 2.
T.
Mrs. Lulu Lurvey and little daughter here Saturday, but when it touched Penobbert W. Gordon; V. C., Sidney Havey;
j
Vilda recently spent a few days with Mrs. scot roads it suddenly dropped to a threeSOUND.
prelate, Forrest Haskell; master of work. :
minute speed.
touquet.
Mrs. Maria Dix is employed at Mrs. A. Lurvey’s parents at Salisbury Cove.
A. Doran; rnasteV of finance, F. A. Leigh- *
The bride is a moat estimable young
June 28.
M.
The ladies’ aid society is planningsotneton; master of exchequer, H. Webb; K. of A. Murphy’s.
ana
has
warm
friends
in
this
Ady,
many
R. and S., J. S. Doyle; master at arms, B.
Miss Mina Kobbius, of Pretty Marsh, is
thing for the Fourth here.
OCEAN VILLE.
Athletic
Sown. Mr. Harding is one of the popular
K. Joy; inside guard, Pearl Tripp; outside visiting Mias Mildred VVasgatt.
a good dinner, rounded off with a
Mrs. Nellie Groaa is spending the week games,
foung men of Gott’s Island, a graduate of
Milne.
guard, Peter
Burton Brown, of Bar Harbor, was callat North Haven, w ith Mrs. Lizzie Crockett. patriotic entertainment, may be looked
Sucksport business college. He has made
June 30.
for.
O.
ing on friends and relatives in town SunjMiny friends since he has been known in
Mrs. Abbie Conary, in addition to her
day.
this town.
Patches of plowed land here and there
lameness, is suffering from a sore thumb.
TREMONT.
The guests present at the wedding were:
will lie fallow* this season. Gentle showMrs. George Nickersou entertained her
Mrs. Harvey Candage and Mrs. Hollis
Fred Rich and Joshua Sawyer have gone aunt and brother from Hull’s Cove, a few
Hr. and Mrs. Napoleon Trask, Master Leers would fall now
like a benediction.
Gray, who have been visiting friends in There
shnd Trask, Marion Trask, Mr. and Mrs. to Stouington to work.
are several abandoned farms here
days last week.
and
East
returned
last
Hluehill,
Surry
and
Mr.
ana
Mrs.
Howard
that
would
(fording
Mrs. Mildred Norwood spent two days
furnish havens of rest for the
son,
W. C. Waagatt will be employed at Bar
over-heated and over-worked denizens of
Staples, Mr. and Mrs. Levi Joyce, Mrs. last week with her daughter, Mrs. Fred Harbor for the season. Miss Mildred
Rev. O. C. Herbert and wife, of West
Miss
Nina
and
the
cities.
Jidney Joyce,
Rich.
Staples
W asgatt will have charge of the store and
Medway, Ma-s., arrived Friday morning.
Austin Joyce.
Alva Rich has a new power boat.
He postofflee during his absence.
The fine blooded mare
Mr. Herbert w ill occupy the pulpit here
Daisy, owned by
The couple were serenaded in the evenH.
and Charley Rich were oat on a fishing
July 2.
his stay.
during
George L. L-aeh, has a nice foal, and being
the
of
this
and
mg by
young people
place,
the first in this
Thursday.
J une 30.
A.
trip
vicinity since the great
after sufficient noise w as made the visitors
SEAL COVE.
June 30.
L.
period when almost every farmer
I
were invited into the house and served to
INDIAN POINT.
Mrs. Cora Heed and daughters, Mrs.
owned from three to four times as
many
refreshments. A very enjoyable evening
|
Sabtrtisrmmts.
Brackett and Miss Kay Heed, of Boston,
Camp Oliver was patronized Sunday by horses as he needed and was daily wonwas spent.
All their friends unite in
from Bar Harbor and Somesville.
are visiting Mrs. J. H. Rumill.
parties
where
he
dering
could sell one, this little
wishing them the greatest happiness in
their new life. They left Thursday for
W. A. Gott, J. J. Heath and H. L. SawLafayette Lurvey and wife, of South- embryo horse attracts considerable attentheir new home at Gott’s Island.
tion.
a
few
west
are
Most
the
with
of
were
sent
Harbor,
the
among
days
horses are getting old
by
delegates
yer
spending
June
and the people do not take
Tremont to the democratic county con- his sister, Mrs. B. H. Higgins.
30._8.
kindly to
The many friends of James H. Stover, automobiles, and the problem of future
vention at Ellsworth Wednesday.
FRANKLIN.
of
him
on his sucthis
place,
congratulate
transportation
begins to look hazy.
Harry Latty, of schooner R. L. Tay, cess in his examination !or the
Burleigh Swan left for Northeast Harposition of
July 2H.
came from Bangor Thursday for a short
bor Monday, for the season.
clerk in the postoffioe at Bar Harbor, to
which he has been appointed.
James N. Dwelley is at home on a furSCOTT’S EMULSION serves as a
l>o the right thing if you have Nasal Ca3-hbfrtisrmrntfi.
H.
July 2.
lough from the soldiers’ home, Tog us.
Don’t
tarrh. Get Ely’s Cream Balm at once.
bridge to carry the weakened and
touch the catarrh powders and snuffs, for they
Helen
Misses Esther Dwelley and
NORTH LAMOINE.
starved system along until it can find
1.
contain cocaine. Ely’s Cream Balm releases
Maeomber are at Penobscot for an outing.
firm support in ordinary food,
Mrs. I. N. Salisbury, Jr., is visiting relathe secretions that inflame the nasal paasaand
Mr.
Miss Ellen Grover
tives at Bar Harbor.
Bohndell, of
Send for free tampla.
I ges and the throat, whereas common •'remeCamden, were recent guests of L. C. Bragdies'' made with mercury merely drive them
Dr. Clarence Holt, of Dover, arrived FriSCOTT & BOWNE, Chemists,
New
ion and wife.
York.
oat and leave you no better than you were.
409-415 Pearl Street,
day at The Elms. He was accompanied by
50c. and $i.oo; all druggista.
Cream
Balm
is
a
real
In a word, Ely’s
cure, his mother, Mrs. A. L. Holt.
Mrs. Genevieve W. Collins and little
All druggists. 60c., or mailed
not a delusion.
1 June 30.
Y,
Northeast Harbor, Maine.
daughter Virginia are expected from Conby Ely Bros., 56 Warren Street, New York.

Levi Joyce, eaq., grandfather of the bride, performed the marriage ceremony.
The bride was becomingly dressed in
aream nun’s veiling and carried a pretty
wild flowers.

help

to

»ion »nd
business if he woul i g*> to
it up with material. Keith did not »t
back to
■»:;»€•
aim up in bumne**. so bPhiladelphia and went to work t r hi* old

Sunday.

Hollis Smith wendeath at his home
In South Surry Saturday.
Mr. Smith
taught th spring terir of grammar school

entertaining about a
boarders, and more are expected

Miss Lettie Paine, of Bar Harbor, is
a few days with her grandparents, A. S. Bunker and wife.
ifrs. Lottie Knowles was railed to
Northeast Harbor last Monday by the
illness of her daughter, Mrs. Peach.

w

The many friends of
saddened to hear of his

is

spending

and

not

Ko*M>n in a new suit of
Ha
with a silver watch.

back

:.! *th -* and
Father would not a art bun
Keith told him h»- would *

Mr. Guptiil and little son, of West Ellsworth, and Miss Emily .Morgan, of East
Hurry, were the guests of George E. j

Miss Kate P. Wheelock will arrive
Hartford July 2.
B.
July 2.

few

went

Mrs. George K. Carter, Mrs. A. K. Long
Mn». Nellie Ridlon attended live district convention of licbekah lodges in
Blue hill, June 28.

from

Miss

bis father would

Mias

snd

soon.

a

Mr*.

relatives here.

spena her vacation.
Mrs. M. A. Blake arrived from Nantaaket. Mass., Tuesday, accompanied by
Miss Rachel Lincoln, of that place.
Black

mother,

Christie Tufts, Fred
Williamson and family, of
Waltham,
Maas., arrived Saturday for s visit with

Mrs. Susan Venner, of Boston. U visit-

to

not

boat or stage coach. He went in •
Mil boat to New York, bat he found no
work there, *o he walked to
Burlington
Ktid from there h»* went in a row-boat to
PhtDdHphia. He walked np the otreeti
in hi* working clothes with a bundle
under bi« arm which contained • spare
shirt and a pair of stocking*. He went to
little baker shop and bought two large
roll*. Mina Debomb lb»<t *t<x>d hefott
her father’* bouse laughing at this fnnnj
looking young gentleman who was walking by with the two large roll* that be
bad bought up to th* baker hop, under
hi* arm. He found w ork at the office of a
man whose name was Kenner.
He kepti
print ing office.
One day there came to Franklin a maa
whom name wa» William Keith. He «ai
the Governor of Pennsylvania, lie wore
a grand anil with lilur knee-buckle*, t
powdered hair-wig, while Franklin waaia
hia
working clothes. William Keitb
wanted Franklin to set up a printing
office for him. Frank-Jin told him that he
bad no capital. Keith t< Id him to seeif

O.

Drake

around

itenpinin did

like to do tbla, and hi, father
talkd
the verse, wretched atulT.
Consequently
and
hi*
broil;'
Benjamin
-get into quarj rel*, and Jamea knocked him around ,nd
*o
him
much
that IV,ijamin dewhipped
j cided to leave Beaton.

lied*tone.

Miss Alice Candage is home from Providence, K. 1., fora visit with her parents,
l'. L. Csndage and wile.

Capt.

j
f

Mil

Mrs. Nellie Staples, who has been visit*
ing at Surry »nd Ellsworth Falla for two
weeks, returned home Friday.

Miss

Ben)* ml*
delighted with till, work, lor be
would have plenty of lime to read.
Jlmn
wa»

t

that; printed verat* and *ent Benjamin
! the town to peddle them,

Mrs. Evelyn Hutchings and daughter
Dora visited Mrs. Hutchings' sister, Mrs.
It k. W >lham, o! Surry, last week.

Black, with

a

great fancy u,
reading
Hi* father noticed tin, and got him
preuliced to hia brother Jam™, who ken,
•
printing ofilcc in Boston.

B. Watson Cousins came home ill from
N. H. Friday.

ife.

(Juincy, Mass., June 36,

took

support to the
had Ixren intro-

Miss Hannah Ober, of Walt ham, and
Mias Ella Stover, of Blue hill, are the
cutsts of Mrs. Lucy Closaon.

a a a sum-

Mr.

and the

•tore.

from

that’.M

Benjamin

Homer Long ha* retarmd from Hardwick, Vi.

8.

Miss Ann is

Benjamin tried to make bi»
father believe tbat be bad been
useful, but
hit father told him that
nothing
not borwflt w»» useful.

given

Minnie Torrey, of Woodfords, is at
home for a long stay.
*!. O. Staples, of Bangor, is visiting his
sister, Mrs. Dors Hanscom.

The ruins of the Hotel Sorrento are a
sad sight to the people of this town, and
the result of the fire to the town

represented

out lwt

punished.

Roes Qiwm returns (torn liUck Island

Collins, of Belfast, is the guest of
Nellie Pierce.

cam*-

carry off all the atone, to the
raiU-oomi
to butld the pier. In
the
the workmen were very much Mir
pronto
find that the atone* had
walked off m lb(
night. Thr boy* were noon found

Friday.

CAPE ROSIER.

Bar Haroor, whsre the owner, Gifford
Cochran, of New York, has a cottage this

*

ready

EAST BLvEHiLL.

VI ias

Robertson went to Calais Mon-

|„“

most

some fine selections of music given.
The
evening passed pleasantly. The handsome
new cha(iel was beautifully decorated. The
pastor snd wife could but feel that they
had already made a warm place in the
in iuimw
inert* were no
*ic*mboaii
heart of the people.
and railroad*. Benjamin wanted to
go to
Kkx.
{ New
July 2.
end
he
bad
to
«
h
York,
to go bj

NORTH SEDGWICK.
Mrs.

was

\ duced,dainty refreshments were scrved,and

Ralph Pendleton, of Lynn, Maas., came
Friday to spend a few weeks at the home
w

reception

their enthusiasm
s

After many

pastor.

Dr. A. J. Flint, of Boston, has arrived
for the summer, and la occupying her collage, The Rock*.

GerrUb and

a

was

people shot, cd by
they intend to be

treatment.

2.

w

U*"fd

to

new

tion of the town

O. Mayo and son Alvah, who have
Ml. Insert on business, returned

July

lh(
w.

«hool but two year.. When
he
year* of age hi, father took bin,
hu«in«. of molding; tallow
like

pastor, Rev. Mr. Bo*wortb,and
his family, at the chapel. Nearly every *ec-

been to

f A. J.

,

X,
X.

to the

I)r. A. E. Small went to Deer Iale Wednesday to visit relatives, returning Friday.
Nathan Noonan and son Carlton, of
Nashua, N. H., are visiting at D. W. Joy’#.
Rev.

Hew,,, he,on o,

candle-maker, and
reventeen
children,

boy*, Benjamin did
,*?
Efforts are being made to get another rery kindly lo tbe
bq.ine*,. ,i
*
mail by train arriving at Rockland SJift p.
oat of shop and
p,.^, ,
,be
in. and by steamer Pemsquid to Rockland.
other boy*.
He «u very
Mias Merle Small is on a two-weeks'
mlnchtevou,. One,
visit to Boston, the guest of her sunt, men were going to build a
tUm h*™*
Mrs. W. L. Staples, on schooner 8. O. They had hauled the stone, and
had
them
in
a large
Haskell.
heap on tbe ground
for building.
Benjamin and th.. „,h!
Schooner Commerce, which
brought
went fishing in a mill
lumber for Mrs.
Uydia Greene's new Iwya
pond iJZ
It so happened that It W., .
bouse, ran on the ledges at the mouth of
very
on which the
the harbor as she was going out, and is place
boy, bad to ,u„dX
they wanted to budd a ,t.,nc
now high snd dry.
night after tbe workmen had gone
hom#
Benjamin C. Gray, one of our old-time I he
boy, managed, by tugging and lihiJ
sea captain#, died June 2M, at the age of

Thursday evening

N.

day to work for the New England Tele- ing her sister, Mrs. Van B. Black.
cousin, phone A Telegraph Co.
Miss Millie Blake returned to Belfast
Capt. John Andrews and M. Willett left June 30, after visiting relatives here two
Harbor^ here Frid&y with the yacht Bculpin for weeks.

WEST SULLIVAN.

HARDING.

of

WINTER HARBOR.

mer

TRASK

Harbor.

Mrs. Nellie Smatlidge is visiting relatives in Bar Harbor and Lamoine.

last

spend

A

accompanied by bis sister.
Latty, who is employed at

June 30.

j

of age.

seventy-seven years. His genial face will
be greatly missed, as be was s most agreeable neighbor, and examplary in his home
life. He is the first to die out of a (amity
of five brothers, of whom he was the eldHe is survived by a widow and five
est.
children—Capts. Walter P. and Arthur H.
Gray, Mrs. Fred Greenlaw, of Deer Isle,
Mrs. Nellie Robbins, of Sedgwick, and
Mrs. Peter Keefe, of Searchlight Nevada.

Oapt. Willard S. Norwood left Thursday
for Bangor, to take command of the
schooner R. I*. Tay. Oapt. Clyde Latty. of
the Tay, has gone to Bar Harbor to take
command

eighty-eight years

(T,N

bora in to..

m.X

was

season.

Mr. and Mrs. Stone and Miss Stone, of
of the Fourth.
v York, came last Friday afternoon
to ! night
1
Fred Hannaford and w ife, of Box bury,
•peUd the summer in L. V. Joyce’s cottage.
Mrs. Blanche Bosworth Joyce, who has Mass., arrived Sunday and are boarding
with Mrs. Olive Bartlett.
taught the grammar school here for sevMuch sympathy is felt by friends here
eral terms, left Friday for her former
home in North Anson to spend the sum- for the family of Adel bert Salisbury, who
died in Camden las* week. He was once a
mer with her mother.
resident of this place, but a few years ago
Mrs. Annie Staples, her daughter, Mrs.
Winifred moved to Brooklin, and from there to
and
Sears,
granddaughter,
where he had been night watchSears, and Mrs. Staples’ son. Forest Staples, Camden,
man in the mills for several years.
all from Cambridge, Mass., arrived Friday
L.
July 2.
to
a few weeks with relatives here.

j

Sinclair, wife and family

turned to their home in

Albert
went

Adelbert Salisbury.
G. D. Atherton, of Southwest
will

town

William

BARTLETT’S ISLAND.

day.
George Bartlett

E. Whiting, of EUaworth,
Monday on business.

VV iiiiam

UKR Fehmk.

June 30.

Lortss Freeman.
Katherine Freeman.
Leman Mavo,
Committee on Resolutions.

Bar

BANK,

STABILITY

Wavle

Miss

and

[
j

this

!

Springer, of Philadelphia, reached Saturday.
Point Saturday afternoon.
E. H. Norris is at the Eastern Maine
for surgical
Rev. J. Timothy Stone, of Brown Mem- general hospital, Bangor,

A.

Rmnlvtd. That these resolution* be made a
part of our records, copies be sent to his
amity and to The Ellsworth American for

He

visit.

j of

>u

t

pipped

that our oldest
make regular

Parker

town

MEMORIAL USOtrnORS.

Death, the common lot of all. has again
entered our society, the Young Woman’s
Christian Temperance Union, and taken from
as our faithful and beloved brother, George

Sc

daugh-

last week, the guest of Mrs. A. W. |
spending a
Bridges.
Miss Maud Rogers, a graduate of the
from
Boareturned
Enos
Waagate
Capt.
Domestic Science school of Boaton, Miss
ton Thursday, where he went to attend
Louisa McIntyre, Misses Florence and
the masonic

___________

about

ter

quid.
Mrs.

other pogr*

BLUE HILL.

_

Bert Anderson has

*•*

PARKER ponrp.

on

Water street.

June 30.

County AWj

I

'»°6-

COUNTY NEWS.

he, accompanied by his wife, had gone to
Also another
attend the Smith reunion.

Sea

I

ACCURACY

mlTW.
• nd

John Davis died at his home Saturday
after a short illness. He was

Mildred Woos-

throat.

Benjamin Franklin

morn in*

THE SAVINGS HABIT IIEFORE OUR NEXT
INTEREST QUARTER, WHICH BICOINS JULY I, 1808.

Mr.

a

Ospt. John Marshall, of !he yacht Rosalie, came from New Biven to spend the
Fourth with his family.

ACQUIRE

Bar Harbor

week

Miss

recovering from

quinsy

toward the East.
it,
yond
.ere was some delay for one whose outer
and girdle was in a far country. When
cu:
*ii things were ready we set steam (not sail)
sun toward the
iu after the setting of the
fcusJ which lies beyond Some-* Sound toward
«u northeast, and when we had discovered
Cm land we went on shore and journeyed to
tlu abode of Adah. Ruth, Esther, Martha and
the

week's vacation.

a

Mrs.

KRAMKU,,'

(Written Kg Chandler H„tel,lu,
ol North
IVnol>«W)i ’****

was

friends in

abort visit to his many
town last week.

WE SAY—
That is partially true, but the main reason is
depositors hare acquired the Savings Habit and
deposits regardless of the season of the year.

E. Small, of Winter Harbor,

r>r. A.

That our Savings Department has shown a gradual increase
during the winter months.
YOU SAYTbat i: must be due to the opening of new accounts.

Miss Lela Gordon returned Monday
a visit at Brownvllle, accompanied
by her young friend. Miss Margaret Jones,

HI- VI \ MIN

d*e* jM}»»

«r

DKEB ©LK.

COURTESY

1887.

HARD TO BELIEVE
BUT IT IS A FACT

from
for

additional (\mnljt ffew*.

on

Mrs. E. E. Fickett and son Harvey have
spent a week at Harrington with Mr.
Fickett who is employed at the station.

STAR.

lodge with us for a season.
Now on the 23d day of the 5th month of the
There was
fear 1906. we entered into a ship.
leery and his wife Linda, Eben and hi* wife
Almenn, George and Lillian his wife, Henry,
whose surname is Gray, and Elizabeth his
*i«?, William, the owner and master of the
•bin. also Mabel his wife, and with them
Lillian,
jnu neyed Ida. Philena, Josephine,
V
ie. the two Abbie's. Vena, May. also
is
whose
home
t ;i. rie. Elizabeth and Nellie,

LIBERALITY

v\ >.

N

COUNTY
F

The heirs here of the late W'illiam
French, of Orono, met in business session
at the hotel Saturday afternoon.

The following account of the visit of
Jvj ht hah chapter to St. Mary's was read
before Jephthah chapter and by the reAmeriquest of the order is sent to The
can

few

home friends at Penobscot.

SOUTHWEBT HARBOR.
THE EASTERN

a

spent a few days last w-eek with her
son;, Mrs. Nettie Dyer.
Mrs. C. E. Dwelley and daughter Evelyn
returned last week from a visit with old-

county.

is the only

Abfarttitrmrntc.

days to spend several
weeks with her mother, Mrs. J. H. West.
Fast brook,
Miss Marion Bartlett, of

Mexican has ***,*cr%tH»* ut 107
7 post-office* in Hancock county.

iu-

PAY

jhly t*

RENT

when you ran borrow on
shares, give a first
reduce it every month* »0"

tttortKjJihjy

pay me nut

kuu

interest

will amount to but
than you are now
rent, and lu about ten
will

Jr

m

pajjjjj
years j

fof

OWN YOUR OWN HOME-

_

For

particulars Inquire of
liEjtuv

A. W.

WjCflgufcffgb

Kino, rntfnt

n» a yard of tape might lead to the
unsirttilng of a great mystery.
Mi*. H.iscomli w:u located next to
til |MH>iot||o,tw. Ml* could
"keep tu.r eye

the Man Who

tl'“ postmaster. There was u blnek-site. She could have
i* e smith and all Ida
customer* under
.
lilt espionage.
As It wns dull
I mi’s In the millinery business, It took
u full hour s talking to
make Mrs. lias'«’> part wi.lt Slit in cosh In
iv.ehange
.or a detect v><’»
commission, but she
finally parted and was advised to
spot” all crosseyed men innilng letlevs at night after the
postotilce had
»■'

Arrived

!

PAMARES
By (LAUDC
nfhV W*. <’» >fnmrr
was a two of 2.»»>n
ami boasted a fair hotel,
!,,,,[ | .i'ii arrival* there by train
but they were what might.

iv-^svllle

7^
L termed
r,

■

During the

the man who
itrrb cd was on the saunter most of the
time
The two dry goods merchants
and one of the grocers refused to
buy
commissions on account of religions or
some
other scruples, but everybody
else approached had only to lie talked
t«> for a few minutes to
pay a price. If
they wouldn't pay *30, the price was
gradually reduced to IS. The arrest of

Drmnmen when
a
paid the town visit;
for an opportunity to KO luto

everyday arrival*.

would route that way; strondidn’t always unburden themwould
id the Inquisitive landlord
>
Enrti and every miest retooeand t.
or lea* public notice, but
(Ilrel more
out of mind when he dropped

a

jp^ped

would

oot <-f tightarrived slipped
Xte man who anally
that he had been a guest
B »i quietly
four day* Is-fore It was
for three or
orally known that he waa present.
from the depot Instead
B, walkeil up
hue and paying a
8f riding In the
Me didn’t make a m*h
extra.
,Barter
He
soon *« he arrived.
for the bar as
train for being late
the
cuss
cunt
town on account of the
w rasa the
sodhole* In 111 "street*. He took the
at once and
laadiurd Into hla confidence
lhat he waa In poor health
upjalned
In recuperut
|a) might s cud a month
and then sat down
!aj He ate supper
lathe barroom nud amoked and dozed
tal answered but few questions ami
ultd none at alL and It waa the gengtl retd let before he went to bed that
y didn't amount to shavings compared
with otlu r arrivals.
irfOTfti' lv Jones,

■« me man woo ar-

Opr

of

as

a

hat

buy-

t

it

tier Dlfflraltlra.

perfectly uproarious glee,

a

state

Relative BrlsMaeia of the Stars.
The dream of Joseph Is the oldest
document known In which the brightIn It
ness of the stars Is referred to.
the sun. moon and
are mentioned
twelve stars, which exceed all the other
heavenly bodies In splendor. A Trench
astronomer has pointed out that If wo
count the stars of the first magnitude
seen In Egypt today we shall find Just
twelve, for a thirteenth Is of somewhat
doubtful brilliancy. These twelve stars
are also mentioned In an evangel of St.
John; hence the astronomer concludes
that the relative brightness of the stars
has not appreciably altered since the

woman
or

ft

Attacks on Royalty,
llie king must ofteu and most seriously shot at was Loul9 Philippe, who
somehow was never hurt by his would
be assassins. The most desperate attempt was made by Fleschl, the Corsican. who oi>erated with an Infernal
He was once fired upon at
machine.
such close quarters that the flash of the
pistol set fire to the bonnet of Queen
Marie Ainelie. who sat beside him In
But one serious attempt
a carriage.
It
was made to assassinate Napoleon I.
Nawas with an Infernal machine.
poleon III. had two narrow escapes.
One was when the Orslnl bombs exploded around his carriage, and the
other was at the Bols do Boulogne,
when a ball meant for his guest. Alexander I., whizzed by his ear and ahot
fils ald-de-camp's horse.—London News.

accompanied
nndentlal demeanor.
His agency
eedwl women detectives.
A word
a

thousand

very different from that necessary to
appreciate the tragic action of the last
act.’* No wonder that “La Traviata”
made a fiasco under these trying circumstances! Vet when more adequately performed the opera soon became an
immense favorite with audiences of all
nations, and Verdi had no remwm to
remember the disasters attending its
first appearance In public.

J*unter

on

a

A contemporary account says: “At
the first performance of T.a Tray lata*
the tenor. Grazlanl, took cold and sang
his part throughout In a hoarse nnd alM. Varesl, the
most Inaudible voice.
baritone, having what we would call a
secondary role, took no trouble to bring
out the dramatic Importance of this
short but capital part, so that the effect of the celebrated duct between
Violetta and Gennond In the second
Mme. Ponaact was entirely missed.
telll, who Impersonated the delicate,
sickly heroine, was one of the stoutest
ladies on the stage or off It, and when
at the beginning of the third act the
doctor declares that consumption has
wasted away the young lady and that
she cannot live more than a few hours
the audience was thrown into a state

?

and H,en

good

told,

ance.

jocolved

trying

make them

were

.Not 1***8 than twenty women were
included In Mr. Jones* Hat, and when
he could secure no more clients in the
town he worked the surrounding country. Not a farmer or a fanner's hired
man turned him down. It
happened in
several cases that both the farmer and
his man took commissions and were
Instructed to watch each other.
When Mr. Joucs departed he left
more than a hundred detectives behind
him to watch for the coining of the
crime wave. They were to make report* to the home office whenever they
struck a clew. Not on their life or lives
were they to give away the fact that
they were working for the agency or
keeping their eyes peeled. Craft, cunning and silence must be the order of
the day.
I Minns? txie next two months Briggsvllle had an uncomfortable time of It.
Every one had a feeling that he was
under espionage, and his feeling was
right There was prowling about by
day and by night. Men and women sitting In their church pews of a Sunday
glared around in a suspicious manner
and forgot all about the aermon. Boys
and girls of tender years found themselves shadowed and went home to tell
fathers ami mothers who were shadowing some one else.
It was at a church social that the
grand exjHMie occurred. Mrs. Bascomb
brought It about by charging the cross
eyed cooper with mailing a letter at
midnight. This .sal in revenge for his
hogging dowu more than his share of
the Ice cream. In five minutes It came
out that there were about forty detectives present and that each one had
been spying on the others, nnd then a
free-for-all scrap occurred, ami the police made several arrests. This brought
out the whole plot and laid bare the
character of the man who arrived, and
there was weeping and wailing and
gnashing of teeth.
That was ten years ago. but the detectives of Briggsvllle have never forgiven each other. The crime wave has
not arrived, but they glare nnd shake
their fists at each other. And in some
locality the man who arrived is arriving again and repeating his perform-

jo

now

murderer, they

lime* over.

med ba<l given bia name, moved about
nan for the nest week without attracting any particular notice and
without any one caring particularly
The landlord of the
about liia health.
betel had Just told a friend of hla that
Jones was apparently a aofty. who hod
Bred blmeelf out In wondering why a
toffr* mill turned to the right Instead
of the left, when he waa asked tor a
private Interview. He Instantly made
op hla mind that Jones wanted to stand
bun off. but he granted ttie request.
In two minutes there was a great
transformation. Jonea of the sleepy
eyes amt lagging feet became as alert
He acknowledged that he
si a fox.
bad registered under a false name: be
confessed that he was not what he
seemed; be owned up that he waa at
the bead of a detective agency and
ready to do business with hla boat on
the moat llU-ral terms. There hadn't
been any crime of any account around
Briggs* We for several years, hut this
state of affairs could not last much
longer. There would he a crime wave
sweeping along pretty soon, and hi*
agency wanted to be In It and make
anti of the arrests and receive most
*
of the row..;■
Ue was there In advance of the wave
to lay bis wl:'i*a. Ho wanted to make
of the landlord a detective—a real old
sleuth of the first order—and he had a
plated commission duly tinted and
signed that would be exchanged for a
twenty dollar bill. Tbe landlord was
to spot ioltl» rs and murderers as fast
as they turned
up and send In his reports anti receive half tbe rewards.
It did not take the proprietor of tbe
Clarion over live minutes to decide on
banding over. His income from the
detective business would not la* less
than ROW a year and might run to
three times that, and bis opportunities
for "spotting" were Al.
Of course he was told that looking
wise and sawing wood was the foundation of detective work and given many
verbal Instructions, and half an hour
later he was down In bis bar and sizing op three or four old toilers he had
known for fifteen years and wondering which of them was plottlug murder. That evening he
picked out no
les* than seven incu to
keep an eye on
hi future, and It was
generally remarked that he seemed more alert than
usual.
•Vxt day the man who arrived Haunttrtd into the livery stable.
He hail
**untered hi there before, talked borne
tor * few minutes and tlien sauntered
wit again, inneh to the
disgust of the
a»ner. This time he didn’t talk horse,
die liveryman was all
aloue, but be
Was taken to the rear end of the barn
be communicated with. Mr. Jones
™ noticed
that bo had a head on him.
Jones had also noticed that be bad an
•fe like an eagle and a
iiersplcaclty
that enabled him to tell a horse from
* cow on
sight, 'flie liveryman was
uttered. Lie couldn't help but be. He
tail been called a fool often
enough
for trylug to conduct
a livery business
o *
county where there were 204 seporate, distinct and steep hills and to
ood that ail the
people had been wroug
•bout It all the time waa like
pouring
Kvect oil on a burn.
After o» hour's conversation the man
f horse a
and buggies gave up >25 and
a commlialon to act aa detecT*. He was not
to be confined to any
°oo sort of
crime, but could go uheud
do business with criminals of all
rts regardless
of age or sex. Before
Joaes bad left the stables the ne’vlT
made detective had made up his
10 keep ttQ eJ’® oa 1118 landlord of
ik
hotel. He had long suspected ttrt
counterfeit money was being made In
garret of the Clarion.
The man who arrived took another
that day.
He sauntered In to
Mrs. Bn scorn b, who kept a small
UUnery and notion store. He had
ot come for
a fall hat or a paper of
aii-pins. What he had come for he reed In
whispers,
by a

tip
^incht
•hstomer was

si light

uext week

j

times of the pharaohs.
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The Man In the Cellar 1
«J

<*•

seen a

ghost!”

“No. I haven’t,” I answered, “but I
can tell you that there Is a man In one
of the barrels down there.”
“What nonsense! You heard rats.”
I repeated my assertion and remind♦h1 her of the strange man we had seen
when milking. SLo mused a minute
mm men earn:

"You may l>e right I am going down
see.
It there la a man down there
I'll diacover him, but he shan’t suspect
1 have."
She took the candle from my ham!
and went down, humming the air of a
song to herself, and as she came back
upstairs she was talking about the
meat and saying that Uncle Joe must
get a rat trap. When the door had
t>een closed she sat down to the (tible
and said:
"Jimmy, you were right about the
man.
He Is hidden in that first barrel.
Now. then, we want to think what we
shall do.”
It was raining cats and dogs and a
dark night. It was half a mile to the
nearest nelghlmr's. and we felt that
to

Chmnty iV«u>»

other

$er

Mth.

Charles H. Robbins
spent Sunday with
his parents. He has employment at Bass
Harbor.
Mrs. F. H. Robbins and Mrs. John Sears
of Boston, are at Mountain View farm for
a

few weeks.

a

man

tramp

must Is?

something

worse

j
1

|
j

j

Ixma Butler, who has been very
ill,* is able to be out again. All her j
friends wish fora speedy r*
j
eovery.
Mrs.

R. B. Higgins took
Head

Hunday
j they explored the
! Spring Vale farm.
in

his

!

party
yacht.

a

cave

so

to

Btewart’s
here

While

well

known

on

j

Word has been received from Albert
j Bartlett, who went to California for his
| health, that he is not so well. All his
friends hope for a more favorable report
j in his next letter.

j
|
I

j

then she seemed

I WM harmless.
!

Katie Bartlett has returned from
Ellsworth, and is stopping at Mrs. Lois
Bartlett's for a few days.
Mrs.

aWjrrtisrmmt*.

liable*.

Wm. Lovell Finley, the new naturalist*
photographer, writes ns follows in the
Country Calendar:
“When I first crawled in among the
bushes close to the nest, the little mother
darted at me and poised a foot from
my
nose, as if to stare me out of countenance.
Hhe looked me all over from head to foot

twice,

FA Plate

convinced that I

She whirled and sat

on

l

the

Jell-0 IceCream Powder
and It

getting a square meal after the
humming-bird method of regurgitation. They ran out their slender tongues
to lick the honey from their lips, flow
they liked it I
were

SLcrpl

THE

Mrs. M. A.

Ferrin, of Somerville, Mass.,
visiting friends here.
Mrs. Nettie Day and daughter Viola, of
Boston, are here for the season.
Mrs. George Bickford, who has been
teaching at Gott’s Island, has returned
home.
Lincoln and Frank Sibley, of Somerville, Mass., are at M. H. Henderson s for
the season.

For all purposes for
which Milk or Cream
is used—

Arch Cole has gone to Bangor to ha' e
his foot removed. It is hoped his health

BORDEN’S

been

Candage,
ployed in Boston for some time, is spendher
w ith her parents, Uziel
vacation
ing
who has

em-

FflQ’fp

EVAPORATED.Q*gjm|
Convenient and economical.
Suited to
modification
any

July

C.

2.

CONDENSED

Milk and Peerless

Candage and wife.

BLUE HILL FALLS.

(Unsweetened)

Harry Conary has sold bis naphtha boat
to Mr. Thomas, of the Point.
Mrs. Sweetaer, of Stonington, spent a
few days last week with her daughter,
Mrs. Burt Hendrickson.

tbau

to

curlnif

I was mightily afraid of the man tu
the cellar, but 1 was more afraid of my
aunt, llad she tried argument or cousthe
ins 1 should have funked. She put
caudle Into my baud aud opened the
stair door aud began to talk about rats
and what damage they could do about
out
a house. I believe the man hud got
of the barrel to stretch himself, but.
bearing us coming, had sought his retreat again. Without letting up on her
talk at all Aunt Mary picked up the
white
cover, aud 1 saw her face grow
When
as we started for the barrel.
nearing It she made a BUdden Jump
and Clapped on the cover and seated
herself upon It. There was a series of
muffled yells from the man Inside, and
for the first ten minutes he made such
a struggle that 1 had to help against
him. Then he grew quiet, and we had
no more trouble with him.
For two long hours we kept guard
over him. and It was fortunate for the
fellow that Unde Joe was no later.
When uncle arrived and we called him
from the foot of the cellar stairs and
he came down aud upset the barrel
and poured the man out our prisoner
was bo near dead of sutfocation that
he did not come to for an hour.
Next morning a constable took him
off to Jail, and we learned that he was
not only a desperate criminal with a
reward of *500 on hia liee.d, but had
from state's prison a week be-

escaped

fore.
The reward was paid to Aunt Martha. and 1 got a sliure of It, and the
good woman never told a soul bow 1
was In mortal terror aud would have
shown the white feather If site hadu t
grabbed me by the hair aud banged
my head against the wall.
M. QUAD

Bluehiil History

.’km n.r.

NOW

50
SIC NT

Simon O. Stevens, of Eastport, Washington county. Maine, by
his mortagage deed nated March 28, 1901. and
in
recorded
Hancock county, Maine, Registry
ot deed* March 25,1901, in book 358. page 55^
conveyed to the undersigned, Ernst Ro*enstein, Adolph Goldmark and Louis Ko.senI fold, partners, doing business in the city of
New York under the name of Rosensteia
Brothers. certain real estate situated in
Brooklin. in said Hancock county, and thus
described in said mortgage, viz.:
A certain lot or parcel
of land with aU
buildings thereon, situated in Brooklin.
aforesaid, and particularly bounded and deto wit:
j sc ibed as follows,
Beginning at a stake and stones on the line
of land now or formerly owned by the heir*
of Daniel Baoson: thence running west six
and one-half rods to a stake and stones;
thence south thirteen rods to a stake and
stones; thence east six and one-half rods to
land now or formerly of said heirs of Dtrniei
Babson; thence north by said land thirteen
rods to first mentioned bound, containing
one-half of an acre, more or less.
Together
with a right of way one rod wide to the frigb-

OUT

CENTS.

POSTPAID
OP'

ON

ukm i.unuivr,.

HERE AS
\\T
W

PAMPHLET FORM.

IN

IVotitrs.

To the Honorable Hoard of Commissioners of
! Hancock Counts, Maine.
Oentlemkn.
undersigned resident* and tax-payer*
of the town o* Bluehiil in said Couo'y.
[respectfully request that the county roi«!
: lea-dug from Bluehiil Village to the town of
i Surry be changed aa follows:
Around the "Hind Hill” so called in m«U
town ot Bluehiil. beginning at a stake on the
Western side of the present road and 2« rnoi
from the Southern aide of McHards 8 re,wo
where it crosse* the said road and running
North 68*a* Went 12 rods aud 11 link*, theme
North 84* We-»t '2 rods, thence South 66” West
18 rods and 2 links, thenc* South S"1!** Weal 19
rods and 3 link*, the ce South 77* West
rois and 10 links. Htcuct South 79**.° W*-stH7
rods and 7 links thence South 76* West 3 rod*
*nd 30 links, thence South
West 6 rods,
thence South 49 West 6 rods, thence South 3<*
West 18'ii rods to a stake on the Western side
of the present ro*d. The above line is the
Western side nf the proposed road and $a d
road is four rods wid* according io plan which
is a pari of this petition.
Frank P. Okekne.
A. T ^TKVKNS.
Bluehiil, May 5 1906. E. J Hinckley.
STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock as.:—Court ot County Commissioners. April Term, A. D. 190 i.
Upon the foregoing petition the Commissioners being satisfied that the petitioner*
are responsible, that an
inquiry into the
merits is expedient, and that tne petitioner*,
ought to be heard touching the matter set.
forth in their petition; order that the County
Commissioners
at
meet
the house
of
Nev»lls.
on
the
George
Monday,
80th day of July, A. D. 1906, at 10 o’clock
A. M., and thence proceed to view the route
mentioned in said petition, immediately after
which view, a hearing of the parties and wifcnesses will be had at some convenient place
in the vicinity, and such other measures
taken in the premises as the Commissioners
shall judge proper. And it is further
Ordered—That notice of the time, place &d4
purpose of the Commissioners’ meeting aforesaid be given to all persons and corporations
interested by serving an attested copy of the
petition and this order thereon, upon the
Clerk of the Town of Bluehiil, a like copy
upon Frank P. Greene, one of the petitioners,
aud by posting up attested copies as aforesaid
in
three
in
said tow»
public places
the
time
thirty daysfor at*aidleast before
and
view,
appointed
by publishing the petition and order thereon,
three weeks successively in the Ellsworth
Am rican, a newspaper
published at Ellsworth. in the County of Hancock, the first
pubiicatiou to be thirty days at least before
the time of said view, that all persons and
corporations interested may attend and be
heard if they think dt.
Attest:—John F. Knowlton, Clerk.
A true copy of the petition and order thereoK,
Attest:—John F. Knowlton, Clerk.

is

Miss Linda

RECEIPT

PRICE.

Address:

Hancock County Publishing Co.,
ELLSWORTH, ME.

Being the same premises described as conin the deed from Abbie L. Stevens and
Simon G. Stevens to Ray P Stevens, dau d
and recorded in Hancock county
July 8, 1898,
registry of deeds in book 325, page 874.
And whereas the condition of said mortgage has been broken, now therefore, by reason of the breach of the condition thereof, we
claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
Ernst Rosbnstein,
Adolph Goldmark.
Louis Rosen feld.
J. A. Peters, attorney.
June 15, 1908.

veyed

Pauper Notice
contracted with the City of Ellalor those wbe
worth to support
HAVING
nerd
during the next five years
and care

iv
mil arc

assistance

legal residents of Ellsworth. I forbid

all persons trusting ihem on my account, aft
there
plenty ot room and accommodations to
care lor them at the city Earn* house.
M I Dv'UMMKY.

psychological moment a moment when
you had better have urgent business at
the barn.”

fltmcTtiarmrnte.

Specially
Registered
to You
X
z

letter

registered

NATIONAL BISCUIT-COMPANY

exercises

Consider how the United States Government protects
to you, guaranteeing its delivery safe and in good order.
The

a

greater protecting foresight in delivering its
Biscuit and Crackers to you. Fresh from the oven,
even

X

they

z

package,

•B

are

enclosed in a dust
on

tight, moisture proof

each end of which is affixed this trade

mark in red and white.

**

Zu Zu

a

or

usual

The Carletons have opened their cottage
for the season,

M. H. Henderson.

he made and frozen in 10 minntea.

milk and freeze. No cooking, heating or fussing: no eggs, sugar or flavoring to
mid, aa everything hut the Ice and milk la
contained In the package, and approved by
Five kind*:
Pure Food Commissioners.
Chocolate, Vanilla, Lemon, Strawberry and
Unflavored.
If your grocer hasn’t it, send bia name and
85c. to us for two packages. Illustrated
Recipe Book Mailed Free.
The Genesee Pure Food Co., Le Boy, N. Y.

_

improved.
Mrs. Hattie Cushing and Ralph Mayo,
of Boston, are visiting their sister, Mrs.

can

Simply stir contanta of one package into

quart

gestures that seemed fashioned to puncture
him to the toes. Then she stabbed the
other baby until it made me shudder.
“It looked like the murder of infants.
But they wrere not mangled and bloody—

they

the moat delicious

1* cheap enough, isn't it ? That is all it cotta
when made with

SOUTH BLUEHILL.

will be

or

ICC CREAM

edge.
“The bantlings opened wide their bungry mouths. She spread her tail like a
dicker, and braced herself against me
nest side. Hhe cr Tied her neck, and drew
her dagger-like bill straight up above the
nest. She plung€?d it down the baby’s
throat to the hilt, and started a series of
nest

“Then she settled down and ruffled up
Henry Robbins, who has been employed
her breast feathers to let her babies cuddle
on the schooner Bloomer, met with an accident last week. While hoisting stone close to her naked bosom. Occasionally
on deck a piece of the
[granite fell, sever- she reached under to caress them with
whisperings of mother love.”
ing one of his toes.
H.
July 2.
dob rrt (animus.

Mrs. Fred Candage, of Bucksport, with
her son Archie and daughter Nellie, is vishave hidden himself away.
her father, Sewell Candage.
There were three cellar windows, but iting
Mrs. Mary Candage, of South Bluehill,
over them had been tacked strong wire
netting. The mau must have entered is keeping house for Burt Hendrickson,
while his wife is at Stonington, visiting
the house and gone down cellar.
"I ll tell you what the miserable her parents.
Crumbs.
skunk Is after.” said my aunt after
July 2.
awhile. “Uncle Joe will bring home
NORTH BROOKSVILLE.
$100 when he comes, and this fellow is
after It. lie’ll keep in hiding until
Mrs. J. M. Ellis, and daughter, Miss
your uncle comes and gets to bod and Allen, were In Ellsworth two days last
asleep, and then he'll rob the house—
that Is. he thinks he will, but I’ll show
I>t an Grindle, of Somes Sound, was in
him what’s what in toe next fifteen town last
week, visiting his father Kinney
minutes.”
(irindle.
as
“But what cau we do?” I asked
About twenty from Rainbow grunge atmy knees knocked together.
tended the Hancock Pomona grange at
-Well, your Uncle Joe would have to North Bluehill
Saturday.
shut up like a jackknife to crowd him- |
C.
July 2.
self into a pork barrel. Ills legs would
Is? all doubled up. and be wouldn't
BUCKSPORT.
have much use of his arms.
Miss Lillian B. Ames, of this town, is to
"There’s a cover for that barrel right
Mrs. Abbie Cooper Milliken as
Is'hind the stairs as we go down. If it sueceedl
assistant in the Bangor piano school. The
was clapped on to the barrel, don’t you
“Miss Ames
think we could hold It there in spite of Bangor Commercial says:
She
has had marked success in teaching.
all the man could do?"
a tine soprano voice and
"But he may jump out of the barrel I is endowed w'ith
w ill be welcomed in the musical circles of
before we can put the cover on.”
"Don't be a coward, Jimmy. You are Bangor in which she will undoubtedly
take a prominent place.”
coming right downstairs with me.
We’ll talk about rats as we move
“Pa, what is a psychological moment?”
around. You'll carry the caudle, and
I’ll get the cover and clap It on. If I'm asked a Virginia farm boy of his father.
“I’ve read so much about it,” continued
not strong enough to keep It there you
the boy, “and even the dictionary doesn’t
must helt> me."
••I—i—I"— I began, but she caught give a definition of it.” “A psychological
moment? Let me see,” said the farmer
me by the hair and sternly said:
“Jimmy, if you don't help me I'll meditatively. “Well, now, did you ever
notice your rna when she was hangin’ out
give you the awfulest licking a boy a
washing? Did you ever see the old
ever got and then tell everybody that
clothes line break and let the w hole blame
us a
much
us
spuuk
haven't
fall into the mud? Well, that’s a
lot
got
you
the

Htimmlng-IHrd

|

pate*

CENTER.
John Bears and Silva Higgins visited friends at McKinley last week.

*^*fc#wwwMMrayfiwrat*ww^j^^ *
(Copyright, 1906, by 1C If. Whitehead.]
My ancle*. Joneph Warner, was a
farmer living five miles from the vil*
l.iare of gcottsville, and he and my
Aunt Martha were without children.
One day in September I was sent up
to Cucle .toe’s on an errand and told
that I might stay all night I was then
close to fourteen years old. I helped
my aunt attend to the live stock. As
we were milking the last cow In the
barnyard after sundown we saw a
strange man pass along the* highway to
the house, hut gave him no particular
attention.
It turned colder and began to rain
soon after dark, ami our
supper was
also an hour late. It was between 8
and P o’clock, and I had helped Aunt
Martha to wash up the dishes, when
she sent me down cellar to bring up a
piece of meat wanted for breakfast. I
took a candle to light my way, and I
had to cross the cellar to where four
barrels stood in a row. She had said
the second barrel from the right. Aa I
passed the tirst barrel I heard a movement iuside it 1 w’onder why I did not
turn and floe, as the sounds brought
my heart into my mouth, but I passed
the barrel, got the meat and eveu managed to whistle on my w*ay upstairs.
When I had shut the door, however, the
sight of my white face made the woman exclaim:
“1’or the land s sake, but the boy has

additional

ClNOBR 8mAP»—Crisp, dalldosa, gold.11-brown

morMla si swMtnos »ad spies that araryona lows.
CHE USB SANDWICHES—TUa cncksrs anrinalag
delicate Utt to Ismpt an splnxa.
creamy rlimr

a

layer of
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SUMMER GOODS
AT THE

4<14f tin*a I

C>M»> .V»«r*.*** othtr pn««*.
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PROBPECr HARBOR.
Mm. George W. Allen has opened her
house at The Band*.
P. T. Moore went to Mil bridge for a
Miss Annie Handy has returned from
visit to relatives in Gooldaboro.

nesday.

Joseph Handy
We have made a large purchase uf Summer Silks suitable for Suits
and Waists. These were never sold for less than 75c per yard ; our
price as long as they last. .'Site.
We hold a special sale of Washable Waists comprising various
styles in White Lawn and llatiste. trimmed with lace and embroidery,
at the exceptionally low prices of >M. ♦ 1.115, ^ I AO, SI 7.5. >kand 924K).
Women's Suits and Walking Skirts in large variety at low prices.
We have some Odd Suits, one or two of a kind, on which we are
making a reduction.

and

Waltham, Mass.,

of

for

a

week

or

wife and Miss Handy,
at Moaes Stanley’s

are

two.

Ertfest Rice and daughter, Mias
Virginia, have been visiting friends in
Sullivan and Hancock.
Mrs.

Harvey Newman have
returned from Swan s Island, where they
Edwin Cole and

went to

purchase a

boat.

Mrs. Charles Bunker and Mrs. Adelaide
Dunn, of Franklin, were guests of their
sister, Mrs. J. 8. Coombs, the last of the

rainy morning gave place to a beautiful day, but kept many from attending.
All that time and thought and money
could do had been done to make this a
j happy occasion. The decorations were
patriotic, and why should they not be?
Five of the family of six sons served in the
war, while the youngest son. Mows, ran
j away to enlist in Bangor, where he w as
captured by his father, who thought a son
too young to enlist should be forced to
stay at home, as he had already sent five.
As one drove up the hill the grounds
seemed a garden of flags, which fluttered
from every post, while yard* of bunting
enclosed the grounds and stretched the

week.

White Canvas Oxfords and Pumps for Ladies, Misses and Children ;
also Tennis Oxfords, Tan and Black Russian Calf. Agents for Hurt's
ami Patrician; also Walkover for Ladles and Men.
We carry the largest stock of Boots and Shoes in the city.

Hundreds of Garments on the second door: scores of different
designs of .Skirts, Nightgowns, Drawers and Corset Covers.
Skirts at 75c, *1, *1.50, *2. *2.50 and *3.
Nightgowns at 50c, 75c. *1, *1.25, *1.50, *2 and *2.50.
Corset covers at 25c, 50c, 75c and * 1.
Wrappers and two-piece wash suits from *t to *2.50.

LACES.
and

Fancy Valenciennes l’lat and Point de Paris and
Normandy. Special values at 5c, 8c and 1 tic.

HOSIERY, CORSETS, GLOVES
We have an unbreakable Corset,
ranted not to break, made from coil

imitation Duchess

AND UNDERWEAR.

entirely
springs.

new, just out.

War-

Price. *1, *1.50 and *2.

Harbor.

J. A. Bewail and wife, of Denver,
Col., and Mrs. Thomas Van Ness and children, of Brookline, Mass., arrived at Mrs
Tracey’s, at The Bands Monday'.
Dr.

ophones

Pythian sisterhood enjoyed a pleasant meeting Tuesday, June 28, when they
celebrated the birthday of one of their
members, Mrs. J. M. Williams. Two cakes,
handsomely decorated, flowers in abundance, besides individual gifts, testified to
the high esteem in which Bister William*
is held by her many friends.
C.
July 2.

12 1 2c Eoliennes, 15c Basket Weaves. 12 l-2c and UKSateens, Linen Lawus. Dress Linens, Persian Lawns, and Dress

Everything

in the

comprising

Carpet line;

an

excellent assortment in choice

also in

Draperies,

Curtains and

House Furnishings.

GALLERT

M.
COUNTY
■?*r

ad-Uiional

NEVs'

Crmntp Se*e»

j*x

anct

BLUEHUJL
Nearly all of the

summer

cottages

are

occupied.
Miss Carol

Mayo, Miss | Emma Osgood; vocal duet,!
Mrs. Beulah Osgood, Miss Ethel Stover;!
reading, Mrs. Lou Greene; poem, Mrs. M. j
E. Mayo; reading (in
costume), John
Wood. Mrs. Adams, of Belfast,
president
{ of the Rebekah
assembly of Maine, gave

I

a

Hooper has

Harbor for the

summer.

gone to

Northeast

pleasant informal talk.

July

2.
_

M.

One drove

were

most

accommodating

of

Father Dwelley and Miss Helen !
are guests of

Miss

The Minarm Grindie, of Bangor, with
brother, Ralph Grindle, of Redstone,
N. H.. are in town for a few days.

their

| Miss Georgia Grindle, of Bangor,
j rived Friday for a brief visit with
mother,
Leach’a.

Mrs.

ar-

her

Bessie Grindle, at Ellery

H. C. Perkins returned from Rockland
be has been part basing a
The boiler
new boiler for bis steam mill.
arrived last week.
last week where

Benjamin Snowman, of New York, reto-day, after having

turned to his borne

spent bis vacation here with his parents,
licander A. Snowman and wife.,

by

in

Mrs. Fdwsrd Hutchinson and Leon
Hall and wife, with tbeir sons, Earle and
Chrl, are visiting Mrs. Hutchinson’s
brother, H. C. Prrkma, and wife.
gave a very pleasing Children s
concert at the church Hunday after-

school

Day

noon. The decorations were very fine.
The programme was an interesting one.
The ice-cream social at Grange hall
Tuesday evening wsa a financial success.
The ladies’ aid (dan to hold theee social*
once a

of

month

through

the

summer

“I Owe My Life

instead

Mr*. Mittie

daughter.

Mrs. Aaron

#r,

Kenney, and other relaEddington and Brewer, laat week.

very

satisfactory

in

wording

to

the

for no response.
Moses Smith and wife had six sons and

R. R. So, t,

my

ru na.

“At flr»t I could not notice

anr

ben-

efit, hot after taking several bottle* I
cured sound and well.
"It It to Pcruna I owe my life to-

wa*

day.

‘•I cheerfully
sufferer*.’’

recommeud it to all

COUNTY NEWS.
9or additional

Omnty »•#«

•#«

rdKtr

po^m

CABTINK.
E. Littleftdd and «oo
Sunday at C tat in?, the
ftunU of W. A. Walker.
Yat hU are beginning to make lb?trtppewranc*. last week a«n >ng other arrival*
were the schooner Alert and steam yacht
Hon. Charter

CbtriM

Mrs. R. B. Sargent and family of Mel*
rose. Mass., are occupying their cottage
this summer.

ladies, but ca’’ed

is driving a new span, noted
beauty and speed.
School closed Friday after a pleasant
md profitable session of ten weeks taught
5y Mrs. Lucy Salisbury, of Ellsworth.

write*:

without relief.
••/ had given up all hope of any relief and was almost dead
hen my
husband bought me a bottle ol Pe-

present, it was voted to elect the
MU* Carrie Jordan is employed at Kggeofficers as last year:
President,
Moses Smith; vice-president, Robert Law- moggin.
Chester Brown, of Little Dear late, it
rie; secretary, Mrs. Annie Smith Campvisiting his sister, Mrs. Osward Hooper.
bell; treasurer, L. W. Bunker.
The report of the last meeting was read
Warren P. Beedle was in Bangor last
by Mrs. Moses Smith. It was voted to week on business for the Mountain Ice
meet the last Saturday in June, 1907, at Co.
Molasses pond, the small boy voting down
Miss Jennie A. Grinds!, of Bluenill, was
all objections to black flies and mosthe guest of Miss Jennie E. Grindal last
quitoes. A toast was given which was week.

Mrs. Charles

Pe-ru-na,”

'•I was afflicted with dyspepsia for
leveret y ean and at leu was
conllied
to
bad. unable to sit up.
•■We tried several different
doctor*

Smiths

Salisbury.

to

Huffaker,

iluffakrr,

Colombia, Term.,

same

Mrs. Wallace Tibbetts left Saturday for
several months’ visit with relatives in
Nashua, N. H-, Waterville and Gardiner.
James Jordan and w ife visited their ais-

Mrs.

Says

their usual afternoon weekly meetings.
members
of
Penobscot
Forty-two

spent

daughters. Five sons and one daughGeorge Bowden, of Hinghatn, Maas., ia
living. The Smiths present
were:
James M. Smith, wife and son, spending a feu days w ith his mother, Mrs.
Aria.
Percy A. Smith, an electrician, all of Fair- Clara Bowden.
VIrs. Salisbury’s splendid work was shown
J. M. Vogel! took the oath of office SatHeld ; Moses Smith, wife and son, of EllaMr*. C. 8. Babson spent several days last
he last afternoon to parents and other
of this disworth; Eben Smith and wife, of East Sul- week with her daughter, Mrs. Dow, of urday as collector of custom*
quests, with singing, speaking, drilling
trict, and has assumed control of the oflivan; Charles li. Follett and wife, of North Brooksviilc.
md military marching, etc. Each part
flee here.
West (kmldaboro, a son of Famelia Smith.
Misa Hattie Harding, of Lincoln, Is
and afforded much
cas
well rendered,
John Smith, a brother of the first Moses,
The Fourth of July pro^rimm? meludes
spending the summer with her parents,
Measure and pride to all.
came from Waterboro.
His granddaugh- H. B.
a parade in the moruing, h-rsehaik r»iv,
Harding and wife.
Davis.
July 2.
ter, Bessie Abbott Wilbur, husband
potato, tub, three-legged race, etc.,
dm.
July 2.
and son were the only descendant# of
OOTT8 ISLAND.
greased pig, ball game, bail, etc.
Capt. E. N. Moore

was

in

six
ter

that line

Ellsworth last

week.

C. H. Welch, of Boston,

Mrs.
aland

a

few

days

was

at

the

last week.

Johnson and family, of Homer*
rille, arrived at Old Farm last Friday.
Frank A. Babbidge returned from the
Maine general hospital last Wednesday.
8.

A.

are now

!
I

present.
The invited guests were: Enoch Blsisdell and wife; Edward Hrmgdon and wife;
Perrin Swan and wife; Edward Abbott, all
of Franklin; Herbert Workman and Mr*.
Alden Scavey, of Sorrento; Misa Beulah
Paine and George
Whittaker, of Bar
Harbor; Miss Helen Hill, East Sullivan.

SOCTH BURRY.
Mrs. Amanda

Young

baa gone to

Nellie Garlic, from Stonington, is
irisiting her parents, O. J. Joyce and wife.
Mrs. Lura Babbidge, who has been visiting her sister, Mrs. Bertha Eddy, of Heal

E. E. Phil brook and ton Harold, with *
party of frienda, which includes Hugh
Fletcher, son of U. T. Fie cb» r, f rmerly
principal of normal school here, are on a
camping trip at Horsesh** crt*< k.

Ells-

worth.

Conary came home from Black Isyesterday.
U. Blake, of Brookiin, was here on

Otis
land
A.

Harry Kichardson arrived last week,and
spend the aumnier at the boro? <>f his
grandmother, Mm. J. S. Wt- u Mrs.
will

business last week.

After the business meeting
The community was saddened by the
the talk
drifted to dates, w hich had no fascination death of Hollis H., only son of George F.
for one of the younger generation, w ho and Orrinda H. Smith, which occurred at
had borrowed his mother's family Bible their home about noon Saturday. He had
!
Sedgwick’to visit friends.
for reference, putting it in his locker at been failing in health for some time, but
Stevens, formerly of Bluehill, now of !
Malcolm Wardwell, of Brockton, is visthe electric light plant for safe keeping. ! none of his friends realized that the end
Waverley avenue, Newton, Mass., was Harbor, is at home.
The building burned and the book was was so near. Much sympathy is felt for
iting his sister, Mrs. Eugene Osgood.
married to Sumner W. Eager, of West
and
Med bury Grindle
wife, and John nearly destroyed. His mother's
He
Isaac Dow has arrived from California, Newton, Mass.
memory, the bereaved parents and sister.
of Stonington, came last Saturday
however, was not defective about the date leaves a large circle of friends to mourn
The church was handsomely decorated Garlic,
where he has spent a number of years.
with
Mrs. Grindle’s of his birth.
to spend the Fourth
his
loss.
The
funeral
serv
ices
I
will
be
held
I
Mr. and Mrs. Pearson, of Brookline, are ; with mountain laurel, vines and flowers.
parents.
Souvenir post cards of East Sullivan this afternoon at the house, Rev. P. A. A.
j
visiting their daughter, Miss Adelaide At 8 o'clock the wedding march from the
William H. Harding, with bis entire were being given to the guests, who were Kills in. of Ellsworth,
officiating, interorgan gave notice of the arrival of the
Pearson.
bridal party. The ushers were John P. Family, went to Atlantic last Wednesday, scattered in groups on the Lawn and ment at Morgan’s Bay cemetery.
The news of the burglary of the post1
All returned that piazza, happily chatting or
business
m a
trip.
Ju!yl.
Tramp.
of Boston; Peter C. Ross, Brighsimply looking
in The , Stevens,
office is elsewhere reported
Charlie. He had takeu over the drooping flags to the peaceful
ton; Henry T. Richardson, of Brookline; evening except
American.
him
a wife that afternoon, therefore be
waters
of
the
enclosed
in
with
bay
island,
BASS HARBOR.
Joseph A. Lovell, of W'est Newton. Miss
There was an interesting Children’s Day j
the sentinel hills hazy in the afternoon
Ruth I. Eager, sister of the bridegroom, »>uld not come.
Benjamin Benson is very ill.
concert in the Baptist church Sunday
2.
Chip*.
sun.
The
ice-cream
was
July
to
be
was maid of honor, and the bride was esready
Mrs. Carrie Sawyer Welch, of Boston, is
evening, July 1.
served, when, without an instant’s warncorted by her brother, Eugene A. Stevens,
two weeks here.
HANCOCK POINT.
Two members were received into the of Newton.
ing, Edward Bragdon, of Franklin, who spending
Dr. Willis Watson and daughter. Miss
had
remarked
of
this
was
The
friends
Mrs.
one
of
church
Stella
the
Boston
best
Sunday morning
The bride waa met at the altar by the offimany
Congregational
have returned from a trip to Boson confession of faith.
ciating clergyman, Rev. Allen A. Stookdale, 5wan will be pleased to learn that she is days of his life, still holding the postals Helen,
ton. While there they attended the comk>
far
recovered
from her long and serious in his hand, fell to the ground dead.
Mrs. Steven* and Miss Annie Clough, of the pastor, and Rev. Wm. S. Kelsey,
Dr. Bridgham was hastily summoned mencement exercises at Harvard college,
New York, and Miss Alice Mayo, of Bos- of Allston, Mass., Sidney B. Thomas, beat illness as to be able to go, accompanied by
trained nurse, to Squirrel Island for the from Bullivan. Even before his arrival, of which Dr. Watson is a graduate.
man of West Newton, andthe
ton. were among the arrivals Sunday.
bridegroom
the decorations, so happily planned, had
month of July.
Benjamin Murphy took a party of
After the Episcopal service, an informal
Terrence Towle and wife, of Bangor,
been removed, and the hush of death had friends on a trip around Mt.
waa held in the home room of
Desert
reception
with
Mrs.
and
Sunday
Saturday
spent
John Muir, Naturalist.
settled over all. Yea, verily, “in the Island Friday in his
sloop Ida Frances.
Towle’s parents, Nahum Hinckley and the church.
a beautifully written
In
with
connection
midst
of
life
we are in death.”
The
which
numbered
party,
Many beautiful and costly presents were
nineteen,
wife.
irticle on certain phases of the YellowH.
July 2.
stopped about two hours in Bar Harbor.
received, among them a large cut glass
from John Muir’s pen, in the OvtThe stone cutters at the White Granite bowl from the trustees of
itone,
June
30.
X. Y. Z.
the church
ook recently, there was printed an article
did not go to work Monday morning, as
WEST HANCOCK.
where Miss Stevens was employed in the
M’KINLKY.
}f personal reminiscence about Muir by
their fortnightly wages were not forth ; office for five
Freeman Steadies and
years.
family have
Johnson.
Mrs. Cummings 8. Martin and
coming.
Showered with congratulations and Richard Underwood
moved to Egypt.
family
“In the mountains Muir’s keenness and
will spend the summer in Digby, N. 8.
Mrs. Anna
Foster and her son and good wishes, Mr. and Mrs. Eager departed
Mrs.
Martha
Marshall
has
been
very ill,
an
resourcefulness
Indian's.
suggest
Misses
Myra N. Oott and Vincle M.
daughter are in town. Mrs. Foster is the on a wedding trip. They will reside at
but ia improving.
Nothing escapes his eye, and yet he never
Trask have returned from a few
days’ visit
only daughter of the late J. T. Hinckley 147 Charlesbank road, Newton, where teems to be hunting for
Mrs. Lena McFarland has gone to Orono
He
anything.
on
Duck
Island.
after Sept. 19 they will be at home to their
and wife.
does not walk so much as glide, w’ith his tor an extended visit.
Otto A. Wilson and family, of Petit
many friends.
Mias Blanche Osgood, who has been
soles near the ground, as he says the
Mrs. Julia Tracy, of Bangor, is the guest
J aly 2.
Spec.
Menan light station, are
visiting relatives
Indians do, for greater speed and ease.
of her sister, Mrs. George Young.
seriously ill in Boston for some weeks,
and friends here.
continues critically ill. Her parents and
“For him there is always a way out of
SWAN’S ISLAND.
Mrs. Mary R. Butler, of New Bedford,
The “Old Maids’
and he has a quiet confisister are still with her.
Convention”, under the
Ralph Grant has purchased a gasoline every difficulty,
Mass., has arrived at the old home here for management of Mrs.
Hattie Stanley, will
dence in finding it. He is more than the summer.
of
boat
F.
N.
Johnson.
The many friends here of Hollis Smith,
be
at
presented
Mt.
Desert hall, Monday
cheerful, he is gay, happy, intoxicated
of Surry, were very sorry to hear of his
Schooner Sarah Blaisdell brought coal
Mrs. Flora Hinckley, of Bluehill, made evening,
2.
Proceeds for the church.
July
with nature. No obstacle but is lightened
death Saturday. Mr. Smith had been em- for the M. Baird Contracting Co. last
a short visit to her aunt, Mrs. Maria DurJune 30.
Anon.
by his humorous way of looking at things.
this week.
ployed in the school here for several years. week.
gau,
“I remember that one day when I had
WEST
Schooner
School
closed
Livelihood
two
June
session
of
hunthe
8EIX1WICK.
after
local
a
The semi-annual
brought
Friday,
Xi,
grown deathly sick over the miscalculated
and successful term.
Jesse Wessel and
Much
union and Epworth league w as held in the dred hogsheads of salt for the Eastern
skill of our amateur cook, Muir cheered pleasant
wife and Phebe
Fish
Co.
credit
is
due
the
Miss
M.
teacher,
Durgain went to Bangor Monday.
Idylene
me up with an anecdote of the Rev. Dr.
Congregational vestry Friday afternoon
Shute.
Those
not
absent
one-half
29.
The
and evening, June
Charles Hawkins has gone to Boston in John Hall, whom he had guided through
programme
day
Little Philip Weasel
spent a few days
a
was printed in The American last week.
gasolene boat from the Maine Motor the region. With a chuckling enjoyment were Ruth Bridges, Vera K. Johnson, with his grandmother, Mrs. Curtis Durand
were
instrucBoat Co.
The addresses
inspiring
of the remembered scene, he pictured the
gain, last week.
Twenty Year Battle.
tive. There was a good attendance.
SPEC.
doctor sliding inevitably, feet foremost,
July 2.
Mr. Angeil preached at the
“I was a loser in a twenty year battle
chapel in
down a deep granite slope into a Urge
North Brooksville
The district convention of Rebekah
with
chronic
and
Sunday, in exchange
piles
malignant
sores,
time a man borrows trouble he pothole, where he sat waist deep in water, until 1 tried
with
Every
Rev.
Rebekah
Mr.
met
with
Mountain
lodge
Bucklen's Arnica Salve:
Bmith.
lodges
the worst of the transaction.
‘looking for all the world,’ said Muir, which turned the tide, by curing both, till
Miss Ella Thurston and Mrs. Curtis
Thursday evening, June 28. Sapper was gets
‘like a baby taking its bath.’ Those who not a trace remains,” writes A. M. Bruce,
An
local
worked
ounce
of
confidence
in
is
6
The
at
m.
lodge
served
yourself
Durgain spent a few days last week at
p.
remember the cherubic face of the good of Farmville, Va. Beat for old Ulcers,
the degree and furnished a short pro- better than a pound of confidence in doctor will see the appositeness of this Cuts, Burns and Wounds. J5c. at E. G. Deer Isle, the guest of J. A. Moore and
others.
Mr*.
of
Mookk's,
wife.
druggist.
comparison.”
piano duet,
gramme, consisting
STEVENS-EAGER.
Hinckley and Ralph Slavin arrived
Wednesday evening, June 27, in Berkefrom Stonington July 1.
I
ley Temple, Boston, Miss Caroline B.
Miss Ella Stover has gone to North I
Stevens, only daughter of Mrs. Emelina
E. F.

ID 9IVEN UP ALL HOPE
CONFINED TO HER BED

The children of the Methodist Sunday

fore the

'or

RUGS FOR SUMMER FLOOR COVERING
greatly reduced prices,
patterns and designs.

bunding.

of Houth Orrington, has
Mrs. Helen Sellers for a

Ofay,

guest
days.

Maeomber, of Franklin,
Freeman Bowden and wife.

Dinner was served at 1 o’clock from a
long table extending the length of the
cedar hedge, seating twenty-six guests.
Lobsters fresh from the sea, cold meats,
baked beans, delicious bread, pies and
cake, fruits and candies disappeared be-

VIr. Jordan

at

few

their selections.

E. L. Grover and wife are visiting
friends in Bangor, Brewer and Eddington
for a few daya.
Mrs. Mary Jordan, of Bangor, cam# last
week to spend several weeks here with

ivea in

Organdies.

Mr*. John
twen the

chapter went to t astine Thursday to visit
besieging forces.
Moses Smith, the one w ho did not go to H. K. Whiting chapter. A bountiful sopawaited them to which they all did
war, was deluoed into thinking be had | per
after their long ride. Daring the
OTIS.
not arrived in ume, so mi now n again j justice
Him Lettie I Ally returned home from j w ith each new recruit. Kben Smith got ; evening the work wss exemplified and the
out his musket and was told it was no degrees conferred upon two candidates by
Waltham last Wednesday.
H, K. Whiting chapter in a very creditable
Mr. Foster and wife, of Bangor, were ! wonder he left a limb behind, while carmanner.
At the close of the work resuch a villainous-looking weapon.
guests at Tibbetts’ several daya last week, j rying
The business meeting was called on the freshments were served and a social hour
ia
who
Bar
at
Ferd Robbins,
working
piazza by the president, Moaes Smith, spent.
Harbor, came home Saturday for a few who
Sl'BA.
appointed Mrs. James Smith chair- | July 2.
d*y».
man.
Owing to the small number of
HARGENTVILLE.

her

WHITE AND COLORED W ASH DRESS GOODS.

fasti ue.

under two arches of birches,
jwst the wigwam of birchea, with birches
set at regular interval* on the law n, past
the clothesreel hung with bunting to the
piazza hung with flags and made cosy
with indoor furnishings. “Smith Reunion'’
stretched across the harn door, and Smith
hospitality pervaded the air. Two grapb- I

The

MUSLIN UNDERWEAR.

Miss LUa Dunbar it visiting her grandMrs. Fred Ward well, at North

mother,

the willow

Mrs. John Foss and Miss Edna Hamilton, who have been visiting relatives ben1
for several weeks, have returned to Winter

A SALE OF WOMEN'S SHOES.

of the

social dance at Orange ball
Music by Perkins.

was a

Thursday night.

The

length

Huffin'.

P8NOBBCOT.
Thar*

The one-legged veteran of the Civil war,
Kben Smith, and bis (food wife Rachel,
have been preparing for weeks for the
tenth annual reunion of the descendant*
of Moans and Christina Hasten* Smith,
who settled in East brook. The last Saturday In June was the day appointed.

Mrs. Adeline

4l~U(lUk4,UUtu*.
Mr*.

__

SMITH RKUHION.

is a

M. QALLERT.

<***♦ P««*»

'TIb the wink of nn eye. *ti» the draught of *
breath.
From the blossoms of health, to the palerfe**
of death."

a

Pike, of Providence, R. I.,
guest at her son's, J. E. Pike.
Master John Workman celebrated hi#
thirteenth birthday July 1 with a family
party.
Clarke Blance, who has been visiting
friends in Cherry field, arrived borne Wed-

County 5#»»,

*«

EAST SULLIVAN.

week-end visit to friends.

MOST TEMPTING PRICE-.

j

Agnes V. Marshall, Selma H. Marshall,
Blanche M. McFarland, William M. McFarland.
ai’MAC.
July 1.

COUNTY NEWS. COUNTY NEWS.

’Xbtamtcrmmtt

Weacott's ton Edward, who ha** been here
for several week#, left last w«k f r Alafor
bama, where he has tweo In business

Mrs.

some

|

time.

The workmen on the arte* tan well to
half
supply the Acadian hotel w ith water
been obliged to stop for a few <Uy» on
account of the weakness of their cable.
The well is now to the depth of about 3®
and
feet, and the breaking of their cable
a
loaa of the drill at this time would be
baa
serious loss to them. A new cable
been

purchased.

The Acadian hotel opeued Thursday
with quite a number of guests which have
been augmented by arrival* by every Nat.
iast
Among the arrivals for the summer
w<rf*
week were C. F. Hates and family, of
Mr.
laston. Mass; Mr. Haynes ami family,
Yolkman and family, at the Collins cot-

of Bantage; George Bradley and family,
the Log cabin. Prof. M- B. Kiddle,
D. D., of Pittsburg, Pa., at the Oatiaa
house; Mr. and Mrs. Goodwin and family,

gor, at

at
the Little cottage; Mr*. Gsrrvtaon,
the Acadian.

at

Jtrarrtismfms

CURED
MY HUSBAND S

Sick Headache
Dear Sin:— South Poland, Me, Oct.
wi
My hatband waj « peat sufferer
lick headache. He had it once in •WJ
wccltt, but hai not been troubled for »1**1
since he ha« been taking *‘L. F.”
He knows it it the Bitten that helped him.
Yours truly, Mas. Richard SuaU.
If you want good health, get it the caul*
and take a specific for the trouble.
the wrapper and label on “ L. *•
w
Atwood's Bitten and you'll be guided
the use of this safe, speedy cure for
>
caused by impure blood, indigestion, -i
gish liver and bowels. 35 c.
Colored Foetal Cards. .WfjMZt
r_.
»S<»u'0£“‘”’

S,'^

_

dbe^

rr£C
*
V*

*

1

Write us. H. H. Hay
Agents, Portland, Me.

AMERICAN ADS
PAY BEST
TRY

ONE

